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Abstract 

This project st.udies two different quant um phases of matter and how t.o design systems 
thaL adiabatically connect oue phase with another. One phase con-esponds to a cluster 
state which is fl resom ce state for measurement-based qu1;u1turn computation , and t.hc 
other is a surface code which is a robust. way to store quantum memory. Both phases 
are !:,'TOmHl st.:1,t.es of strongly correlated two-dimensional lattices of quantum systems. 
either twu-ll'\, ·I Bystems ( qubits, fermions) or ilifinite-dimensional, continuous-variable 
(CV) system~ I q uantum modes, bosons) , a11d both phaseo are gapped . However. the 
smfacc corlc l i.., a spc.>rial kind of non-local order, termed topological ordm·, wbilP the 
cluster plrnse ' ,ns not. A key advantage of the clustc'r phase is that it can be relatively 
ea~ily prcpan I lll experiment using a constant. depth circuit acting on an init ially un
entanglrd st.at, . The surface code, in contrast, requires a number of preparation steps 
that. scales with the system size; a consequence of t hl' long rang<' topological order in 
this pbas(:. 

Reuw.rkahly, it has bern shown t hat the surface code can be prepared from the 
duster phase sin1ply by performing a pattern of commuting ::;ingk· sit e measm emcnts 
Oil the lattice. However , for any outcome of measurement,s, it is necessary to perform 
a set of c·orr<>ct,ions to the 1,tate such that the total preparation time is still extensive. 
The foC'll!-i of this t hcsis is how to smoot.hly perforu1 the entire IJreparn.t ion procedure 
for the surface ('ude by deforming a Hamiltonian wh ich cnrndes the state in the ground 
state. This a.voids mcasurenwnt altogether and moreover has t he advantage t hat for 
CV systems tl1c Hamiltonian involves only two-body near-nrighbom interactions rather 
titan the fonr-borly interftctions t hat are required iu a spin encoding. 

Ill this thesif, w0 study a fimootlt. adiabatic trausitiou from t he cluster st.ate to the 
surforc code. Vve do t his in a st•ries of steps: We first consider t lw a<liaba tie; evolution 
of a single qubit and a single qurnodE>. We also calculate the iterative, discrete t ime 
step approximat.ion of the continuous adia batic evolution of st.ates in the qubit case, 
and begin the work toward t.11e adiabatic evolution of CV operators by first considering 
a single qurnode transit.ion Harnilto11ian. Then we study t he spectrnrn of au adiabatic 
tran,,;it.ion frorn a bosonic CV cluster state Hamiltonian to a CV planar surface code 
Hamiltoniau . 111 particular, we tra.ck the energy gc1.p between the ground and first 
excited st.i-1.te during tLe trnnsit ion. 
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"We must be clear that when it comes to atoms, language can be 
used only as in poetry. The poet, too, is not nearly so concerned 
with describing facts as with creating images and establishing mental 
connections." 

Niels Bohr - Discussions about Language (1933) 

1~1 Motivation 

Introduction 

Quantum s.vstems that can resist t he effects of environmental noise arc highly desirn.ble 
for a rang;t' nf qnant mn information tasks . If the topology of a quantum system can be 
con ectly prrpared, the degenerate collective ground state of t he system can be used 
to encock information i11 a way t hat is resistant to the effect of errors on any local 
subsystems. T his preparation must occur tlu·ough currently available means to be ex
perimentally feasible . This projects investigates a feasible pathway t,o a topologkally 
protect,1' d q1tanturn memory. 

Technology a ud science often develop in taudem. A deepened understanding of re
R-lity enablc>s more sophisticated manipulations of tha.t reali ty. Likewise, more powerfol 
or subtle urnnipulations enable investigations and insight into new realms . Further
more, t cch11ulogica1 applications provide a m ore tangible validation of unrlerlying new 
theories than merely correct predictions borne ont hy suhsequent observations. Some
times the distinction between scientific and technological developments <.;an become 
blurred , as when the development of a device with practical implications is inext,rica
bly linked with requisite and implicate scientific insights. 

The recen t. adva11ces iu quantum cxperimcntaJ capabilities a re linked with hopes 
of ultimately e11gincering quantum system~ with useful exotic properties. Qua11turn 
cryptography, quantum computing and qul'Lntmn mctrology are examples of long-term 
technologic.al goals that provide som0 of the motivation b ehind curre nt. widespread 
efforts within quantum i11forn1ation sriencc. For all these goals, and others, practi
caJ implementation demands a thorough understanding aHd versatile n1ethodology of 
how to mea.i:;ure, prcpaJ·e, manipulate a,nd store physical resom ces in sp ecific quantum 

1 



      

              
             

            
           

              
            

               
                

       

          
               

            
             

   

            
             

            
              
               

           
            

             
               

 

             
            
              
            

             
            

         
           

           
            

 

          
               

              
             

2 I NTRODUCTION 

states. This is known as quant um control. 

One of the tools of general interest in quantum control is quantum memory. A 
functional quantum memory umst preserve i11for111ation in a way that is robust to 
environmental noise. This is a great challenge as quantum particles are incredibly suR
ceptil>le to uncontrolled and unintended interactions with their environment. Note that 
we distinguish bet.ween the state of the physical resonrce and the logical information it 
represents. Logical information here means t he information which we care about and 
which we want to subject. to somP protocol. \Ve say that we encode logical information 
in some physical resource when we cause t hat physical resource to be in a distinct state 
Tepresenting some logical information according to some code. 

Hmvever. both in classical and quantum information systems environmental noise 
in the form of heat or other arbitrary disturbances can cause errors in the physical 
resource states. When t his happens without being noticed or corrected, t.be physic.a.I 
resource will be read as encoding SQ11lf.' logical infonnat,ion that is arbitrarily different, 
from what was intended. 

While WE' can implement protocols to correct errors after t hey occw-, t hes0 ap
proaches are generally costly in terms of physical resources and time. Quantum error 
correction codes typically involve redundant encoding of the logical information. If we 
can encode thr logical information in a way that protects it from being misrepresented 
even if some of the individual physical resources a re subject t,o errors, then the process 
of rna11ipulati11g the logical information can proceed as intended regardless of environ
mental noise. ote that all existing schemes for protecting encoded information from 
environmental noise can only withstand noise up to some thresholu. Any eucoding will 
ultimately fail if subjected to more noise tha,n its thrrshold allows, resulting in a loss 
of information. 

The pmpose of thi::; project is t.o develop some further understanding about a pos
sible implementation of topological quantum memory. Wha,t plac:P does s uch a project 
have? T his liapµeus in the co11tcxt of the current global endeavour to discover and 
invrnt. quaHtum control, a set of techniques for manipulating information in qur1,nt,11m 
systems. Ultimately, there is a hopC' t hat quantum rucd1anical devices can be used 
for infornmt,ion processing tasks such as algorit hms [2, :3] and simulations [-!]. Crit.i
cally, the qua.11t11m information processing sl10ul<l significantly outperform conventional 
computers t.o make the e11deavour worthwhile. There are specific quantum information 
protocols that can yield results exponentially faster than conventional rornputers. but 
the advantagf' of quantum computing is not applicable to information processing tasks 
in general. 

Quantum informa l.ion processing relies on the strange, probabilist,ic- proprrties of 
the q11a11tu111 mcd1anics thnt rulc1 the OC'Viee:;; on the rclevaut scalrs. 111 order to harnesi:; 
these 11011-classiraJ physics, c1 different logir is required. vVhilr the zeros and ones thr1,t 
give t he valnes of a,11 t he hinary digital information of our r'.onventional computers and 



          
            
             
             

               
            

                
               
           

               
               

          
          

  
             

              
          
          

          
           

          
            

          
          

               
             

           
             

  
         

     

  
              
            

           
            

           

1.1 MOTIVATION 3 

wu·ions microchippcd personal accessories are encoded in nanoscalc transistors which 
rely on electronic band gap structure:;; that am essentially quantum mechanical in na
t ure, t he logic t,hat those devices implement for information processing is essentially a 
fully deterministic: logic that comes ont of t he a11rient Aristotelian t r adition in which 
any proposition can be only either true or false. Quanttm1 logic, just like the quantum 
mechru1ics with wh.i('h it might be implemented , plays out with any possible superpo
sition or linear combination of t.he two values, such as in the qubit, taking on higher 
integer po~sibilities in th e qudit, or even less like the logic we arc comfortable with, 
taking on effectively any real nwnber as the cont inuous variable quruode does. 

Either way, while it boggles the mind to consider the possibilities of even the most. 
basic dC'mcnts of q11antum informat ion, we can ult imately see it for what it is: A 
probabilistic: generalisation of the discrete, deterministic. and dichotomous logic of 
conventioncd computer science, whereby a t hing simply is or is not. 

1. 1.1 Quantum control 

We waut to develop the capability to engineer and manipulate comple.-x: quantum states 
with great precision. Such a level of control over quantum resources will enable future 
physical jmplementation of applications from the categories of quantum algorithms, 
quantuni sinmlations, qua11tw1J communication and quantum rryptography. to name a, 

frw. 

A quantum information processi11g protocol requires some plat.form of physical im
plementation. Several different forms are currently under i11vestigation. One of the 
ruost prou1i:-;ing is Circuit Quant·,un1 Electrodynamics (Circuit QED), which takes ad
vantage of t.lic existing understanding and intrinsic versatility of quantum optics and 
combines it with the scalability of recent d evelopments in superconducting microclec
t.ronjcs 111annfactming. FurthermorC', as Circuit QED mimics Cavity QED, interactions 
of light and matter . the former has the advantage of much greater coherence t,im<> Fl 
This implies that the platform is suitflhle for reading, writing and storing quantum 
information. Given the wide variety of cirr.nit. QED qubit illlplementations, rnemris
tors and other developrneuts within the plat.fonn, it is generally promisiug for fmther 
research and <levelopment. 
Thr Circuit QED platform of implem enting continuous-variable quaJ1tu111 iuformatiou 
is briefly discussed in Ch. 8. 

1.1.2 Con tinuous variab les 

While t he first. two decades of quantum information were dominated by a concern for 
qubits, in analogy to conventional eomputer science, [Ci], thf' rnany useful properties 
of eontinnous variables (CV) have increasingly drmvn the attcntiou of quantum i11for-
111ation science. Coutinuous variable quantum systems take.• t.11cir name from the fact 
that unlike the disrJ'ete variables of qub.its (e.g. ferrniouic spin systems) , continuo11s 



            
          

             
          

            
           
    

  
            

            
              

            
                

           
          

  
             

             
           
            

           
            

         
               

            

   
         

          

              
             

             
             

         
             

             

4 INTRODUCT ION 

variables can take on a non-denumerably infinite nwnber of different values, along 
a co11t,inuum. Cont inuous variable resources sucl1 as quantum harn1onic oscillators 
can take on Gaussian states, and Gaussian transforrnatfons can be nsed to aC'cw-ately 
approximate non-linear operations. Schemes have been developed to use Gaussian 
4.uantum information for cryptography. communication1 and in the case of both cluster 
states and surface code schemes for continuous variables, universal quantum computiug 
models have been proposed (7-!J]. 

1.1.3 Cluster states 

Cluster states (CS) are highly, persistently entangled states of arrays of intcn.:onnected 
quantum resources [HI]. There are both qubit and continuous variable dus ter states. 
and not only could they be used for uruversal quantum computing and other Gaussian 
transformation-based protocols, but because of the relative simplicity of setting up a 
duster state, they form a good st arting point for mapping a system into a desired state. 
Experimentally, l'viany different ways to construct duster states have been iuvP.st:igfttcd 
theoreticaJly, and experimental implementations of some of these are promisi11g l1i]. 

1. 1.4 Topological phases 

In 1982, Tsui et al. [11] demonstrated the fractional quantum hall (FQH) effect, 
whereby 11ew and different orders of matter were discovered. The~e 11ew phases conk! 
not be distinguished by th<' c-onventioual syn1metry-breaking, long rnnge order and lo
cal order paramet,ers that in Landin1 ·s theories so successfully describe all previously 
encount.erncl phases of condensed matter. The new phases ftrc distinguished by enta.n
glemeut configurat ions of the constituents. rather than purely by the spatial (position 
and momentum) symmetries that fully chf\.racterised conventional condensed matter 
pbasP.s. The t heory of the new orders of matter was developed by, among oth ers. Leviu 
a.ncl Wen [L~. 1.i], a,nd they arc called quantum phases and topological plrnses. 

1.1.5 Topological quantum memory 

"An otuice of prevention is worth a pound of cure.·' 

Beujarnin Franklin February 4. 1735 edition of t he Pennsylvania Ga7.ett.H 

We have seen that logical information c;an be encoded physically in ways t hat enable 
various err0r-correction procedlu-cs, and tha,t, this holds true i11 the quantum case. Wr 
havr also 8C'<'-H that t hese error-correction codes are vulueraLle to noi!:ir a,bovc a cer
taill threshold, and that the rf'smirc<'S and processing t imr required to irnp.len1ent error 
corrc-ction r-an be proh..i bitive to performing non-triviaJ quautum infonnat ion proto
cols, a11d certaiu ly to i111plcmcnting a universal quantwn compllt.<'r. It. is therefore far 
preferable to prevent. errors from occmi11g in the first place. by making t he quantum 



    

               
            

           
               

             
              

             
           

         
            

             
               

            
                
              

  

              
              

                
             

               
           
                

            
              

             
             
               

   

  
            

              
            

               
             

            

1.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 5 

memory robust to environmental noise. 

The naive way to make quantum systems more robusr. would be to cool them down 
and shield them from outside interference. These and similar approaches are based 
on macroscopic marupulations of the whole physical implementation platform, i.e. the 
hardware. This is important. but is essentially a matter of course to make a system 
that behaves quantw11 mechanically to begin with. Can something be done to irnprove 
the robustness of rncoded logical information by the way the encoding system is p ut 
together? Can this be done independently of the particular physical platform used to 
imple111ent quantum memory? This attribute is called fault tolerance in information 
system:,,. 

Couventional computational information storage systems often rely on magnetit" re
gions inkractiug, keeping the magnetic orientation of eaclt subregion l;l.ligned wit.h that 
of the surrounding majority. This is described in the ]sing model of ferromagnetism. 
and provide>s a simple examplf' of t.he use of a system's intrinsic stability an.cl self
stabilising- tendency to preserve information in the face of euvironmentaJ noise which 
may be suflil'ient to perturb some small part of the system, but not the whole system. 
Can the topological phases of matter provide such a stability and he11ce fault tolerance 
for quantum memory? 

Topology is often explained as "geometry on rubber sheets," a p}u-ase which is meant 
to convey tlvtt topology is concerned with the overall, global properties of a geometry. 
rather tha11 local variations. In fa.ct, the topology of a shape is said to be invariant 
under local routinuous deformations. This can be interpreted in several ways, but for 
Lhe followin~, it will Ruffice to u11derstand that topologically, a donut and a coffee rup 
a.re indisti11guisbablc1 as they each have a smooth . continuous two-dimensional surface 
and a siogl<> hole. Thus hoth a donut and a coffee cup are topologicaJly rqnivalrnt to 
a torus. Tht' basic iclea of topological quant,urn memory (TQM) was eloquently sum
marised by C'l1etan f\.yak, who said "You 're unlikely to forget the number of handl0s 
011 your <~offee cup." r-1 1] Surface codes (gc'rwralised from Alexei Kitaev>s toric code 
11 \ lG]) at'P stat.es of mul tipartite systems on smfaces that enable topological phases. 
and deprndi11g on the topology of the manifold 0 11 which the surface sits) may also 
enabk topologiC"al quantum memory. 

1.2 Proj ect overview 

This project has a.-xplorcd the continuous-varialJle cluster state aud snrface code, and 
the adiabatic evolution from the former to the lattf'r. After a more general analytic 
development for squarf' lattices, th0 umnerical investigation was confinc<l to thf' planar 
3 x 3 cluster state a11d by adiabatically turning on a pattern of local squeezing, the 2 x 2 
smface code. As a basis for comparison , we have investigated 1.he original correspon<ling 
qubit systems. V\Tp considered thC' minjmurn energy gap between grow1d state and first. 



            
             

             
       

   
             

                
               

                
                

              
               

               
                  

              
         

 

              
             

                
               

          

  

            
                

              
              

              
   

  

                
              

              
                  
         

6 I NTRODUCTION 

excited st a te for all these systems, an<l completed discrete approximat ion of adiabat ic 
evolution in the qubit systems. \\Tork on the adiabat ic evolution of the cont inuous
variable systems in terms of the evolut ion of the quadrature (position and momentum) 
operators over timf w as begun hut not completed. 

1. 3 Quantum information formalism 

Following Sakurai briefly [17], in quant um mechanics t he state of a system is repre
sented by a state vect or , called a ket In) or its dual correspondent (i.e. t he conjugate 
t ranspose or equivalen tly. t he Hermitian adjoint of the vector), called a b ra ( la) )t = (al. 
These exist in a vector space (;alled a Hilbert space and follow the behaviour of complex 
linear algebra, e.g. any bra or ket can in principle be expressed as a linear combination 
of some set of ort honormal basis vectors. The complex scalar inner product. of t wo 
st ate vectors is denoted as a bra-ket , as in the postulate (d>la) = (a:14>)*, for cxarn ple. 

We also postula te a postive definite metric, so that (nla) ~ 0 wher<' we have equal
ity only if t h0 RtatC' lo ) is a null kc>t . The bra-ket inner product defines t he square root 
of the probability t.ha t the bra and ket stat rs coincide. Then some orthogonal basis of 
kcts la) can be normalised by taking la)= ~lo.). 

V (o,111,) 

F\nthennore, a state c a.ii be subjected to an operator A. rct.urning a new state 
Ala.) = lb). A physical, measurabl0 quaJ1tity, simply called an observable. (e.g. position, 
momentum, energy) is a, type operator which is Hcrmitiau, .4 = At. If a state is an 
eigenst ate with respect t o some operat or, t he action of the opera.tor on tllC' f'igenket. is 
Lo n •turn the same eigenkr t mult iplied by the scalar eigenvalue n: 

If there arf' s<'veral distinct eigensta tes associat ed with the san1e eigenvalue, the eigen
valur is ~aid t.o be dcgeucratQ.. The opera.tor can be represented as a matrix aJ1<l it 
can be defined iu t erms of various bases, including its own c.~genbasis. The opcrat.or 
A is thrn l'Xprcssed as a wr ighted sum of projectors E ·m.0 lu) (o 1- A basis must obry 

(I 

the compJetenP.ss relation, mea11i..11g that we require the unweighted sum of all t hr basis 
project ors lo equal ident ity: 

(1.2) 
a 

W<' can also <lcfiuc tlw C'xpert <1tion va.Jue of an operator A wit h resp rct t o so111e state 
w c:tor In), namely (A )0 = (alAln). T his quantity relates to t he value associated with 
some ontcome and t.he probability of that outcome. The cxprctntion vahw is similar to 
the aver .. tgc value ,1.Ssoci,tted wil'l1 some measnremcnt. Then if we take 6.A = A- (A)a, 
we can define t he varia.nce (~on1C'tinws c:a,llcd dispersiou) of A: 



   
     

   

                    
          

      
       

    
  

 

       

  

              
    

   

      

  

             
           

    
  

             
             

              

  
  

               
        

    
  

1.3 QUANTUM INFORMATION F'ORMALISM 

((.6A)2)0 - ({A - (A)af)o 

= ((A.2 - 2Ji(A)a + (A)~)),, 

= (A2 )a - (A)~ 

7 

(1.3) 

If we Lave some state Id) = la) + clb) with c E C. then we can be sure that the 

hra-ket iuuer product (djd) ;::: 0: If we have c = -(~tk)), then 

(did)= ((al +c''(bl)( la.) +clb)) 

=(ala)+ c(n.lb) + c*(bla) + icl2 (blb) 

= ( I ) -(bln,)(alb) -(alb)(bJo) (alb) (bJa) (bll) 
a a + (bib) + (bib) + (bjb) (bib) 

1 

=(ala)+ -(bJa)(aJb) > 0 so 
(bib) - , 

(ola)(blb) > l(ajb)[2, (1.4) 

which is callffl the Schwa,rz inequality. In general, the matrix elements of an operator 
can be writ.t,•n two ways, 

(1.5) 

hut for A HPnuitian operator we havp 

(alAla') = (a.'l.4la.)*. (1.6) 

This ali:;o illtistrntes why the expec:tatio11 value.' (nlAJo) of a Hermitian operator must 
he real. ConvC'rnely. an anti-Hermitian operator 13. defitwd by B = -iJt, gives 

(al.Bia') = (a'I.Bt lo)~ so 

(alBla') = -(a'IBla)"'. ( 1. 7) 

Since the coniple..'< conjugate of the expectation value of an anti-Hermitian operator is 
the negat.iv<:' of that expectation value, the expectation value must. b,:, purely imagi11ary. 
Note that we denote the imaginc1Jj' numbers by A = i If we define two states 

la) - 6.A\·~;) 

Jb) - 6.Bl·if1) (1.8) 

where A and i3 are observables. 6..A and 6.13 arc Hern1jt ian 1 and J·~,) represents any 
given state, we ca.n f'.xpress the Schw~rz inequality as 

(n,\a)(blb) > \(alh) l2 , so 

((.6A)2)((6.B)2
);::: l(6.A6.B)l1 . ( 1.9) 



               
  

        

              
 

            

         

      

                  
          

  
      

           

                

               
              
           

    

    

             
              

             
                     

    

 

     

      

              
 

  

             
      

8 INTRODUCTION 

We can express the product of two operators as a, sum of their commutator and 
anti-commutator as follows: 

(1.10) 

where we define thr commutator and anti-commutator of any two operators C and iJ 
as respectively 

[c , b] =CD-DC.), an<l {6 .b}_cfJ + iJ6. (1.11) 

The commutator of the 6.A, 6.B operators can be simplified: 

( 1.12) 

This is due to the fact that t he expectation values of observables such as A and B are 
a1way8 real, as shown in Eq. I.G. Thr ,corresponding anti-commutator is 

{~A, 6.B} = {A - (14) . . iJ- (.B)} 

= {A I B}- 2A(.B) - 2.B(A) - 2(A)(.B). ( 1.13) 

We rnn see that. the commutator in Eq. 1.12 is anti-Hermitian: 

([A, iJ]) t = (AB - BA)t = (AB)t - (BA)t = BA-Ai:3 = - [A, B]. (1.14) 

while the anti-commutator in Eq. 1. 1: t is d0.arly Hermitian . Hence we sec in light of 
Eq. I., and Eq. 1.G that the expectation values of the above anti-Hermitian co11m111tator 
aud the Hermitian anti-c:omnmtat.or an ' purely imaginary an<l real. respertivrly. Then 
we have the expectation value 

(1.15) 

with purely irnagi11ary expectation values for the comm11tator and pun-I_v real ones for 
the anti-commutator. \VP can then combine thiR result with the variance form of the 
Schwarz ineqnaMy. Not.C' that the cross-terms caned due to taking the absolute value 
before squaring, in the form of la+ iibl 2 = (a+ ilb)(a - fib)= a'l + ti where a, b E lR: 

((6.A)2)((~.B)2) 2: l(6.ALiB)l2 = i1([A, h])l2 + }l({~A, 6.13})12 , (1.16) 

so clearly 

(1.17) 

which ii:; called thC' u11certai11ty n.•Ja.tion. We a lso have that unitary operators U arr 
defined by 

(r l = fjt_ ( 1.18) 

Then given some Herniitian operator A, we can a lways construct a unit.i:u·y oprrn.tor 
[J = cxpik/\ for ::iome sca lar A:. 



   
     

              
              

               
             

           
     

    

     
 

               

    
 

   

 

         

          

         

      
        

 

              
              

             

             

             

                  
          

            
      

 

 
  

    

1.3 QUANTUM INFORMATION FORMALISM 

1.3.1 Discrete-variable quantum information 

Qubits, Pauli operators and Tensor Products 

9 

The typical quantum information resource is the qubjt, a two-level system such as an 
electron with two spins. Correspondingly, each qubit has a Hilbert space of 1-l2. Qubits 
can be generalised to qudits, d-level systems with a Hilbert space of 1-ld, although we 
will not consider non-qubit qudits in this work. Following the standard bra-ket notation 
favoured in quantmn mechanics generally and quantum information especially, we have 
the following notation for a qubit: 

We have two orthonormal bases: 

IO)= (~), II)= (~) , and 

Any operation on a qubit can be expressed as a linear combination of the Pauli 
operators: 

• 2 _ AY _ (0 -n) d a = a = ii O ,an 

(1 .20) 

The thrnP last Pauli operators have the following canonical commutation relations: 
3 

[ a0 
, a-f3] = 2n L Eo.(3-/J -r where we have 

1 = l 
if ( a/3.-.,) is an even permutation, 

if ( af3-y) is an odd permutation. 

otherwise. 

( 1.21) 

(1.22) 

The two Pauli operators most relevant to the surface codes to be discussed later 
are fr and er' . T l1e a-= operator acts as follows on the qubit basis vectors: 

a~IO)=IO), 8-2 11)=(-l)ll), azl+)=I-), and a"]-)=I+). (1.23) 

On the other hand, the a-x operator acts as follows on the qubit basis vect.ors: 

8-XIO) = 11) , u·r11) = IO) , a-x1+) = I+) . and a-:i:1-) = (-1)1-). (1.24) 

We see that ff'· has + 1 and -1 eigenvaJues with rcspec;t to IO) aud 11), while a.); has 
the same set of eigenvalues with respect to I+) and 1-). 

Vve can define projectors, operators that project a qubit state onto specific compo
nents with respect to the above bases: 

]. + <r p+z = IO) (OI = --
2 

~ ]. + ax 
p+x = l+)(+I = 2 'and 

( 1.25) 



                

        

           

  

                
        

          

               
      

      
  

            
               

           

              
               

                   
              

         

           
         

   
            

               
             

            
           

             
           

               
          

           

10 l NTRODUCTlON 

A given projector pa = la) (al acts on a state vector 1¢) = a [n.) + /3lb) as follows: 

(1.26) 

Then we t.:an define projrct.ive measnrements in general by hermitian operator i1 , 

(1.27) 

where m; is the eigenvalue of the P' subspace of l\!f. We can likewise e,-xpress the Pauli 
operators in t.crms of projectors onto their basis vedors: 

0-J; = p+x - p- :i· = 1+)(+1- 1-)(- 1 , a .. = p+:; - p-:; = I0)(0I - 11)(11 (1.28) 

It is important t.o note that these operations are not the same as the indetenn.inisti(' 
projectors (which we use in Sec. :;.:u ): 

- i±rr" 
p ±x = I ± .1:) (±.7'1 = 2 p±z =I± z)(±zi = _i ±_rr_AA 

2 
( 1.29) 

These indeterministic projective measurements ca11 take a. qubit to either of the 
two basis f!tates. This nota.t.iou is a way to express that the meAsurernr nt outromf' is 
limited to two possibili t ies. Lut is not more specifically determined t han t his . 

\ iVhen we consider a system of 11111Jt.iple qubits, we simply t.ake tlw tensor product 
of their respective Hilbert spa<.:es to find the Hilbert space for the whole system. For 
ex,1mple. three q_ubits 1, 2, and 3 c-ould be in a state as follows: 1+) 1 ® 11)2 © !Oh. 
Vve will mostly 0111it ® when multiplying operator that ac-t strict ly on separate qubits 
(subspaces), and a.lso combine qubit stat,es into a singlc-kct notation: 

&f ® crJ I+) 1 ® 11)2 ® IDh = frt'aJ I+) 111)2I0)3 = a-f·a-~ 1+10) 123 

= (8-fl +)i) ® (a;11)2) ® f0)3 = (-l )l+lO)nl (1.30) 

1.3.2 Continuous-variable quantu1n information 

Wr can generalise from qubits (two-level quantw11 systems) to ()Udi ts (cl-level quantum 
systems, ford E Z) . However , there is a greater qualitative clisti11ctio11 to be made be
tween dis,rete-variable systems like qubiLs and qudits on the onr band, and cont in11ous
variablc, systems on the other. wherr each subsystem has a non-d<.'1mmerably infinit,e 
number of dimensions [ 17]. Eac:11 continuous-variable system has its owu infinite
<limensionaJ HilbPrt Rpa,c 1-l. and t,he best known and most typical individual CV 
system is the bosonic qu~utum harmonic oscillator , a qutintized mode of electromag
netic- radiat.io11. Ofte11 s11d1 a system is n 'ferrnd to as a qumode, or qunat. Such 
contiJmous-variablc systems a.re incrrasingly of interest to resean'l.1 in qnaut mn i11for
mat,ion. 

Ta.king the Ilnmiltonian for a simple harmonic: oscillator from classica l physics and 



            
       

 
   

 

           
                  

                 

 
    

   
  

 

  

        

           
                

              
  

   

         

   
              
        

      

  

            
        

    

                
    

    

    

1.3 QUANTU M INFORMAT JON FORMALISM 11 

following Sakurai [ I "i), we replace the classical position and momentum operators with 
the corresponding Hermitian quauturn observables q and Ji: 

- p2 mw2q 
H =-+--

2m 2 
(1.31) 

where the terms correspond to classical angular frequency w = jf, spring constant 

k and mass m . In quantum mechanics . we have [q, p] = uli. Note that the operators ' 
Hermit idty means that c/ = q and pi = p. If we define the annihilation a,nd creation 
operntors 

~ ~mw ( · nfj) a= . - q+ -
2fi 171,W 

d " t ~n,w ( - iJj ) an a = - q-- . 2n mw 
(1.32) 

We then l1n.w 

[c\ a.t] = l and (1.33) 

Each quantum harmonic oscillator has a denumerably infinite number (or Fork) 
state bR.sis where the Lhe number n E Z of photons exist,ing in tha.t mode determines 
the state 111) o f that qumode. These states an' the eigenstates of the nwober operator 
·h _ ata.: 

with th(~ ~urnihilation and creation operators a and at, respectively: 

8 IO)= 0, 

a. In) = vn In - 1) if we haven~ l. and 

<i.t In)= Jn+llri + 1). 

where we also have the cornmuta tio11 relation 

[. · t] - l a. a - . 

( 1.34) 

( 1.35) 

( 1.36) 

We can eqnivalently express t he Hamiltonian for the single free quantum harmonk 
oscillator in terms of the annihilatioll and rreat.ion operators, 

fI = nw(o.ta + !). 
2 

( 1.37) 

tJ1en the enNgy of a given number st.ate In) is En. the eigenvalue of thr Hamiltuuia.n 
acting on t lie number state: 

l{ ln) = Enln) , so 

1 
E,i. = tiw(n + 2). 

(1.J8) 

( 1.39) 



               
      

   

              

          

       

      

            
            

                  
               

            
                 
  

  

 

  

 
 

            

            

              

     
 

      

               
     

    

               
  

12 lNTRODUCTlON 

Note that the number states form an orthonormal basis) so that. the inner product of 
two number states is the Kronecker delta: 

(1.40) 

Based on these definitions) we can obtain t.he matrix elements of the operators ci, ,it: 

(1.41) 

ThP quadraturr operators also have t heir own eigenstates: 

(1.42) 

with cont i1mous eigenvalues q, p E .Ill. For continuous-variable ( CV) states we will 
denote the position or momentum quadrature basis by a corresponding subscript 11ext 
to the bra or ket, so that lr)ci is a position rigenstate with eigenvalue 1·. and ls)p is 
a momentum eigenstate with eigenvalue s. CV states in the Feck basis will not l1ave 
such variable subscripts. Noting t.l1at the position and momentum eigenstates c'an take 
on any valuPs q, JJ E IR., the sets of position and momentum eigenstates arr related by 

the Fourier tra.usform: 

1 Joo i!J.2. lq),, = ~ dp exp r, Iv),; 
V 21rn_, -oo 

1 ;·= !9..!! IP)ii = r,;-:;: dq exp 1
• lq)ti 

V 21rn, . - oo 

\Ve can a.lsu express q ::i.ncl z5 i11 terms of a and at: 

, Rf1. (- · t) d ~ · ff-1nw( ~ · I) q = , -- a + a , an p = ] - - -a + a . 
~1,w 2 

( 1.43) 

(1.44) 

(1.45) 

Theu we can express thr matrix elements 0£ the quadrature opera.tors in the Fock hasis: 

(1.46) 

(1.47) 

In general) since a rnntinuous wtriable can be consitlered a bRsis it nmst obr.y t.hc 
continuous equivalent of thC' completeness relation: 

( 1.48) 

Any st.a.tc Irr) cau tl1f'n be decomposed into snch a basis. taking for example the 
positiou bMi::.. lj: 

(1.49) 



              
                

               
               

            

 
  

               
            

    
  

              
            

                
             

      

  
   

 
 

            
     

        
 

    

      

    

               
   

1.3 QUANTUM lNFORMATION F'ORMALISM · 13 

And we have t hat 16(qlC\!)l2dq represents the probability of findfr1g la) within a d istance 
dq from lq)17 . We can equivalently donate the bra-ket overlap of two states 9 (qln) as a 
wa.vc fu11<'tion ~•o-(q) when one of the states in the overlap represents a variable. Whe11 
we consider the overlap of two states which we are not considering as variables, e.g. 
(.dlo'). WC' can decompose it with thr completeness relation of some variable basis: 

(fin) =: 1-: (,8lq) 11 (qln)dq 

=, 1-: 't/Jp(q)1/10.(q)dq (1.50) 

Then if we consider some similar overlap between some state 1,8) and a state defined 
by the act.ioll of an operator on a known state, such as Aln): 

(/j[A. la) = .l: dq .l: de/ (,Blq)q(qlA lq')q1 (q'la) 

= 1: -~1,a(q) 11 (qlAlq')i;1 1/Jo(<J
1
)drz (1.51 ) 

To evaluate (pl.Alo:) we then need t.he matrix elements 1;(qlAlq')4,. If we corn,ider the 
squared position operator ij2, we then get matri.,x elements 1(ql1J2 jq'),;i = q'~ (qlq' )1i' = 
q'2o(q - q') where the Dira.c delta c1:( :r - .t·o) is cLaracterised by satisfying f(:c0) = 
.{~ 8(.c - .ru)f(x) d~c for all continuous f(.cr;) . T his corresponds to th e Kronecker delta 
for the di:-crete variable\ case and gives 

(,Bl<?[a) = .l: dq .l: dq' (/3lq)9(qlii2 lq'),i' (q'lo-) 

= .l: 41,'g(q)q21/Ja(q)dq (1.52) 

ff we t.ben take t.hc moment.nm operator as an infinitesimal d isplacement operator 
in the position basis. we define 

( 1.53) 

The Fourir~r transform connection then comes from 

( 1.54) 

which is a differential equation with t he general solution 9(t1IP)r = C exp( .!f.L), where C 
is a normalisation constant. 



         

   

            
 

          

 

  

        

      

 

   

           
              

      

  

    

  

                
              

   

            
               

                  
               

             
  

      

          

14 INTRODUCTION 

We find C by expanding ti(qlq')q, in thr moment um basis: 

q(<zlq')c;, = 1·: ,i(qlv),;(pjq')<i' dp, or equivalenLly 

8(q - q') = 10121: exp Cp(u,;,h) dp = 2rrnlCl28(q - q') 

Then we choose the conv<-mtion Creal an d positive so that 

Then WP haw• 

(1.55) 

(1.56) 

( 1.57) 

These equations show tlw Fourier inverse relationship between the position aml rnu
mC'ntmn bases. We can t· hen ronsider the effect of the annihi la.ti on operator on th<' 
Foc:k vacuum state, dlO) = 0, we have: 

( !.GO) 

Note that ·1/10 (q) = (q/0) n•prcsc:.nts the wave fonC'tion of tJ1e gtotmd statf' of the quantum 

harmonir osciJlator , and lhat ils lengLh scale is L = .;-f,. We ca11 solv(' thr ,ibove 

diffesential Pquation to P/'l 

1/io(q) = l ex1/-HrY) 
/iv'L 

(l.fil) 

What arc t.hcu the cxpectaLion values of the position au<l momcmtum operator::; 
with respect to th<' quantum harmonic oscillator in the ground state? By Eq. I J.-1 W" 

cau express the ij a nd p as lint>ar combinations of a and a/. Since (Ola,10) = (Olnt /0), it 
follows that any liuear combinations of a and o.t must also havt zero expectation valuP 

with rcspC'<.:t to t he> Fock vn.c-111m1 stat,c. Hmvcver. what. about t,hC' quadratir expressions 
q2 and 1i? 

-2_ n. ( - 2 •·t • t · (· t):1) q - -- "· +aa +ao.+ a 
2rnw 

., /i,mw( . 2 • t ·t· ( ' f)2) µ- = --- a - aa - a a+ <t . 
2 

(1.62) 

( 1.63) 



 

            

  

              

             

          

  

            
   

           
             

   

            
              
            
         

 
    

 
 

 

  

 

       

          

1.3 Q UANTUM INFORMATION FORMALISM 15 

We have 

Hence 

(OlcJ21D) = 2 n ' and (0lfl0) = nm2w. 
rnw 

( 1.65) 

We can then define the variances of ij and p whid1 iu turn give that 

Then t,be uncertainty relation for the ground state of t he quantum harmonic oscil
lator is C'Xprc>ssed as 

( 1.68) 

Using t.hc general uncertainty relation Eq. L1 , and t he canonkttl commutation 
relntiou uf t.hu positiou and momentum operator Eq. l .Tl, we see that we require 

(1.69) 

which is ll0isenberg's uncertainty relation for position and momentum in the ground 
state. Thi:,; shows that the minimum variauce orcm s at t he ground state of the oscil
lator, saturating the- 1mderta.inty relation. Also note that for convcnif'ncc. frorn this 
point we mo:;;tly use t he dimensionless form of the quadratures. 

Squeezed s tates 

We define th<~ squeezing operator S(.~) by [I >.;J: 

( 1.70) 

(1.71) 

( 1. 72) 

- . I ( ) (,i1H M) ( ) (,,2_,;121 
S(s) = exp2 11 

'' ~ = exp 1
n -~ 2 and ta,king s E lR, (l.73) 



16 

a) 

'{ -Squeezed state 

Ji 

(J 

b) 

Vacuum state 

/1 

I/ 

c) 

l NTROD U CTION 

I' -Squeezed state 

/I 

F1GUR.B J .1: A sketched plot oft.he position and momentum variances (a sketched phase 
space diagram) for t.hc ground states or vacuum ::itates of the q-squeezed a) . um:;queezed b), 
and p-Rq11eezed c) quantum harmonic oscillator, where the value of s ~ I and s E JR. The 
area insioe tbe e llipse is constant, ( 1~

2
) for any finite Md real s > O. 

where we also stipulate that s > 0. This operator has the following effect on t he two 
quadratme opcrat.ors: 

(1. 74) 

It is inst.ructiw: to sec thP effect the squeezing has on the variance of thr quadrnt nrP 
operators. U we sketch a plot of the varianees of ij_ and p, we get Fig. l l. Wbil0 the 
reciprocity of the squeezing parameters in the C'0111rnutation relation suffices t,o show 
how the mininrnm uncertainty is cou::;erved, it is also i11structive to see algebraieally 
how the squeezing affects tlw variance of each quadratun• operator. Vve not.r thaJ. the 
variall<'e of q with respect to tbc squeezed ground state S(s)IO) is: 

((6 q)2) ,, = ({/)s - (q); 

= (OIS\s)l\5(s)IO) - (OIS\s)q.S'(s)I0)2 

= (Ol(t)2IO) - (01(1) 10)2 

s s 

= ~, and likewise we have 
2s~ 

2 

(( 6 15)2
) ,. = (Ol(sp)2 IO) = ~. ( l. 76) 

Such stat.es whirh satmat.e the Heiscuberg uncertainty relation we call utlniumm u11-
certa.iuty states. 

Gaussian states 

We haw Iook<'d in s01118 drtail at the single bosonic quantum hannonic- oscillator and 
seen that t he probability distribut ions of its continuous variables arc Gaussian (e.g. iu 
Eq. J .Ci l ) in the ground state. Whe11 we <:onsidc'r a system nf N hmionic· modes of i.IH' 
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N 

quantized electromagnetic field. t he Hilbert space is 7-l~ = © 1-l00, .;. Each mode has 
i =l 

its own set of anuihilation , creation , positiou and momentUlll opera.tors that. obey the 
same relations as for the single quantum harmonic oscillator. The set of operators of 
each mode all commute with those of ,my other mode. 
Gaussian sta.tes are a class of states in which su ch continuous-variable system~ of mul
t iple modes can exist. The Gaussian states al'e of interest in quantum information 
because thesr states are easy to produce experiment.ally, and are also described by a. 
c-ouvauient linear-algehraic formalism. G~ussiim st<1,t es are charaderised by their prob
ability distribut,ion within phase space , the spa('c of position and momentum variable 
values associat ed with each mode. Wf> will now present some basic definitions relating 
to Gaussian states, following [G, 9, H>]: 
The N mode system has 2N degrees of freedom, as reflected in t he operator vector 
i = (11, C/2 1 • •• , C/N 1 P1, P2, ··· ,PN)7, consisting of the position and momentum quadrature· 
operators of each mode as defined for a single mode in previous sections . The canonical 
rnmmntat.ion relations of these operators can be summ,uised as follows: 

[<Ji., hl = ]/i6,,j, [CJ~, llJ] = o. and [pi, Al= o. ( 1. 77) 

When we define the symplertic- mct.ric- matrix n as follow::; 1 

n,v) 
() 

(1.78) 

tl1cn WC' can c:Kpress the canonical commutation relations of tl1e quadrature operators 
by 

n.fl;j = - ii [~11 , nJ] . 

We uotl:' that the sympiectic metric- is skew-synuuetri c- a11d we haw:• 

n- 1 = ri-r = -n. 

( 1. 79) 

(l.80) 

Like t he ~round stat.e of a single qumodc (c.f. Eq. l .td ), the grouud stat,c of ~t 

sysh'rn of N qumodes also has a wave function wit.Ii the shape of a Gaussian probability 
dis I dbutioo in phase space. This will br trnc for any system th At can be J.cscribcd Gy 
n. Haruilt.onlan tha.t is quadratic in the quadraturr opera.tors, i.e. t.lrnt has th.e forw 

( 1.8 1) 

wl1C'rP the Hamiltonian nrn.trix Al is in the q ,fj basis a.11d is positive definite and real Tht' 
Gaussian distribution shape for which the Gaussian stat~s take: their name is chtTi:ficcl 
by the characteristic function, the understanding of which requires som e preparatory 
<lefin.itions: 
ThP Vvey I oprrator is a phase spacP displacement operator 

N N 

l!Vry = exp- i,f'nfi = @ Di(o,,) = @ exp\<•;ii; -o;a,l, ( 1.82) 
1= 1 1= 1 



              
              

              

    

   

   

                
          
                

             
 

 

               
  

 

              
             

              
          

  

             

     

        

        

              
             

         
            

             
                

      

18 INTRODUCTION 

with the real vector ·ij = (a 1,a2 ,_ .. _aN, b1 , b2 , --- , bNt determining the displacements 
Di(ai)IO)I = !ai)i on each mode by oi = 12 (a; + ii bi) with O'i E ([;_ Wf' cau 
then characterise a system of N modes in a state p by the characteristic function 

.\.p(if) = tr [pltl/11] _ 

Equivalently, the \i\Tigner clistribution 

(1.88) 

(1.84) 

represents the state witL density matrix p in the phase space_ If we defin~ the real 
vector X = (q1, Q2-----{JN,Pi,P2, --· ,PN)T as a i;et of variables completely specifying a 
specifil' poi11t in the phase space of the N mode system- then the Wigner function can 
be c:x.'Presscd as a symplcctic Fourier transform of t he characteristic function in the 
following way: 

vV(X)= 1 ; -d2Nfiexpii/rn.'?~ (ff) 
(27r)2N J P -

(1 .85) 

Also, the density operator for this st~t..e can be written as a Fomier-Weyl relat.iou of 
the cha,ract.eristiC' function: 

p = (
2
:)N J d2N 77'>,._p(-if) IiVr;_ ( l.8(1) 

Si.nee the \,Vcyl operator is uniquely determined by fi, the density openitor and heuce 
the state are completely d0termined by t he characteristic function. A stale is calkd 
Gaussia11 wlten the ::;ha pe of its characteristic function in phase space is Gaussiau, or 
cqui w1lPntly t hat the characteristic function can be wTitten in thr form 

\ p(1JJ = \ p(O) exp -,.i i("nrnr;;-wTnr;' (l.87) 

where we have the firf.t and second statistica l moments D and r such that 

( 1.88) 

defines the expectation values of t.he quadrature operators. and 

(1.89) 

defines tlw eleu1ents of the 2N x 2N covariance m at.iix_ These two statist,ical moments 
are necessary and sufl:icien1, to complctPly describe any Gaussian state. and all higher 
statistkal moments derive straightforwardly from t hese. All local unita ry tra 11sforma
tions, i11dudi11g phase spa cf' displaccmeuis D1 ( n;), leave the entanglement of thr state 
urrnffcctf'd_ Therefore w(• can s irnp]y re-positi<m the origiu of the phase sp ace> t.o coin
cide with all the 1uea11 values (f1,) of t.hc vario 11i:; quaclratmes_ Thi~ a llows us t.n rcd<'fine 
thf' f'IPnH-'11ts of t he covariru1cc• matrix as 

(1.00) 



               
    

    

              
  

             
            

           
            

          
            

        

       

         
      

         

    

      

      

      

            
     

            
         

           
              

            
        

1.3 QUANTUM INFORMATION PORMALJSM 19 

but to represent the covariances of a physical state, the re.al symmetric matrix r must 
hr fulfill the requirement that 

(1.91) 

~o as to obey t.he canonical commutation relations, and which is equivalent t.o the 
Heisenberg uncertainty relation. 
Not. only c.:an Gaussian states be created conveniently in t.he laboratory, there also 
axist experimental procedures t hat preserve the Ga.ussia11 nature of the state, with 
corr0sponding Ganssian Lmitary operators in the formalism t.hat map one Gaussian 
st,a.t,P t.o another. The Gaussian unitary gToup generated by these transformations has 
a :symplect.ic representation, whereby c::tch Gaussian transforn1ation U is associated 
with a mliqu"' symplectic transformation S E Sp(2N, IR). Thf> qua.rlratw·e operators 
arc linr,uly transformed by group element S as follows: 

( 1.92) 

Any symplectic transformation S' preserves the canonical commutation relations. 
as its act.ion on S1 is given by 

(1.93) 

Tlw s~1mplectic t ransformation also satisfies 

Sr = ns-1n-1
, and s- 1 = nsn-1 E Sp(2N, JR) ( 1.94) 

and acts on tb0 covariance matrix by 

( 1.95) 

whcr(:'.) cov( f ). the covariance matrix of operator vector fl. has elements cov(f),J = 
1(·u, r,., + vrv,,) - (v,) (·r1j) [20]. 

Exarnples of Gaussian unitary operat.ions that prcserw the Gaussianity of the state 
inclnclc• squee1.ing, displacement, rotations and phase-shifts. In addition 1 using Gaus
sian ancillary modes, Gaussian unitary operations (corrrspon<ling to linear optics) and 
homodyne detection we can measure a subset of the modes in a muJtimocte system 
leaves t.hr unmeasured modes in a Gaussian state. These measurements yield classicaJ 
oul-i(·omes in the form of Gaussian distributions [G. 21 ]. 
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"Topology provides the synergetic means of ascertaining the values 
of any system of experiences. Topology is the science of fundamental 
pattern and structural relationships of event constellations." 

Buckminster Fuller - Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth {1963) 

Topological phases and the qubit t oric code 

2.1 Topological phases 

CondensPcl matter theory describes phases of matter. including fiuids , solids and exotic 
formR r.hcreof. Iu co11ve11tional condensed m atter physfrs, phases (orders) of condensed 
nmtt.~r an d t ra nsit ions bet.ween them a.re well understood usjng Landau 's th eories. 
These models of phases are based on the symmetry of t he material constituents and 
the long-range correlations and local order parametern. Typically. a. syst,em of matter 
undergoes a. phase transition wheu an asymmetric state <'merges from a symmetric
system. This is called spontaiwous syntmetry breaking, a.11d its effect 0 11 the system 
ground slate and t he c-orresponding e:x-pectation valncs of some appropria.te operator 
can be used to ch aracterise the phase transition of a sysLem. An example of symmetry
brcnking is how a liquid, which ca11 be thought of as uniformly disordered and sym
metric in infinite degrees of rotation, loses symllletry to become crystallised as ice. [n ] 
Land a,1 's t heories successfully described all known condm1sed matter phases for half a 
ceutury, so a. paradigm shift resulted fro111 the discovery in 1982 by Tsui et al. [ 1 J] t,hat. 
the fractional quant.um Hall (FQH) effort gives a new set. of condensed matter stat.es 
that cannot be distinguished in the comrentioual condensed 111<1ttcr models. Different. 
FQH state::. have identical symmetries, so new orrler parameters had to b e found t.o 
lllake the distinction between different. FQH phases. The FQH sta.t.es of matter repre
sent the first observed examples of topological order. The theory of topolugi<.:al phases 
and quantum phases has since been devclopecl by, among others, Xiao-Gang \rVen 11 :J] 
and Michael A. Levin [ J 2). 

The topological phases a re not described by symmet,ry-breaking - diff('rent topo
logiral phases may have the same symmetries and long-range order paramet.er valne.s. 

21 



           
               

           
               

                   
                 

               
               

               
    

             
              
              

              
                

               

           
            

          
             
            
           

             
             
              

              
           

        

            
            

              
              
             
              

                  

            
        

            
             

           
              

22 TOPOLOGICAL PHASES AND THE QVBIT TORJC CODE 

However, topological phases are described by other order parameters, and t he sim
plest example js the toric code. Alexei I<itaev introduced the toric code, a model of 
fault-tolerant encoding of quantwn information based on the topological property of 
repeating boundary conditions of a lattice on the surface of a torus (1.",]. As t,he topol
ogy of a torus can be defined as the surface on a manifold with genus g = 1. sim·e 
the torus has one hole but a closed surface, the toric code can be generalised to the 
surface code. for surfaces on manifolds with higher genus or for planar, open. and finite 
surfaces. Also. while the lattice in the toi-ic code has coordination number 4 (j .e. eacb 
vertex is connected via edges to four other vertices), t he geuern.lised surface cod <1 is not 
restricted in t his respect [Hi). 

The topological order of the toric code is characterised by string order parameters, 
the expectation values of some specific operators with respect (,o the ground state of 
t he system. These operators are callerl the logi~al string operators and are defined iu 
detail in Sec. :L'.?.2. Briefly1 the logical string operators are products of P anli c,pcrator:-. 
(either all ,i:::. or a ll ri=r ) acting on tiubits sitt ing on a closed loop ( or contour) tl1at <.:an
not. be co11t.racted to notl1ing brcausr each loop encircles the torus a.s shown in Fig . .2 q_ 

For quantum cont,rol and quantum computing purposes. topological phasc.>s are of in
terest because thao:;e exotic coudensed matter phases provide the possibility to generate. 
obi-r.rve aud manipulate quasiparticles called anyons. Auyons are exotic quasiparticles 
that rnn only exist in two d imensions. They are characterised by th<'ir exdrnngc st.at,is
tic:s, whic!J differ both from t he Fermj-Dirac exchange statistics of fermiouiC' particles 
surh as electrons, neutro11s., aud protons; and from the Bose-Einstein exdiauge statis
tics of bosonir particles surl1 as atoms and photons. AnyonA derive their properties 
from having fractional spin a11d can be considernd a generalisa.tiou of other part.ides 
[22]. Becaw:;e t h ("' exchange of anyons, taking one around the other . <:.an cliangr t.he 
pha.sc of the µarticles. anyons on a surface can be braided through time. Beyond fuu
damental cw-iosity about this physical phenomenon, a functioual purµose for anyons 
lies in fault-tolerant t.opological quantum comput,ation [~, J \ :n-:2.-,J . 

As we have st.a.tccl , correct quantum information processiug aud storage relies on 
protrct.ion from enviroumental uoise. Rather than invest t.be majority of the proccssiug 
in correcting errors, we want to prevent errors from affectiug the logical information in 
t he first place. Kitaev showed t ha.t this can be done by encoding t he logical infonnc1-
t io11 i11 the degenerate ground state of a quantum system with appropriate topology 
[ 1 ii] . He created a models to <>nc:ode information non-loc::tlly io a syst.em consisting of 
a latticP of coupled qubits ou a lattice 0 11 a t.orus. Thi~ model is known as the t.oric codr. 

QuLits ru1d othn quantmn information resources are fragilt> to djsturbances by Lhe 
environment. Interart.ious with the envirornucnt cause decoherence, a r bitrarily drnng
ing the quant,um i11formation frorn wlrn.t was origiually encoded. Variou::; avenuos arc 
being putsued to mitigate t he effect::; of thr classical, maC"roscopic world oo systems 
on the qnantum 1 microscopic scnlc. These include fault, tolera11ce, redundanC'y and 
error-correrti11g cod es. As we havr se1-•n in ['2(ij. it is possible tu encode inforn1ation in 



                
            

             
           

              
            

            
            

 

           
             
             

               
              

               

          
               

           
               
            

              
   

     
              

           
              

             
                 

             
              

   

               
                 
               

            
                

            
                

2.2 THE TORIC CODE FOR QUBITS 23 

quantwn systems in such a way that an error on an individual qubit can be detected 
and located by performing stabiliser operations on the state. Unlike using p rojective 
measuremeuts, this approach t,o error detection has t.he advantage of not. changing the 
state u11der scrutiny. However, this approach stiU relies on a resom ce-intensive strat
egy to combat errors localised on specific qubits. As long a.s t he logical information 
is eucoded in local subsystems, quantum error correction will remain an uphill bat
tle. Topological quantum. memory provides methods of encoding the information in an 
entire system. thus reducing tl1e effects of individua.1 errors caused by environmental 
noi:-;e [l • ,]. 

Topological quantum memory is a strategy to encode logical in.formation non
locally, thus making tLe encoding robust to loca.l errors. Kitaev·s toric code encodes 
logical information into the degenerate grnund state of the system. and this approach 
can be generalised t.o surface codes on manifolds of a.rbi trnry genus or topology [ 1-,, 1 ({]. 
This project primarily considers the planar surface code, by which we will be referring 
Io th(• specific square lattice• on a plane, to be descTibed further later in this chapter. 

SpC'cifically, the topological quantum memory codes ( swrface codes) developed by 
Kitaev [ J 'i] constitute a way to encode informat ion in the degenm·ate ground state of a 
many-body tjuantum system. The topology of the system enables this non-local encod
ing. This chapter explicates the qubit toric code from Kitac•v. which we will 111odify to 
t.he planar case. Finally, this chapter briefly describes how the topological properties 
of a s.vstem can be easily n1udified to incre~lSe the ground state degeneracy available 
for l'Ill'Oding logical information. 

2.2 The toric code for qubits 

Thr f oric code is a simple example of a non-trivial topological phase. Alexei K.itaev 
developed a. model of topological quantum memory that encodes logieal information 
in one of several degenerate grom1d st.ates of the system. The logical information is 
protC'ctf•d from environmental noise by the euergy gap brtwe<'n the ground state euergy 
and the c•nergy of the first excited state. [l ., ] If tbe sy:;tem cau be engineered to have 
an arbitrarily large gap, then environnwntaJ noise can only disturb the encoded logical 
information if the noise imparts enough energy to excite the system across the gap 
from the ground state. 

The toric rode is a way to encode two logical quoits within t.hc~ degenerate gronnd 
~t.ate of a torus npon t.hc :rnrfocf' of which then ' is a square lattkc wit h oue physical 
qubit on each edg0. Alternatively, we can consider if a square lattice wit h a qubit 
on cnd1 edge, and both horizontally and vertically periodic boundaJ·y conditions. By 
sqtmH•\ 11'1,Uice we m ean in general simply that the unit cell is ::;qua.re, and hence that 
t lw over1-1,ll lattice is red.angular , hut not necessarily equill'tteral. However, for the 
su:nplifi<!d descript ion of thr toric co<k we will say t hat the lattice corn;ists of N x N 
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(1,4)=(1,1) 

(2,◄)=(2,1) 

(4,1)=(1,1) (4,2)=(1,2) (4,4)=(4.1)=(1,1) 

FrGURE 2,J; T he 3 x 3 ::;quare lattice on the r.orus wit.b qnbits 011 the edges, rcp8H.t.<'<l 
boundar.v conditions indicated by fading and coordinate labels. 

w rtices. To illusrra,tc with a11 c--xample. R square lattice on t.he toms with 3 x 3 distinct. 
vertices is show11 in F'ig. '.2. 1. Throughout this section, we will reJy on thjs cxcmpla.ry 
la.ttirc, but it is importru1t to not.c that a ll the arguments hold at least for rccta.ngnhtr 
latt.ices on thf' torus with m x n vertices and square plaquettes. 

Eacb vertex is rnuqncly as::;ociated with two edges if we consider a pair of ori
eutatious with respect to eacb vertex - one vertical orientat.iou anJ one hori1,ontfll 
orientation. For example, if we choose dowu and right as the pair of edge orie1Jtatio11s, 
then each vertex ou the lattice has exactly one edge to its right and one edge below 
it. Furthennorc, each edge is uniquely associc.1teJ with just one vcrtf'x in this respect. 
Thcu k11owi11g the pair of orientat.ions that wr're considering, the verticality or hori
zontality of an edgP. and th<' vertex to which the edge is associated, are sufficiN1t to 
uniquely identify any edge on the square lattice on the torns . For example, we can 

decide to associate ea,ch s itC' or lattice verte.."C with the vertical edg<' below a.ud the 
horizontal edge to the righ t. 

Becau::;e of the repeat.i11g boundary wndit.ions of the square lat.tice on a, torus, we 
can consid0r eR.rh edg0 to be, uuiquely associated with one vertex. Each cdg,, iR con
m~cted to two vertices, but if we apply the same rule co11sistcntly, we- c·i:m urnk<' unique 
associations. For example. we ran deride t.hat ea.ch vert.ical edge is associated wit.h the 
vertex above the eclge, a11d tha.t each horizontal edge is associated with the V<.'l'tex left, 
of the ,~dge. Then each erlgr is a.c;sociatcd with one a.nd only 011c vertex. 

Given this way of thinking abonL the relationship hct.wccn cclgl'ti and vertices on 
r.lw latt.ire, we easHy see t.lrn,t if each verr,ex has two edges uniquely associawd wir,h it. 



             
            

                   
                

       

        
  

              
                 

             
             

             

            

                
                

        

         

        

   

              
            

           
                

            
                

                 
                 

                
         

           

     

2.2 THE TORIC CODE F'OR QUBJTS .25 

and ea.ch edge has one qubit, then an N x N lattice with repeating boundary condi
tiom, implies 2N 2 qubits. The total Hilbert space therefore consists of 22N

2 
orthogonal 

dimensions. 

If we lab0l each vertex in the m'tb row and tlw n'th column on the lattice as (rn, n), 
then ead1 edge and its associated qubit are labelled either h(m, n) or v(m, n) depending 
on whether the edge is horizontal or vertical: 

Vertex 
(rn, n) 

Qubit/ Edge right of vertex 
h(m,n) 

Qubit,/Edge under vertex 
v(m. n) 

(2.1) 

Note-that due to t he repeating boundary co11ditions, t he vertex label ( N +l, n) refers 
to the sa,me the vertex as (1, n), and (m, N + 1) is equiva.lent to (rn 1 1). Differrnt qubits 
nnd the Pauli operators on different qubits commute, but the different Pauli operators 
on the same qubit anti-commute canonically as described i11 Sec. 1.:.t 1. However. the 
pairwise products of the same P auli operator on different (Juhit,s i . j d o commute: 

where we have a , {J E {x,y,z} (2.2) 

We want to define the system in terms of the stabiliser formalism [27] so that the 
ground state lg) of the system is stabilised by (i.e. has eigenvalue +1 with rei--pect to) 
a set of operators called the stabiliser genera tors k i: 

k;jg) = ( + l) lg) , where the Hamiltonian ohhe system is (2.3) 

H = - I: I<,, a.nd all the stabiliser generators cornmutf!: (2.4) 

[ki, kj] =0 Y-i,j. (2.5) 

Sin<'r t he stabiliser generators a.ll rnmmute with each other, as well as with the 
Hamiltoniru1 Eq. 2.-l, or equivalently, because the stabiliseJ· generators can all be simul
t.ancom,ly diagonalised, they constitute good q~wnfom numbers ['2X], and the eigenvalues 
of ti.le stabiliser generators can be used as the labels for the energy eigenstates of the 
system. 

For t he t.orir code, the stabiliser generators are sometimes called cheek opera tors 
and 1·,here are two different types: The star op<?J"ator A~ is defined as c:1 product of fr 

operators on the Star( s) - the qubits 0 11 the four edges co11verging on a site or vertex 
s as shown in Fig. :2.2. The plaquette operat,or Bµ is ci<'fined as a product of a,z 
operators on the qubits on the bounda1·y op of plaquette JJ four e<lges surrounding a 
pla.qneUe or face p as shown iu Fig. 2.2. 

We can tb11s d e.fine t,he Hamiltonian for the qubit toric code as 

Hrc = - L A.s - L BP (2.6) 
$ p 
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A 

11~'WB P 
'.-: 

,r~'''N -
◄ ) p ◄ ) rrj,,M 

-- If',,., 0'.~1,,, 
~ 

◄ ) 
la' A (T1 (ti II •I S - s ...... - -n_._.lllj~ ) 

FIGURE 2.2: The As a.nd Bp check operators on the sit,e and plaquette. respe.c.;t,ivcly 

where we define the sLar and plaquette check operators respectively: 

A.,, = II ar = &°fv(s) as(s) a-,hs) &111(,,)' and 
1 E Star(s) 

B71 = II o-t = o-fv(p) O's(p) a-E(p) &-f\/(p)• 

i E 8p 

(2,7) 

wlier0 tli0 labels N, S, E. W respectively simply indic-a.te the index of the edge qubits 
to thf' North (above). to the South (below). t,o t he Ea~t (rjght), and to th0 West (lrft) 
of the site s or plaquette p given by thr a1·gument of these labels. Critically, WC' require. 
the check operators to stabilise the torir code ground statr: 

(2. ) 

This means that the star opera.tor ,'ls i::,; the product of t.h0 Pauli X op0rators 011 the 
four qubits on the edgPs connected to a part.i('ular vertex: (or site) ~- LikewiSt'. the 
pla.quctte oµenitor BP is tlw prod net of the four Pauli Z oper.-l.tors acting on t he qubits 
on the edges t hat constitute the boundary snrroundiug a µart icular fa.ce ( or plaqnette) 
p. The check operators arc• illustrated in Fig. '2 .2. 

Since the possibk eigenvalues of af are + 1 aJ1C·I - 1 for a ll the Pauli OJJf'raiors 

for two-level systems, it follows t.hat the same holds true for products of the Pauli 
operators, including the check opC'rators and products thereof. Fnrthr-rmorc, since• the 
product of all the star check operaLors involves applyiug af exartly Lwice to each edge 
quhit, i. and in the samC' way tlw product nf ;-111 the plaquett.e check operators i11volves 
applying a1 exactly twice to eacb edge quhit i. aud since .. m,v one Pauli operator acting 



      

      

  
             

                

        

              
              

  

     

            
             
            

                
               
               
              

                
               

    

              
              

      

               

        

2.2 THE TORIC CODE FOR QUBITS 27 

twice 011 a given qubit i gives 

(uf/ = li, we have tllat [2;-{] (2.9) 

(2.10) 

Different check operators of t.he sam e type commute because they either do not 
OVC'rlnp. or Pa uli operators of the same type act twice on a single qubit. Therefore, we 
have 

In comparison, It star and a plaquette c·hec.k operator will either not overlap or 
overlap with different Pauli operators on two qubits. Due to Eq. 2.2, how<'ver, these 
operators also commute: 

(2.12) 

As with all stabilisers, the comnmtativity of the toric code stabiliser generator~ 
with eath uther anc.l the Hamiltonian makes the eigenvalues of the stabiliser generators 
g(/ml q nantwn numbers for labelling the system's energy eigenstates. The ground state 
nf the toric code is specified as the state whrre the eigenvalue of every check opera.tor 
is +L 111 the Eq. ·2.0 formulation of the Hamiltouian, since we have N 2 star operators 
on the lattice, one for ead1 vertex, a11rl t he sa.m0 number of p laqnot.te opc>rators, one 
for eaclt p laquette (corresponding to sitefl on the dua.l lattice), w0 have 2N2 check 
operators in the Hamiltonian aud so the grouud state energy is -2N2

. as we sec when 
W<' substitute the +I eigenvalue of each check opera.tor into the bra.-ket of the ground 
state: 

(2.13) 
s,p 

Howrvcr, we can also construct t lic t.orir c:ode Hamiltonian as a sulll of project.or 
measurement t erms on tho check operators. to srt the ground stat.e energy equal to 
zero a.ncl make all excitation energies positive: 

(2.14) 

so t hat the expectation value of this Ha,nliltouia.u with respect to it.s ground state is 

. ) ,1 -(+l) . 2 (g1'c1Hrcl9Tc = ~ 
2 

= 2N (O) = 0. (2.15) 
s,p 



                 
             

            
                 

              
   

            
           
            
             

              
             

    

   

            
                  
             

                
                

               
           

            
            

              
                

                
               

               
               

                
                

                
              

             

28 TOPOLOGICAL PHASES AND THE Q UBIT TORIC CODE 

Due to the fact t hat each qubil is acted on by ( or equivalently, "supports'') two star 
operators and two plaquet.te operators, a single qubit excitation corresponds to at least 
two check operators having eigenvalue - 1. Thus the nu.11imwn excitation energy with 
respect to t,he original qubit t.oric code Hamiltonian Eq. 2.G is 6.Emin = 2(+1-(-1)) = 
4, while for t he projector formulation Eq. 2.1 :i the excitation of two check operators 
gives .6.Emin = 22(+l ~(-l)) = 2. 

The toric code m odel was originally published with a view towards fault-tolerant 
quantwn computing and quantum memory [ 1 ~- Hi]. However , the topological phase 
properties ,vhich enable the robust non-local encoding of quantum information in the 
degenerate ground state of the system are in themselves interesting and also worthy 
of closer investigation. The degeneracy of the ground state is still characteristic of thP 
surface code topological phase as exemplified by Lhe toric codP.. assuming the surface 
sits on a non-trivial topology. 

2.2 .1 Ground state degeneracy 

Analysis 

We therefore want to understand how this vaunted g-round st.ate degeneracy comes 
ahout. First of all. it is dear from a quick analysis of the degrees of freedom in the 
system. As we have already shown, the total Hilbert space has '21.N

2 
d irncnsiorn;. How

ever, given Eq. 2 .10. we see 1.hat ead1 type of check operator has one redundancy. In 
other words, each star operator c:an be expressed as a product of all the other star 
operators, a.nd each plaquette operator can be expressed as a product of a1J the other 
plaquette operators. Consequently, there arc only 2N2 

- 2 jndPpendent good qnan
tw11 11w11bcrs describing the system and constraining its ground state. Ultimately, Uus 
leaves 2(2N

2
)-(:2N'.:!-2> = 22 = 4 degrees of frc(\dom in the ground state spac<'/manifold. 

lliustration 

Hc·mistically, it is lielpful to see how the a.d ion of successive d1cck opera tors CTf'at,C' 
the grow1d s1,atc· degeneracy. \Ne start with a small 3 x 3 lattice on the torus as was 
shown in Fig. :2 l. Note thl'l,t whik\ the following argumeut is presented in t,erms of the 
µlaquette operators B,)) t he same steps apply in the same way for the star operators 
As, wh.kh act as th<' plaquette operators on the dual lattice. Equivalently, we can say 
that the plaquette operators on the latticE' act as t,he star operators 0 11 t lw dual latt.irc. 

For thr pmposes of this ground state degenerFtcy cx:amplc, let us assurnf' a JO) , 11) 
basis for the edge qubits. When we apply a plaquette operator to the top left plaquet.te, 
thC' eigenwtht<' of tha t. check operM,or is the product of th('+ 1, -1 eigenvalues associated 
with the ci· Pau1i opera,tor acting on each qubit. on t.lte edges surrounding t.he pli1,q11ette. 
We can express t he r~quirement lo satisfy t he s1,ahili½er t:onditi()n Eq. :l.K as follows: 



                
                

       

   
        

    

 

  

      

    
  

               
  

    

            
                

              
             

                  
           

             
            
  

              
              

               
       

       

    

          

               

 

2.2 THE TORIC CODE F'Ofl. QUI3fTS 29 

Since we want t he eigeuvalue ,.\8- of the plaquette operator at p to be + 1, we can 
11 

express this as a constraint on the product of the eigenvalues of the edge qubits North, 
Sout.h, East and West of the plaquette p: 

whE>re we define the quantity 

'Pa
11 

_ I: Z j (mod 2) , 
jEiJp 

and take t he value Zj as follows: 

if Aa~ = + l 
J 

if J.17: = -1 
J 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

vV<' can_ then express the constraint on the gTolmd state with respect to the plaquette 
operator B as Pl 

B r,1 l9Tc) = (+l )l9Tc) or equivalently, (2.19) 

Thi8 :-.imple case, Bp1 l9Tc), is illustrated in Fig. 2.~. Since the two plaquette op
erat.ors act with t he same Pauli oper a,tor on thl' shared edge qubit and given Eq. 2.!J. 
we see that the product of adja,cent plaquette operators only acts non-trivially 0 11 the 
boundary of t he whole region covered by t he adjacent plaquettes. The operator acting 
witlt &j Oil qubits j on this boundary can be cal led a loop or contom. c;l = BPI. 
vVe call the contours generated by successive adjacent. uheck operators contrnctil>le, 
beca11se additional check oµerat,ors can he used to deform and ultimately contract the 
cont.nur to extinction. We will consider non-coutrartible contours after tbf' toric code 
ground state degeneracy. 

In the same way we can consider t he eigenvalue of .f3,,.,J3p1 l9'rc), for the product 
of two adjacent p laquette op_erators acting on p1aquettes p1 and P2 as illustrated in 
Fig . .!. l. \Ve define contour c;

1
,,,

2 
as the resulting non-trivial action on the boundary 

of t he regiou covered by p1 and P2-

(2.20) 

'PB~ + <(} 8 = ZN(pi) + zs, Pl) + Z£(pi ) + -Zw(v1) 
)IJ V2 \ 

+ ZN(p2) + zs(p2 ) + Zr:(r,2 ) + z 1,v(,i-i) ( mod 2) , (2.21) 

but since we have cL.osen p 1 and p2 as show11 in Fig. 2 . .I, wt• know that 

(2.22) 
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(1 .4)=(1.1) 

(2.4)=(2.1) 

(3,4 )=(3, 1) 

(4,2)=(1 ,2) (4,3)=(1.3) (4.4)=(4., r(1., > 

FIGURE 2.3: The :3 x 3 toric code with the Bp1 plaquette operator a,t, plaquet.te P l· 

(1 ,4)=(1, 1) 

(2,A)=(2.1) 

(3,4)=(3, 1) 

(4,1)=(1 ,1) (4.2)=(1,2) (4 .3)=(1.3) 

F1c;u u.E 2.4: The 3 x 3 toric c·,odc wit,h the .811 plaquette OJH!UJ,l,or a.I, plaquettes Pl aud T12· 

Not.c that the shared edge qubit at v(l. 2) is effectivf'ly acted 11po11 by aloeal ii operator, i.e. 
t.rivin.lly. Equivalently, tJ1e. two adjacent. plaquclt(' opera.tort- form a contunr C,~l,112 • 
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(2,4 )=(2,1) 

(3,4 )=(3, 1) 

(4,1)=(1.1) (4,2)=(1,2) (4,3)=(1,3) 

FIGURE 2. 5: The 3 x 3 toric code with the i\, plaquet.te operator a t plaquettes p 1 , p2, 

aud 1/a· . ote t hat the shared edge qubits at ·u( l ,2). ·v(l.3) and t>(J, 1) are effectively acted 
upon hy a local i operator, i.e. trivi,1lly. The t.hrf'e ndja.cent plaquette operators form a 
contractible contour c;1 ,P2

,1,3 , that is aJso equivalent to two non-contractible contourn of tlie 

:,amf' kind (ZHi, :,ee Sec. '1 .2.2) which can be made to caJ1cel out. 

We can easily see that for auy qubit j with either Zj = 0 or Zj 

2zi - 0 (mod 2), 

1, 

(2.23) 

sot.hat Wf: ca.n simplify the ground stc1tc constraint for the c-011to11r c;hl''J. as follows: 

<f>r.., = ip8 + '-Pi3 - 2.zu(1.2) = ,p13 + ,p13 (mod 2) 
l'I ,r12 l'J P2 Pl 7l2 

= ZN(pi) + 2S(p1) + ZW(pi) + ZN(P2) + ZS( p1) + ZE(p,1 ) = 0 (mod 2). (2.24) 

Next consider the eigenvalue of Bp:/:3,nB,11 l9Tc), fort.he product of three adjacent 
plaquettc operators acting on plaquettes p 1, p2 , a.nd p;i as illustrated in Fig. ~ .. "-J . We 
define contour c;

1
,P

2
,P

3 
as the resul ting non-trivial action on the boundary of the region 

covered by p1, Jh , a.nd p 3. 

<.pB,,
1 
+ <.pB,,

2 
+ <.pB,,:i = ZN(JJ1) + zs(111 ) + Zt::(p1) + zw(1>1 ) 

+ ZN(pi) + ZS(p:2) + ZJJ;(m) + ZW(p-;,) 

+ ZN(J!J/ + ZS(p:,) + Z.1£(p,1) + ZW (p3) (mod 2) , 

(2.2~) 

(2.26) 



                

  
   
  

               

        

  
               

                  
               

             
             

            
                 

              
       

            
             

                
              
             

     

         

             
              

    

             
                

               
                

               

              
                

32 TOPOLOGICAL PHASES AND THE QUBIT TORIC CODE 

but sin ce we have chosen p1. p2 and p3 as shown in Fig. 2.5, we know that 

Zt;(p1) = ZW(p2) = Zv(l,2). 

ZE(1J2) = Zw(p3) = Zv(l,3), and 

ZEJ(JJa) = ZW(111) = Zv( l ,l) · (2.27) 

so that we can simplify the ground state coustraint for the contour cpz J' ' JI as follows: • l , ,2 , 3 

'{Jc, = 'f tJ + '-,JfJ + '{}f:J - 2 Zv(l 2) - 2 Zv(l.3) - 2 z1,( l 1) 
0

PJ •1'2,IJ3 IJJ /t)z l',l ' ' 

= 'PsP1 +;,piJ,,,_ +cp13r>:1 (mod 2) 

- ZN(111) + ::s(p1) + ZN(P2) + ZS(p2) + +zN(p3) + ZS(p:1) = 0 (mod 2). (2.28) 

Where we seC' vP.ry clearly that all the qubits j on tlw vertical edges arr frpc to fw 
in st.ates \vith any eigenvalues with respect to aJ and still obey the ground stat.c con~ 
st.mints with respect to thcsP three plaquette operators. Also note that. the• non-trivia.I 
action or this product of check opera tors constitutes two noH-contractible loops of the 
sanH' kind. These can be deformed and moved about ,vith iterative plaquette opura
tions , and cm1 be moved on top of each other to cancel out.. A similar fo'!edorn with 
respect to the qubits on horiiontal edges could be constructed by taking the product 
of a bau<l of vertically adjacent pla,quette operators. 

If we iteratively apply adjacent plaquette operators. we eventualJy cover 1-1lmost the 
entire lattiec. The st,ep beforf' t,he laWce is completely covered is illustrative. Wlwn 
eight o( the nine plaqucttes are applied, we can depict the contour as in F ig. '1.(J. 
However, this is also equivalent to applying a single plaquette opnator at t he 11i11U1 

plaquette of the toric code in t lie ground state, as shown in Fig. 2.7. 

lu other words, we 11otc that 

(2.W) 

whic-h nwans th<1 t I hr product of t he eight adjacent. plaquett.e operators acting on pla
quettes J>,, µ2 . p3 , p4, µ5 , µ6 , '})7 , and ps, is equivale11t t o the si11gle plaquettc operator 
on t.hc remaining plaquet,te, p9. 

OompaJ·ing the two figures. we can visu a lise how any given check operator can 
be expresseu as tlic product, of the other check operators of tl1e same type. Thi::; is 
equivalent to t.he analysis of the Hilbert space of the ground state constrain which we 
ronsidrrcd in Sec-. '2.'.!.. l, because for each of the two sets of N 2 check operat.urs, thrrc> 
c1re only N 2 

- 1 indepenum1t, ones. TLus there are two non-loca l qubits in tbe toric 
<'Odr. 

If wp apply one lllore iteration and apply the final plaqueUe operator . we finally 
cover t.hr whole lat-t.ire on t.he torus, as shown in Fig. ~-),,· Equivalently to E(l. '2 10. if 
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(1,4)=(1,1) 

(2.4 )=(2, I) 

(3,4 )=(3, 1) 

(4,1)=(1 ,1) (4,2)=(1,2) (4.4)=(4,1 )=(1.1) 

F1ourrn 2.6: The 3 x 3 toric code with the BP plaquc,tte operator at plaquettcs p1• P2 , p3, 
p-4, pr:,, P6, p;. and p8 . Note that tile sha.red edge qubits at h{l , !), h(1,2) , v( l , 1), v( l ,2) , 
t•( l ,;l), /i.(2, IL h(2,2), h(2,3).1,(2, 1), 11(2,2), v(2,3), h(3, l ) and h(3, 2) an" effectively acted 
u11011 b_y a local :ft opera.tor, i.e. trivially. 

(1,4)=(1, r, 

(2.4)=(2, 1) 

(4, 1}=(1,1) (4,2)=(1,2) (4,4)=(4,1)=(1, 1) 

FIGLJRE 2. 7: The 3 x 3 toric co<le with the Bv plaquetl.e operator at plaquet,t e p9. 



          
        

  

              
              
                

               
              

                 
              
           

      

 
  

          

  

 

 
  

          

  

                
              

                  
               

             
               

              
               

              
             
             

               

34 TOPOLOG ICAL P HASES AND TH E QUBlT TORIC CODE 

we apply each plaquette operator exactly once, generating a contour 6;
1

, ••. ,pg around 
t he region of all the plaquettes, we must have 

(2.30) 

to have t h<" toric code in the ground state. Sinc.;e applyiug f'very plaquette operator 
once on t he entfre lattice invokes Eq. 2.~I on every qubit, the effective contour 6;

1
, ... ,pg 

acts only trivia,lly 0 11 the system. In other words, it can also be illustrat,ed as Fig. 2.1. 

However, if we consider the pictm e in Fig . 2. ,1.,, we can interpret the sit uatiou as 
one where two horizontal uon-f'ontractible contours of the same kind are applied to the 
same set of edges, and likewise in the vertical case. This is the more heuristic way of 
looking at t he ground st.ate degeneracy of the toric code. The resulting horizontal ;,\.ncl 
vertical non-cont,ractible contums consisting of a_1, along the contom paths C111 and 
C1 ·2 respectively, can be defined as follows: 

Zm = IT o-f (2.31) 
jEC1T1 

which for the 3 x 3 lattice example shown in F ig. 1.,'-i is 

(2.32) 

and likewise 

Zvz = II a-; 
fECv2 

v:hirh for Lhe 3 x 3 lattice examplr shown in Fig. :!.K is 

(2.34) 

Siuce both ZH, and Zv2 arr a rc rnacted twice on the same set o f qubit.s, thrir 
eigenvc1Jues a r<> not constrained with respect to the ground state stabilisPcl by a.11 13p. 
i.pz· a11d (pz· can each take eithe1· 0 or 1 as t.heir value. This con~titu tes tl1c 22 = 4 

/I] \/2 

ground state degencraf'y of the toric code. However, Z 1-1, anJ Z112 can be deformed and 
translated on the lattice, while still representing t he same dcgTecs of freedom within 
the ground state manifold/space, as long as t he contour encircles the torus in a 11on
coot.rn.cti1Jle way. A mor0 spatial view of t he two t.ypcs of non-contractible loops on 
a toms is illustrated in Fig. 2.D. If errors occur by some u;irontrolle<l Pauli operators 
a-J' acting on relatively nearby qnhitR .i on t he lattice, t hen the logical string operators 
can be d('forrned to sidestep local errors whilt! st.ill encircling tlw torus horizontally 
and vertici'l.lly. This shows how the ground state dcgenera.~y is a nou-locaJ, two-qnbit 
Hilbert spa,l'e thaJ. crumot be affected by ind ividual or few local errors on the e<lge 
fill bits. 
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(1.4)=(1.1) 

(2,4)=-(2,1) 

(3,4 )=(3, 1) 

(4, 1)=(1, 1) (4,2):(1,2) (4,3)=(1,3) 

FIGURE 2.8: The 3x :3 toric code with the Br plaquette operator applied at every pl3.4uette. 

2.2.2 Logical string operators 

W\· have demo11st.ra.t.ed the degm1cracy oJ ~he ground st.ate? 1rnulifold , and we will now 
co11sitler the operations that. move the system with respect Lo the ground stat(' manifold. 
We have seen that cont.ractible contours can always he e..-xpressed as products of one type 
of check operators, or vice versa. The operators that correspond to closed contours, 
wlwth<'r or not. they a.re contractible, are called string opC'rntor::;, and can be expressed 
as 

Zc - IT B-J . and X'r -er= (2.35) 
.i EC ,i E C' 

These operators ad on the edge qubits j that make up the contours C and C'. If 
they are contractible, they <:an respectively be expressed as products of either the BP or 
A.~ enclosed by t.he contours. As exemplified by the rnutractible cont.ours in Fig. 1.10. 
we can see that the two contour types go either parallel or perpeudicular to the edges 
of the la.tt.ire. 

In comparison, string operators on non-contractible contours on the same lattice 
caJ1 be visuaJised i:ui in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. '2. 12. Here we \'\-ill label Llte four possible 
non-contractible contours HI, H2. Vl , and \/2, c:orresponding to the two types of 
cont.ours in bot.h the horizontal and vertical rlirection on thr lat.tire. 

Thf' operation oJ applying tbe non-contractible string operators Zn 1 a.ud Zvi is the 
cc'p1.iva1<,nt of (ieterrnining the eigenval11t-> or determining 'Pz,.,

1 
and cpz

112 
wit.h re.sp0ct 

to t.he degeuerate ground state r1s disC'ussed at the end of Sec. :2.:2 . 1. Iu the same 
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F1curtE 2.9: The vertical and horizontal nun-contractible contour:;: on the torus are showu 
in red. A contractible contour is shown in blue. 

manm~r . the string operators Xv1 and XH1. correspond to the vertical and horizontal 
non-contractible contours of &J on q11bits j along contours perpendicul:-1r to t hf' !3dge::-. 
of the lattice. 

These four string operators act. on the degenerate ground state of the tori<' wde. 
where for fault-tolerant quant um computing a.nd topological quantum memory. one 
could encod0 two qubits of logical information. We therefore call these four string 
operators the logical st.ring operators. The commutation relations of the logical string 
opera.tors reveal their roles with respect t,o the logical qubits in tlw ground stat,e de
gcmera,c-y manifold: Since Zu I and Z112 interact. at none of the qubits on the latticC', wr 

have [z,n ' Zv2] = 0 and for the same reason we have [ X Vl ' .Yf12] = 0. 

Note tJrn.t U1e conm1utativity of 2111 and Zv2 means thrtt the possible eigPnvalues 
+ l and - 1 with rPspec-t to each of these two logical string operators correspond to 
the independence of the two qubits in the g-rotmd state clrgenerac:v manifold. Vvc 
can express the ground state as tbc tensor product of Llw two non-local logical qubits 
labelled gl and g2: 

I.or, ·(O)) 
lgTc(l )) 
l9n·(2)) 
1Dre(3)) 

- l'Pz,,i = 0)91 ® l'Pzv2 = 0)92, 
l'PzN, = l )g1@ l<pzv2 = O)g2, 

- l'P.2111 = O}g1 @ l<.0.zv2 = l )g2 · and 
l<Pzu1 = 1 }gl ® l1Pzv2 = l)g-.i 

(2.36) 

We also see that the Lorizoutal logical string oµerators commute with each other. 
and th1;1,t the- vertical logical st.ring operators commute ·with c:~,ch other. These pairs 
have.' no overlapping support, and ,wt sr,rictly on differeut sets of q11bits. This case can 
be seen in Fig. 1. 1.3. If a non-contractible deformed horizontal contour overlaps with 
another , we CUJl always deform the string operators with check operators to elimjnatc 
the overlap. The simplest form of this case is shown in Fig. 'l. I l. These local <leforma
tions of tlw logical string operators do not affect l9rc), ai=; any and all products of t.he 
check operators simply stabilise I.IJrc), by definitiou. For the same reasons, the vertical 
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1,3) (1,4)=(1,1) 

(2.4)=(2, 1) 

(3,3) (3.4)=(3, 1) 

I ---y --
(4,1)=(1, 1) (4,2)=(1,2) (4,3)=(1,3) 

FIGURE 2.10: The t-tring operators Zc and ..,Ye, of two c:xc-mplal'y contractible contours C' 
aud C' on the 3 x 3 lattice on t,be torus. 

(3, 1) 

(4,1)=(1,1) (4,2)=(1,2) 

I 
I 
I 

A I 

(1.4)• (1.1) 

(2.4)=(2, 1) 

X v1-0- (3.4)=(3,1) 

9 ! 
(4,3)=(1,3) 

PtGURE 2.11: Example of two non-cont,ractiblc contour striug operat,on, on the 3 x 3 laWce 
on U1t· torus. The string operator:-: ZH1 11.11d .1Y11 1 for t.hc first pafr of non-cout,ract.ihle i.;011tom::1 

of differ<>ut type int,eract. at exactly one Qllbit, rcgardlesH of traru,la.tiou and deformation by 
multiplying the string operators with check operators. 
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(1.4)=(1,1) 

(2.4)=(2,1) 

----'('---■ 
(4,1)={1,1) (4.2)=(1,2) (4,3)=(1 ,3) 

FrcuRE 2.12: Example of t.wo non-contrac.tible contour string operators on t.he 3 x 3 lat.t,ice 
ou the torus. The string operators Zn aod X J/2 for t,he second pair of nou-contrnctiblv con
tours of different type int.eract at, e.xa.ctly one qubit, regardless of trans lation and deformo.tion 
by mult iplying the st ring operators with ch eck operators. 

logical string operawrs Zv2 and .Kv1 e it her do not imeract ur imerac.;r, only 1.dvially. 
Wr do however have uon-trivial interactions betwcr.n t.wo pairs of logical stri11g 

operators as illustr ated in Fig. 2.11 and Fig . 2 l '.2. 
Let us first consi<ler , ZH1 and Xvi in teracting at a single a rb itrary qu bi t j on th1" 

lattice - arhitrarily localised as j = h(2. 3) in F ig. '.2 l I - wit h d iff Prent local Pauli 
opera tors, which by <lefini tion anti-comm ute: 

{X v1 , z,.,1} = {o-,1, o-f } = 0, and for t h e same reason we have~ 

{XH2, Zv2} = 0. 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

lt is furthermore easy to seE' that. deforming one logical string opr.rn.tor in t hese anti
comruutiug pairs u sing ch0ck operators will only lead to a,n odd number of overlaps 
betwe~n t he two logical string operntors, preserving t he ,1;rnt,i-comm11tativity. 
We can theu see that r.h c logical st;ring operators act as Pauli operators on t.he uo11-Joca.J 
quhits of the ground st ate clegeuen:tcy manifold . If we label t he n on-local qu bit 11 .91 
and g2, we have 

v - a~.r 
. '\ \/ 1 = gl 

Z - '% 
v2 = crg2 

(2.39) 

The logical information encoded in t he grouud stat,P of t h e N x N t oric- codf' is then 
t.opologically pro t.ected in l,he thermodynamic limi t of N ~ oo. because if we consider 
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(1,4)"(1,1) 

(2,4)=(2.1) 

(3,4}'(3,1) 

(4,1):(1,1) (4.2)>(1 .2) (4,3):(1.3) 

FIGURE: 2 .13: Two horizontal non-contractible contom string opera.tors on t,he 3 x 3 la.ttic.e 
on the torus. The string operators ZHi and XH2 do not overlap in their simp lest, straight-line 
configuration of the respective contours. 

(1,4),(t,1) 

(4,2):(1.2) (4,3)"(1,3) 

FIGURE 2.14: T wo b.orizonta.l non-contractib le contmu· string operat ors on t.he 3 x 3 la.tt,ice 
on the torus. The string operators Zm and f<1-12 can be deformed to overlap by applying 
check operators. Here, we have taken Jc l-12' = A.~(2,3),..Y H2, which is reversible. by repeating 
the same check opera.tor. 
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errors to he a prodnct of a small (relative to N) number of Pauli operators on specific 
edge quhits, and these occur within a small (relf\>tive to N x N) region of the lutti<'f', 
then we can a lways choose logical string operators that are unaffected by the errors. 

The four-fold degenerate gTound state of the torir code should then be spanned by 
a basis of four gruund state vectors, ID) , ll\ 12), and 13). We know that the grou11d 
state must be stabilised by all the As and all the Bp opera.tors. If we start wit.h the 
latter set of st,abiliscr gt;~nerators , we know that. if all the qubits sta,rt in a IO) stat.e, any 
and all products of only a.: operators will have eige1ivalue + l. We therefore know that 

(2.40) 

Rowf'ver , we a.lso w:=1J1t the gTmmd state to br stabilised by all A,,. which we aducvc 
by projecting I0)®2N~ t o a state with +1 eigenvalue with respect to each A.'/: 

(2.41) 

Since all the sta.biliser generators commute, this ensm es that IO) is a grou11d state 
stabilised by every stabiliser generator. Each logical string operator acts as a specific 
Pauli operator (c.f. Eq. 2.~D) on one of the two non-local qubits while the toric code 
remains in the ground state manifold. Thus the logical string operators can be used 
to specify three additional orthonormal basis st.ates to spa1I the Hilbert. spacc oft he 
topologically protected two-qubit quantum memory: 

(2.42) 

Then the logical inforlllat.io11 encoded in the non-local qubit can be dist.inguis11cd 
by the expectation value of thr logical s tring operators Z H1 and Zv2 as follows: 

(Zm)0 = + 1 
(ZH1 h = -1 
(ZH1)2 =+1 
(Zi-,, h=-1 

(Zv2)0 = + l 
(Zv2h = + 1 
(Zv~h = - 1 
(Zv2h = -1 

(2.43) 

This is due to tbe simple fact that the logical string operators either have no over
lapping support on the lattice and hence trivially commute, or interact on a single 
qubit. In the latter case, logical string operators acting with different. Pauli opera.tors 
on the shared qubit will aJ1ti-comm11te: 

(2.44) 

2.2.3 Anyons 

Now that we understand the grouud state of t.hP toric code, we briefly consider the 
cxcitn.tions: which a.r e ('a.lied a.nyons. The t.orie code js excit~cl when an odd rnunber of 
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qubits either on a plaquette boundary or a vertex star have eigenvalue - 1 with respect 
to the check operators that stabilise that area. Note that each qubit is stabilised by two 
check operators of ead1 kind1 so if a qubit is excited with rE:spect to a plaquette operator, 
for example, t hen i t is also excited with respect to the other p!aquette operator that 
touches the quhit_ We can then consider anyonic excitations on the lattice as string 
operators: Several P auli operators, all either a-;1; or &z , along an unclosed chain of qubits. 
The anyou is created by the string operator , representing excitation at the ends of t he 
string. The middle of the st.ring is stabilised everywhere b.v any check operator, but t he 
endpoints anti-commute with check operators if the stri11g and check operators consist 
of different types of Pauli operators. The middle of t he string is stabilised because any 
overlap with check operators will ocrur at. an even number of qubits. The anyons are 
called, by analogy to LE2 gauge theory, electric charges and magnetic vortices for star 
and plaquette excitations 1 respectively I~)]. 
We define t he anyon string operators along paths l 011 the lattice and l* on the dual 
lattice explicitly as follows: 

T,Vl(e) = II&;, (2.45) 
jEI 

which anti-commutes with star operators A01 and Av,J at t.he two end-points of l , 
and 

(2.46) 

which anti-commutes W1th plaquette operators Bpi and Bµ2 at t he two end-point.s 
of l*. Applying t hese operators cause an excitation relative to the ground state, and 
the excitation requires an energetic addition of 2 with respect to if'T'c as in Eq. 1. 14. 
Anyons are defined by their exchange statistics1 and moving one around another (braid
ing the world lines of the anyons) means multiplying the state of the system with a 
non-trivial phase factor. If the anyons supported by a system are non-Abelian, t hen the 
system can perform universal quantum computing while enjoying topological protection 
by performing only topological operations. The excitations of the simple qubit toric 
code presented above are Abelian, and this model can perform universal quantum com
puting with topological protection but requires hoth topological and non-topological 
operations (spin measurements) in order to do so. [8, 23] 

The toric code can be generalised to surface codes on other manifolds. For mani
folds of genus g , where the torus has g = 11 t he ground state of the surface code has 
degeneracy 49 . A planar lattice surface code without, repeating boundary conditions 
and without defects may have no ground state degeneracy if the edges of t he finite 
plane consist of either all pla.quettes or all stars. In general. the boundaries of the 
surface as well as defects or irregularities in the bulk of the lattice may significantly 
affect t he stabiliser generator set arid, hence, the dimensionality of t he g:ro1md state. 
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a) b) 

FIGURE 2.1 5: The planar surface code on square lattices with aU a) smooth boundaries 
an<l b) rough boundaries. 

For example, as we have seen, the check operators on the torus ar0 no1 all i11dc-
pendent - any single star operator can be expressed as the product of a.ll the otlwr 
star operators. Likewise. any plaquette operator on the torus can be expre:ssed as the· 
product of the rest. On t.he planar square lattice. with aU smooth boundaries, Fig. 2 1.-. 
a ), plaq11ett.e operators can not gener ally be expressed in this way, but star opera.tor::; 
can, since the product of all st.:u operators here ac•t with the same Pauli operator on 
each qubit twice. Conversely. on the planar square lattice wit l1 all rough houndaries, 
Fig. 2.1::i b), the sta,r opera.tors can not generally be expressed in this way, hut pla,qnC'
tte operator:; r a11, si.J1ce the product of all plaquette operat.ors here ad, wit,li the ·,um· 
Pauli operator on each qubit twice . These smfa.ce codes must therefore have a two-fold 
degenerate ground sta.te. 

2 .2.4 Continuous-variable surface code 

Finally, the ~nrface code may b0 extencJed from the discrete-variable regime of edge 
qubits to a continuous-variable (CV) regime with qwnodes on the edges. It is a con
vention t.o ta.kP the Fourier transform of the latt,ice, iu order !,hat. t,he CV ::;t,c1.r operator 
be a, product of Z1(t) = expai,;, operators, and the plaquettc> operat,or be a product of 
Xi(s) = exp-isJ3, operators. T hen the CV surface code ca.n be expressed in terms of 
the nulliners , the generators of tlw e..xponential operators that stabilise tlie CV s11rfacr. 
code ground state. The Hamilt.onion must be Hormiti:m, o..nd so nullifiers are more 
convenient than stabilisers to descrihe CV systems. Note that, as stabilisers have + 1 
eigenvo.lues with respect. to the stabilised state, so nullifiers have eigenvalue 0. TliE> 
Fomier transform convention gives the following convenient correspondences: 

If the 4ubit surface code vertex stabiliser generator is 

Au= (2.47) 
j E Nn(,,,) 



                 
      

        
  

           

           

  

        

 
  

          

      
          

  

             
              

               
          

                

 
  

              
              

            
             

            
            

        
               

             
           

        

2. 2 THE TORlC CODE FOR QUilITS 43 

where Nn(i) is the set of qubits that arc nearest neighbours of i, then the ideal CV 
surface code stabiliser generator is very similarly 

II 
j E Nn(u) 

where the nullifier is part of the argument of t he exponential function, 

av= L C/j = C/N(v) + iis(v) + Qs(v) + '1W( t1 ) • 

j E N7t(v) 

If the qubit surface code plaquette stabiliser generator is 

Bp= Q9 u;, 
j E Nn(p) 

then the ideal CV surface code stabiliser generator is very similarly 

_ . ~ -is I: 0(1,,j)11i II Xj(s) = exp-1sb,, = exp JE Nn (p ) 

j E Nn(v) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

where the function O(y, j) determines a + 1 or - 1 coefficient for each surrumlJld de-
peuding on the orientation of the edge j relative to the orientation of the plaquette 
P, 

{
+ 1 

O(j,p) = - 1 
if j and p aJ"e oriented in the same direction 

if j and p am oriented in the opposite direction ' 
(2.52) 

as illustrated in Fig. 2-16. Also, the nullifier is part of the argument of t he exponential 
function) 

bp = L O(p, j)fij• (2.53) 
j E Nn(p) 

The orientations used in the funct ion O(j, p) are defined on the edges and faces 
of the lattice. The faces are all given a counter-clockwise orientation. The edges are 
oriented towards and away from vertices in a regularly alternating pattern. Every 
other vertex in the horizontal direction has all the connected edges oriented towards 
it (an attractive vertex) and the interleaving vertices consequent ly have the connected 
edges oriented away from t.hem (repulsive vertices). Likewise in the vert ical direction) 
producing a chessboard pattern of at tractive and repulsive vert,ices. 

We can then see that there are only two types of plaquettes, the ones with attrac
t ive vertices on the top-left and bottom-right vertices (diagonal), and the ones with 
attractive vertices on the top-right and bottom-left vertices (anti-diagonal). The two 
kinds of plaquettes then have the following two nullifiers, 
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V 
,-------1 

V 

1010 
V 
i------1 

• 
V 

V 

() 

IC IC I 
V V V 

,__ ___ 

FlG UR E 2.16: The orientations of the edges and faces on the surface code lattice. 

bt,H>,g = cJN(v) + (]S(v) - ClE(l') - <iw(u), and 

b lant1,rli1,t: = - Cf_N(v) - 'l.S ( t,) + (f e(•IJ) + l}W (!J) · 

However, we note that since 

b1 ... ,1.d,a11; ISC) = 0, then we also have 
,. 

-bi L d. ISC) = 0, which is also a nullifier. 
11H I ► iag 

We can then simply take all the b I as 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(:.2.57) 

for all pla,quettes .f. 



"When comparing human memory and computer memory it is clear 
that the human version has two distinct disadvantages. Firstly, ;is 
indeed I have experienced myself. due to ageing, human memory can 
exhibit very poor short term recall." 

Kevin Warwick, quoted in Hendricks, V: "SOOCC Computer 
Citations" , King's College Publications, London,2005. 

Cluster states 

Dmiug the short history of quantum computing, the standa.rd perspective has been one 
of performing unitary quantwn logic gates. Briegel and Raussendorf (10, 2!1j offered 
an alternative way of conceptualising quantum computing. This alternate perspective. 
called measlll'ement-based quantum comput ing, discards the previous quantum circuit 
approach of maintaining uni tarity through quantum logic gates and instead applies 
a sequence of measurements to loca.l qubits that are part of a highly, persistently 
entangled multipart ite state. [IO , 29- 3-l] Th.is starting point is called the cluster state 
(CS) a nd has a,lso been shown to be a good starting point for a. mapping to surface 
codes with topological order [:~ri- :37]. Vve ca.n define cluster states both for qubits (and 
qudits generally 13:,,,]) and continuous variables (CV) f7, :J~-Jl]. 

3.1 Qubit cluster states 

Following [J 2], we can define the qubit duster state JCS) ou a graph G(V, E ) with 
vertices \/ connected by edges E and a qubit on each vertex by its stabiliser generators 
k i with i E V. Recall that a stabiliser generator I< on a state l'l/J) is defined as an 
operator with eigenvalue + 1 with respect t.o the state it stabilises: I<J'l,l,) = (+1) j'l,l,) . 
Tho set of stabiliser generators for a state generate the group called the stabiliser. T hus 
the cluster state is defined by the set of operators that stabilise it: k i = +l JCS). \Ve 
will construct the qubit cluster state with a unitary operator called Control-Phase, or 
sometimes Control-Z, which is defined as follows: 

(~ 
0 0 

n U c PHASE(i ,j) = I0)i(OI ® i 1 + II).i( lJ ® o-J = 
1 0 (3. I) 
0 1 
0 0 
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46 CLUSTER oTATES 

When we a.ct with UcPIIASG(iJJ on the Pauli operators with support on ronnerted 
qubits i and j, we g0.t Clifford -group elements, i .e. we only get results that a.re produrts 
of Pauli operators: 

(3.2) 

A single qubit in the I+) state is stabilised by a:r: 

(3.3) 

and more generally, given an N qubit state l+)® N, any a-_f operator actiug on one of 
thf' qubits .i = 1, 2 .... , N will also stabilise the multipa.rtite state. If we t hen definP t,bc 
cluster state as 

ICS) = Ucs l+)®N, with Ucs:::: IT VcP11As1~(i,i) , 

(i,j ) 

(3.4) 

where (·i, j) refe.rs to all the edges connecting qubits i and .i E { 1, 2, ... , N}. We can 
then see that stc1,biliser genera.tors of the duster state can he found by applying Ucs on 
the oJ operators. Note t hat the Ucs will only act non-trivially ,-,.,ith regards to quhits 
directly adjacent to j. We see that 

(3.5) 

and the clm;ter state stabiliser generators can be defined as i:i - af ® a;, given 
.i E- N11(i ) 

that Nn(i) is t.he set. of vertices t hat are nearest neighbours to vertex i aud [(; is defined 
for all i E V. Following the sa,roP procedure, when iu general a state 141) evolves to 
I~) = Ul¢) we see that the evolut ion of a stabiliser generator i:i1, of state 11,b) must 

give t lw stabiliser gellerator of the new sta.te by k t/~=Oi<v,{rt. This is in contrast to 

the Heisenberg evolution of operators where a t ime-independent, operator A evolves a,.q 

(;t).f), whicll torresponds to the Sduodinger evolut ion of a state, 11/J) -"7 UJ'I/J). 

We also note that all t he different Control-PHASE (or Control-Z) opera,tors UcPHASl-:(ij) 
for connected -µair s of vertices -i and j commute. One cannot distinguish which qubit 
out of ,; and j is t he control qubit and which is the tn,rgei qubit. For a square latt,icc 
graph, of no specific diruensio11s or bounda ry couditions, the cJuster state has qubits 
( or qumodes in the CV case) on the vertircs, as shown in Fig. :t 1. 

It is aJso important to 11ote that the cluster state Hamiltonian, like the toric code 
or surface code Ha ruilt.onian, can be -expressed either as the negative sum of sf.abibser 
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(1, 1) (1,3) 

(7(2,1) 

(2,2) 

,3) 

(3,1) (3,3) 

F ICURE 3.1: A top-left 3 x 3 corner of a square Jattice with qubits ( or qumodes in the CV 
case) 0 11 the vertices A qubit CS sta.bilisP.r !((2 ,2) = rrf2,2) &(1 ,2) &(3 ,2) a(2 ,3) of2 ,1) is included. 

genP.rators1 or as a sum of projectors on to the -1 eigeuvalue eigenstates of the stabiliser 
genera lors: 

(3.6) 

or more conveniently to have ground state energy E0 = 0: 

(3.7) 

It is also important to note that t he cluster st.ate stabiliser generators a.re all inde
pe11de11t of oue a.not.her, unlike the torjc code and planar smface code. In other words, 
none of the cluster state stabiliser generators can be expressed as a product of U1e 
other stabiliser generators. 

3.2 Continuous-variable c luster states 

Following Menicucci1 et al. [41 l Milne, et al. [!J, --ta], and Weedbrook , et al. [GJ, 
we can define continuous-variable (CV) d uster states (CS). As with qubit CS, the 
CV CS is a highly entangled U1ult.ipa.rtite stat e of quantrnn resources on a graph G 
consisting of a. set of vertices V connected by a. set of edges E . The continuous-variable 
quantum modes (CV qumodes) are situated on the vertices i E V where we have the 



                  
             

    

 
    

  
             

             
              

               
             

              
            
               
       
              
            

         

     

                   
                

                 
 

    

      

    

   

     
  

        

      
    
   

48 CLUSTER. S'f'ATES 

tot.al number of vertices N = IVI so that i = 1, 2, ... , N. Tbe11 ead1 qumode has 
the annihilation and creation operators, a,i and a! which make up the position and 
momentum quadratme operators as follows: 

(3.8) 

3.2.1 Infinite squeezing 

The infinite squeezing CV cluster state provides the ideal analogue of the qubit clus
ter state in terms of the correspondence between the formalisms. While the infinit<-' 
squeezing CV CS is unphysical, it provides an accessible starting poi11t for aualysing t.hf' 
CV cluster state. The ideal, w1physical case of the CV CS assumes that the qurnode:, 
on vertices of the lattice are initialJy infinitely squeezed in the p momentum qua<lra
tme eigenstate with eigenvalue 0: Given the initial Gaussian st.a.te 17,h) for t,he wlcnum 
(i.e. gTmmd state) of N free quantum harmonic oscillators, infinite squeezing gives 
lim S'(s)l'if;) = I0):,3

1
, which is a zero-eigenvalue eige11st<1te ofµ,: p,dO)ri, = 0. We can 

S-tOO 

say that the state is nullified by f5,-. 
For N qumodes, all infinitely squeezed in ruomentwn, we have simply that each 13, nul
lifies the state IO) r N. We then want to consider the continuous-variable Control-Phase 
operator, on a single edge and on the whole graph: 

llcPHASE(i,j) = e'9fuqj; and Ucs = Q9 UcPIIASE(i,j) (3.9) 
(1,j) 

where we have that (i.j) is the set of edges connecting vertices i and j and g E IR 
is the interaction strength between the qumodes ·i and j. For a giveu qumode i, the 
effect of CPHASE ou the quadrature operators is as follows: Siner [qi: , qi] = 0 Vi,j , 
we have 

• At , ~t 
UcP11ASE(Lj)QiUrP11ASE(iJl = <J.;UcPl!ASE(iJ)UcP11ASt;;(iJ) = q,. (3.10) 

However, tbe 71 case is more subtle: 

A ~t 
P1(g) = UcPHASE(iJ)1J1(0)UcPt1.ASE(i,j)' so we take 

df5i(.g) _ . A_ u.... . • (O)u'"'t u.- . -(o) · , , u ... t 
dg - - nqiqJ CPHASE(ij)7); CPHASE(ij) + CPI-IASE(i,i)Pi »q;q_i C PHAS8(i,i) 

= l) CPllASE(ij) (-iici} [qi ) Pi ( 0))) l)6PHASE(i,j) = o~PH!\SB(i,j) q_/J OPHASE(iJ) 

= ijj (3.11 ) 

We then solve this differential equation, dfi~J9> = qj, taking 

Pi(D) = gqj + C, sn 
Pi(O) = C. so 

p;(g) = p;(O) + gl};. (3.12) 



     

 
  

                 
       

  
 

              
  

    

                    
  

              
       

       

                 
                    

               
              

             

                

             
  

               
             

                 
     

      

3.2 CONTINUOUS-VARIABLE CLUSTER STATES 49 

Then for g = -1 we ha;ve 

(3.13) 

given that Nn(i) is the set of vertices that are nearest neighbours to vertex 'i. We then 
construct the continuous-variable infinite-squeezing cluster state by taking 

and SiHC'e ftdD)rN = o, a nullifier of fCSs➔oo) must be p; - I: </j because 
j E Nn(i) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Tims if we define ·ryi = p; - I:: <J-.1 , we find that fJdCSs➔oo) = 0 Vi. We call ·ry,-
j E Nn(i) 

the set of nullifiers of the infinitely squeezed cluster state. The nullifiers constitute the 
algebra that generates the group of stabiliser operators: 

f<i exp••·17.-
1 

with r E JR. (3.16) 

We also have that all the N different '1/i. conunute: [1\ , ·ry1] = 0 Vi,j . This is 

triviaJ if i = j or if the two nullifiers have no terms with the same index. Nor do we 
need to consider t he case where nullifiers are near enough t hat they share Qi terms 
since these also commute. In the case of two nullifiers being situated a.round adjacent 
qumodes, we might give some thought to the commutativity. If .i E Nn(i), then 

(3.17) 

The Hamiltonian for the infinite-squeezing CV CS can tbeu be expressed in terms 
of the nullifiers 

(3.18) 

whirh is positive by definition and ha.'3 as its ground state JCSs➔oo) . Next, let us 
consider the eigenspectrum of the infinitely squeezed CV cluster state. We define a 
state that differs from the cluster sta,te by having a single mode .i in the initial state 
being a non-zero eigenstate of momentum, 

j - 1 N 

JCSi) - Ucs Q9 JO)p1Jr)Pi 0 JD)p1 , with r E IR,. (3.19) 
i=l k=j+l 



               
      

 

    
 

 

   

 

         

              
              

               
         

             
              
          

  
             

                
                 

             
   

     

             

   

              
         

 

              
         

        

50 C LUSTER STATES 

While the other nullifiers also nullify t his state, the single cluster state nullifier 'ryi then 
does not nullify ICSJ) and instead gives 

j-1 N 

r7.f ICSi) = Ucsfi/168 Ucs Q9 I0)15.l'r-)1i; Q9 IO)v1 
i=l k=J+l 

j- 1 N 

= Ucsh 0 IO),dt')fJ 0 10),,-. 
k=j+l 

=rlCSJ. (3.20} 

We then have that 1csj) is an eigenstate of Hcsoo sud1 that 

(3.21) 

Therefore the Hamiltonian is gapless in the limit of infinite squeezing. In other words, 
it has a continuous eigenspectrum with no d iscrete gap between the gT01md state aud 
some lowest excited state. The Hamiltonian is then also called critical [~ J 1 ~:-;]. As fault
tolerant t.opological quantum computing generally, and topological qua11t.11m memory 
especially, depend on a system having a gapped eigenspectmm. we are motivated to 
pursue a gapped CV Hamiltonian. Since t he Hamiltonian is gapless in the limit. of 
iufinite squeezing . we ne.x.1; consider the finitely squeezed CV cluster state. 

3.2.2 Finite squeezing 

We begin the construction of t he finitely squeezed CV duster state ICS(.s)) squerzecl 
with finite squeezing parameter s by setting up t he initial state of the qmnode::; 0 11 the 
vertices of the square lattice, We are once again looking foi: ft set of nullifiers i/r ~ucl1 

tlrnt 1Ji ICS(s)) = 0 and a lso 117i 1 1Ji] = 0, 'i/i,j. 
Defining the squeezing operator, 

(3.22) 

we apply the squeezing operator S'i(s) t,o the Fork vacuum of a given mode: 

ISqz(s)) = S\(s)IO). (3.23) 

Then we can st.art the constrnction of t he finitely squeezed cluster st.ate wit.h the 
squeeziug operators applied to every qumode on the entire lattice: 

N 

]Sqz(s))~N = IT S](s)IO)~N. (3.24) 
i=l 

For ead1 qumode on the lattice we can t hen find the Hqueezed annih.i1ati011 operator 
(/1 t,o nullify t he sq11eezed state sinc:e ai IO)i = 0: 

Si(s)aiS;(s) ISqz(s))i = Sj(s)aiSJ(s)S,(s)IO)i = S'adO)i = o (3.25) 



              
             

    
      

 

      

       

        

             

     
  

              
        

           
 

    

   

   

          

         

3.2 CONTINUOUS-VARIABLE CLUSTER STATES 51 

Then by the same logic, applying Control-Phase to all edges on t he lattice using 
Ucs gives us the following nullifier f/; for the finitely squeezed cluster state jCS(s)): 

UcsSi(s)aist(s)U6s Ucs ISqz(s))~"' = o, 
UcsSi(.s)ais; (s)Ubs ICS(s)) = 0, so we have 

• • - • ~t · t 
'T/i = UcsS,(s)aJJi (s)Ucs, (3.26) 

whlch also ensures the desired commutation relation 

We can express t he Hamiltonian for t his system as the sum of the~e nullifiers: 

(3.28) 

This Hamiltonian is clearly gapped because it is defined in t he nullifier basis, the 
exciLations with respect to which can only be discrete. 

The nullifier of jCS(s)) = UcsS\(s)IO)®N is t herefore, using the dimensionless 
quadrature operators, 

(3.29) 

Then we can express the finitely squeezed cluster state Hamiltonian as 

(3.30) 
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3.3 

CLUSTER STATES 

Projection of cluster states onto surface codes 

"You cannot eat a cluster of grape!i at once, but 1,t is 1Jery ea:;y ~f ymt 1:at 
them one by one. •· 

J acques Rouma.in - Masters of t he Dew, Les diteurs Frnna.is Runis (194G) 

We now consider how the planar sm face rode can be mapped onto the cluster state, 
proceeding as before with the qubit case, the infinitely squeezed CV CS, and finally 
the finitely squeezed CV CS. Both qubit and CV cases enable the mapping from dus
ter state to surface code by local projective measurements or squrezing affecting tlw 
system of interacting qubits or qumodes. Thr precise effect of measurements varies 
between the t hree cases, but as the local measurements change the state of the system, 
.in each case t he set of stabiliser generators or nullifiers changes from the clust,cr state 
set to a surface code set which om.its operators on qubits or modes in the rneas11red 
bases. As the m easurements take the system out of t he cluster state, the int<'ractions 
b0tween the remaining unmeasured qubits or modes are modified. 
The mapping will be investiga,ted in each case, and peculiarit ies to ead1 noted. How
ever , since the bases of t he measurerneuts are chosen to be analogous. we will nse the 
same convention to illustrate measurement patterns in all three cases. In the qubit case. 
we perform projective measurements in either the a:r. or oz basis on cl1osen qubits. We 
denote the 11011-deterministic projective measurement operators on t hese bases thus: 
I ±x)(±xl is the projector onto the eigenstate with eigenvalue + 1(-1) with respect 
to er, namely 1+)(1-)). Similarly, I ± z)(± zl is the project or onto the eigenstate wit.h 
eigenvalue + 1(-1) with respect to a\ namely IO)(l l ) ). In the illustration of mcA.sure
ments on t he duster state lattice in Fig . :t'.2 we mark with .'k and Z, t he vertices 
( qubits) to b e. m easured i11 the bases of ;ye and a-z, rec;pectively. 

Analogously for coutinuous-varinblc clust.er states, the projc>ctive m easurement 11,) (J>I 
(a measurement of the momeuturn observable, p) on a mode corresponds to the qubit 
measurerue11t I ± x) ( ±:1: I and is represented in the illustrations by X. Also for continuous
variable cluster states, the projective measurement, lq) (qi (a measurement of the posi
tion observa ble, ij) on a mode corresponds to the qubit measure111e11t I ± z) (±zl and 
is represented in t he illustrations by Z. These measurement patterns a.re illustrated i11 

Fig. :t-1 and Fig. :3 .. -,. 

In addition, we can summarise the comm onalities we will see a.cross the d ifferent 
ways of mapping from t he clust er state to the surface code. In t he qubit case, local 
projective measurements destroy the cntangkment between tbe measured qubit and 
t hr rest of the lattice, as measured quhits are completely determined in a distinct ba
sis stfttc. We can consider the set of unmeasured quhits as the smface code lattice 
sine<" the set of stabiliser generaton; of t,hc new set correspond exactly to the stabiliser 
ge11erators of the surface code. In the CV case. local squeezing likewise determines -
complet.ely in the ideal case and with.in a nanow probability distribution in the realistic 



    

    

                 
              

              
               

               
              

               
         

              
            

             

  
                 

               
                 

                 
               

             
               

               
              

3.3 PROJECTION OF CLUSTER STATES ONTO SURFACE CODES 53 

FIGURE 3.2: A 5 >< 5 planar lattice representing a qubit cluster state, where qubits at the 
vertices marked X (Z) are to be projectively measured locally to the I+) (IO)) states. 

finite squeezing case - the state of the mode, destroying entanglement with t he rest 
of the lattice. .A.gain, the set of nullifiers on the unsqueezed modes corresponds to the 
sm-face rode. In both qubit and CV cases, the Hamiltonian for the projected system is 
described by one set of surface code terms and one set of local measmement/squeezing 
terms, with no overlap. Thus the dynamics of the system ru·e effectively that of the 
surface code, since the local measurement/squeezing terms ru·e left constant. 

Put another way, both in qubit and CV cases the local projective measurement or 
:;queezing corresponds to removing the operators of the measured qubit or squeezed 
mode from the terms that make up the set of stabiliser generators or nullifiers. 

3.3.1 Qubit case 

If we first. consider a 5 x 5 square lattice qubit cluster state ICS5xscruhits) and label each 
qubit ion a vertex with i = 1. 2, ... , 25, then apply projective measurement operators 
f>+x = I+) (+I and P+z = I0)(0I in the pattern shown in Fig. ;3_2, then we will in effect 
get a p lanar surface code as shown in Fig. 3.3. This is because the set of stabiliser 
generators d1anges from the cluster state stabiliser generators of a 5 x 5 planar lattice 
into the set of stabiliser generators for the 3 x 3 planar square lattice smface code. 

We will now consider the changes iu the set of stabiliser generators as we successively 
apply the projectors on the qubit CS. The projectors commute, but. we will follow the 
sequence of the vertex indices. Recall that the stabiliser for the N qubit cluster state 
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2 4 

6 8 10 

12 14 

16 18 20 

22 24 

FJGVHE 3.3: When the pattern of measurements illustrated in Fig. :!,:2 i::s enacted on thf' 
5 " 5 plun.ar lattice in a qubit c]u::,~er sta·te, t,l1e pruj1c:1,;t,i vd.r rnt::cll)Urt::<l 4uuil,:; e,1,rt:: I1u luagtT 
part. of the support. of the :,tabiliser generators of tbc resulting 3 x 3 planar lat,tice surface 
code st.ate. This figure shows tl.Je remaining support of the snrface code ::;t.abilisers. The new 
state consists of qubit,s on edgt>s. 

is in general { k 1 = <Ji @ o-;} for i = 1. 2. . .. , N, w hi ell for the 5 x 5 cluster s1 ate 
jENn(i) 

means 

- x b-i (T:: a'r a-: a-:: · x 174 0'3 ·x 
~ f<1 0'1 2 f< - l 2 3 i:3 - 2 0'3 K4= 0'4 -

176 2 07 (J z (J:; 
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,.. z 
af3 1714 &fr> a 12 

K ,... a-·f1 &fsr R: ., ax 0'19, k19 = af8 
• :c 

0'20, k20 = afg • X 
17 = O'fo 18 = 0"17 18 0"19 0"20 1 

&~2 . " 
0"23 

•2 
<J24 1725 

y &fe /{,,') = 011 K23 = ., 
11fs l<24 = • ~ crfg 

\21 = • x • z • -~ O'i1 ·x • z ' • J' • z ' • x 0'~5 ' 0"21 a22 ' 0"22 0"23 0"22 Ci23 (124 CT23 0'24 

(3.31) 

In general, how can we lmow if a given stabiliser generatm f( of some state IQ) 
is also a stabiliser ge11erator of the state PIG) where P is a.u operator with some 

1mspecified non-trivial effect on the state? If [ ki . P] = 0, then we know that k i is 

also a stabiliser generator of the new state, since 

(3.32) 

Thus commutativity with the operntor modifying an original state is sufficient for a 
stabiliser generator of the originaJ state to also be a stabiliser generator of a new state. 

We first apply the projector f>tn to the cluster stat.e. All k.; except k 11 K2 , and 
f fl commute trivially with fa/x since the rest have no support on qubit. 1. Recalling 

that p+x = i+/"' and therefore a,x p+x = fa+x, we can see that [k1 1 
J\±x] = 0 and 

. Furthermore, we know the set of surface code stabiliser generators that we want to 
end 11p with, so we check the operator af K1 , 

(T; a-f k1 = ~,, 
CT5 

(3.33) 

which has no support on qubit 1 aud hence commutes with fatx, and therefore 
stabilises the state thus: 

af i<1A+x ICS) = a-~a-:,fat1· ICS) = fa/xa-;a; ICS) 

= Ft1'af6~~ ICS) = f>txkl ICS) = (+I)Ptx ICS) (3.34) 

We therefore take A.1 = a1 K1 = 8-2a-t, the star operator for the surface code. Note 
that. t he surface code is here Fourier transformed, so that the qubit stabiliser gener
a.tors here consist of Pauli operators with letters that correspond directly to the CV 
stabiliser generators in Eq. 2.48 and Eq. 2.51 unlike in Eq. 2. J7 and Eq. 2.50. 

Having then exchanged stabiliser generator k 1 with a-r.k1, we go on to consider 

the effects of fa(z on stabiliser genera.tors K2 a11d 1(6 . We have [.k2 , Ptv] =/ 0 a11d 

[kr, , Ptx] # 0, but what about the product I<2ku? 
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(Jc: a,.r 113 af (!'); 0"3 l 2 2 

k2k,; = <J7 X at a-~ •x (3.35) I - (7'6 
~z 
a ll 8-f1 

We thus sc~e that 1(21(6 has no support on qubit 1. hence commutes wit.h t.hc fati: 
and tJms stabilises fatr. ICS). We therefore have the stabiliser generator set as Lefore 
except we changed k 1 into 8-f k1 and we take k 2k 6 in:;tead of k 2 and J...-0. The size 
of the stabiliser generator set has thus reduced from 25 to 24. and we have 

(3.36) 

Next we consider PtJ·Ptx ICS) and while both uf k1 and k 2k 6 stabilisP this state. 
we want to elim inate support of stabiliser generators on all measured qubit~. W(' 
therefore take 

• .t 0"3 a-z crI a2 3 
k 2k 6k s = O'T X 

~z ·x 0-g = 5-.c &'= ·x a-a, (3.37) ti a1 o-s 6 ( as 
6-fi 0'13 af1 af3 

which clearly commutes with the projectors and stabilises the state. Also, as with 
qubit l , we cha.nge k 3 into a3l<3. We also see that both k4 aud k 8 have support on 
qubit 3, while I<.4k 8 does not . The rest of the stabiliser genera.tors arc una.ffr.ct.Ni by 
Pt". so the new set is 

{k},~t"' f>t "1cs) ={a-fk1 , k 2I-:;<>ks 1 8-Ji:3, k4k&, f<;,, i<.T, 
J<g, k w; ···; k2G}, 

which contains 23 stabiliser generators. 

(.3.38) 

In the same way, for fi-x· fa:r Pt''jCS) we exchm1gc k 5 for CT5J<5, change I<4ks 
whid1 has support on qubit 5 into k 1k 8k 10 and drop kw to h ave the following 22 
stabiliser generfltors: 

{k}p+:r[>,+:rp+"ICS) = {&rK 1 , k 2k6k8 'CJ3ka . K4kak10 'iJ~i ~5 'i·7 ' 
5 3 I 

kg , l(,1 , ... , k2s}. (3.39) 

Next, P:;-c Ptx ?:ti; P,+x19s) motivates us t9 t~k~ k2kaksK12 ins~ea9 of k2 I~-aks 
(simultaueously dropping K 12 ) au<l likewise J{ 4I<sKiofr7 instead of_ J(4J<8l(io due to 
support on measured qubit 7. Furthermore, we no longer include A.-7 sinr.e it fails to 
commute with fa:;-z, leaving 20 stf\biliser generntors: 

{ k} r,,+= p,+r p+,· r,+J."1cs) ={ o-U<, , i<:2l<fl1<sk12 . a;/<3 , k4ksk10a-; , a-;J:5 , 
7 "' 3 1 • ..J 

(3.40) 
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. Th~!z we consider P9:
2 P/2 fl: P/_:i; J\+;vlC~) a.:i1d __ droJ: K9 since it does noA~ c~m,!Ilu~: 

with P9 . We change I<2I<,;l(sK12 mto K2K6KsKt2CT9. We also change A4f'..8K 10<T7 
into I<4ksk10k140-'!;, dropping K141 leaving 18 stabiliser generators: 

{k}1\+~f>t'fat"P/'"Pt"ICS) ={o-f k1 , k2k6ksk12a~ , a-~.K3 1 k4i.:sk10I<14a; 1 

(3.41) 

We begin to see a pattern and if we consider p+x p+x p+x P,+z p+z P,+;i.•p+x j:,+-xlCS) 
' ) _ 15 13 11 9 7 5 :{ 1 A ' 

we simply replace the old stabiliser generators K , for each qubit 'i measmed by P,+z 
with stabiliser generators af k i, so we still have 18 stabiliser generators: 

{I<}p➔ >op+xp+"'f,,+~p,+~php+.rp'+o,1cs) = {af i<1 , k2k6ksk12at, 
J') · !3 l l 9 7 5 :◄ L 

a-1k3 , k4ksk10I<14a; . atkf, , o-f1 k11 , af3K13 , o-fsk1s , ... , k2s}. (3.42) 

What if V:_e consid~r the measurements on the next row of the lattice1 ?112 and .P1~
2 ? 

We discard K 17 and K 19 since they fail to commute with the measurements. To avoid 
support on these measured qubits , we change k.2kGksk12crf, into k2k6I<si<·12a9af_7 

and k4ksk10k14a; into k4ksK10K14aFrj9 . Furthermore, we drop k.rn, k 1s, and 
f<:22 to construct k12k16k1sk.22i 7cr}9 , in addition to dropping Kw and k24 to make 
k14k1sK20K2,i0gr/j7 . Now we are left with 13 stabiliser generators: 

{k}r,+•p+•~xp+-rp+xp+=p+~fo,+atp+"'p+"ICS) = {a-fk1 , k2K6ksk12ataf7 , 
10 17 15 13 11 9 7 ! , ;J 1 ' 

u;k3 , k4ksk,0K1,ia;af9 , atks , a-f1k11 , a-r3k13 , afsk15, 

k12k16k1sk22a;crf9, kv.J<Lsk20K24agafi 1 k21 , f<23 , k25}. (3.43) 

Finally. we consider the state after the last three projective measurements: For the 
state p+x p+x p+x p+z p+z p +x p_+x f>;t:,T fa.+ ::. fa.+2 ft.+x. p,+x. p+x ICS) we simply exchange the 

25 23 21 19 A 17 _15 13 JI 9 7 5~ 3 !.. ... • 
stabiliser generators 1(21, K23 and K25 with a-~1K21, o-23I<23 and crf5I<25 . Thus we have 
thr final set of 13 stabiliser generators: 

{J(}fa.+"' fo.+"P,+"' p+:< p+'-p+:r:p+.r.p+r.fa.+"p+•f>.+"'p+xp+x1cs) = {aJk1 , K2I<6ksk12<JgCTf7, 
'15 2~ 2 1 19 I 7 15 1-3 11 9 7 5 3 I 

crf k3 , k4f<si<10k14a-;crf9 ) a-; k5 , aJ)<u , crf3k13 , af5K1s, 
k12k16I<1sk22a)af9, k14k1sk20k24atiar.1 , a-~1k21 , o-;3k23 , cr~5k2s}- (3.44) 

For the sta,te after applying all the projective measurements indicated in Fig. 3.2 
we therefore have 9 stabiliser generators of the corresponding to surfac~ code vertex 
stabiliser generators, 

,4s - II a-k = a-;ks, for vertices s = 1, 3, 5, 11, 13, 15, 21, 23, and25. 
kENn.(s) 

(3.45) 

Likewise, we have 4 stabiliser generators con esponcting to the surface code plaquette 
stabiliser generators, 

B'P = II BL for plaquettes centred on p = 7, 9, 17, and 19. 
kENr,(p) 

(3.46) 



             
            

  

               
               
                 
             

     
  

               
    

             
                 

               
              
  

  

       
  

          
          

             

         

  

                
           

          
           

          
             

                
  

 

              
                  
       

58 CLUSTER STATES 

Note that to eliminate supµort on qubits projectively measured by P/ t, to ensmr 
stabiliser generators of t he form IT 8-fi , it has b een uecessary to multiply thC' prod-

k E Nri(p) 

uct of cluster state stabiliser generators with 8-f on any qubits ·i = N(N(p)) , S(S(p)), 
E(E(p)) , and vV(W (p)) . Depending on t he size of the lattice :md t he position of the 
plaquette p, some of t hese qubits may not exist, in whid1 case we can ignore the tnms. 
However, well away from boundaries on a large enough lattice. we would expect to 

have Bp = ( IT kk) aN(N(p))°"S(S(p)le(E(p)J°"f-v(W(11)) = a-N(p,<-7S(11)a-E(1,/r~r(p)' We 
k E Nn(p) 

see that all the stabiliser generators of th e state only have support on the unmeasured 
qubits illustrated in Fig. :.f~3. 

We will later consider the issue of the adiaba tic process n eeded to physically in1-
plement this mapping in Ch. 4. For now it will suffice to say that we havr established 
the starting point and end point in terms of state description. We can likewis<"' take 
thP- Hamiltonian as a sum of -r-1 eigenvalue projectors on the stabilisei· generators fol' 
the respective states: 

N , 
~ ~ ll - I<:-

H cs = L.., 
2 

1 

• and 
f=l 

iI = ~ n - A.s + "' n - iJI'. 
TC L.., 2 L.., 2 

s 1' 

Vle have so far considc.• red deterministic mcasurerneuts ~+x and Pf z. ln cxperirne.tt
t.al condit ions it is more realistic t.o have non-deterministic project.ive measurements 
' . i ±u"" ~ ± ~ j ±11-< . • . , . • 

P,±x = ~ and Pi - = T . We can consider a more ge11eral form of stab1hsmg 

operators, bistabilisers k ± of some state IG) . where wr only require 

(3.48) 

If aU t.he deterministic rneasurements on a 5 x 5 CS lattice an' changed into non
deterministic measurements. how does t his affect the stabiliser generators of t bf' result.
ing stat<3? The commutativity between the P auli operators and projectiv<' measure-

m0nts is t.ben still [ a-x' j>±x] = 0, but we llOW have t hat a'c fa±~· = c'r'li = ±ft±.r-_ 

Therefore, for t he state Pt,. ICS), we have that afk11\±·,.ICS) = ..Pf~·af k1 ICS) = 
.P~"'b-7.ICS) = (±1).fatxlCS). We here introduce t lie t erm bistabilif;y as a variation on 
the stabiliser formalism: We sa.v that R state I J;) is bista.hiliscd by Rome opera.tor K if 
we have U1a.t 

(3.49) 

1t is then easy to sec that doing non-deterrninist.k measurements in tJ1e pattern of 
Fig. 3.:2 will not change the set. of check operators for the resulting state. as long as we 
take into arcount that these a re bistabiliser generat.ors, 



            
                

              
               
                
           
               

          
             

            
                

               
          
           
              

                
         

   
              
                  

           
               

            
               

          
   

       
                

   

              
                  

             
              

 

     

 

  

3.3 PROJECTION OF CLUSTER STATES ONTO SURFACE CODES 59 

If we pt~rfonn such non-deterministic projective operations> wC' caunot be sure which 
Toc:;tl ± out.comes g ive a + 1 eigenvalue and which have a - 1 eigenvalue with respect to 
the different bistabiliser generators. To move from the bistable form of the surface code 
to its stable form , i.e. to change thP pro,iected cluster state from being bistabilised by 
,4.s aud 13,, to being stabilised by these opera.tors, we will need to perform a number 
of local corrective operations. Thes0 corrections correspoud to annihilating anyons, as 
the - 1 eigenvalues with respect to t he surface code c.heck operators due to thf' non
deterministic projective measurements correspond to excitations, which in the surface 
<'Odr arc anyons. The minimum number of operations ueeded to achieve this grows 
linearly with the system size. The Leib-Robinson bound [-lll] specifics that correlations 
of length l require ti.me linear in I to make when starting with a state without. corr~la.
tions. The bistable surface code ISC)± can be made in two tirne steps: Starting from 
t lw uncorrelated state l+)®N, (1) applying Ucs, then (2) simnltancously p erforming all 
t he local qubit projective measurements P/0 = l±)a-~(±1 where o E {:r, z}. Perform

ing the corrections necessary to t.a.ke bistable ISC)± to stable ISC)+ takes O(N) tim<:' 
steps for an N x N qubit !CS). In other words, the number of correction operators 
ncc•d<.'d scales with the linear dimension of the system [-IG]. 

3.3.2 Continuous-variable, infinite-squeezing case 

The qubit surface code we just considered was tlw Fourier transform of the surface/toric 
end<:' in Ch. 2. This is purely so that the nullifiers of the CV surface code correspond to 
t.lw original t.oric code stabiliser generators. The qubit surfa('e code stabiliser generator 
Av. a product of (jX operators, corresponds to the CV surface code nullifier av, a snm of 
fj operators. The qubi t surface code stabiliser generator 13 r, a product of az op erators, 

corresponds to the CV surface code nullifier &1, aJ1 oriented sum of p operators . This 
correspondence is made possible by the cont,inuous-variahle position aud momentum 
displacrinent operators, defined as 

Zi(t) = 8.,'\1)i l<ii , and X;(s) = exp- •sp_,. (3.50) 

Nnt.e tha.t the exponentiated nullifier of a given sta.te is a stabiliser of that state. simply 
bccausP exp0 = 1 . 

W0 will now consider the approa.ch in Sec. :LU for tl.i0 ideal, infinitely squeezed 
CV case, and look at a 3 x 3 lattice with qumodes on the vertices, ICSs➔oo) . We then 
consider the measurements IPv)ti

1
, (p11! on the surface code latt.ice ver tic.e.B v and the 

measurements l<JJ )q1 (QJI on the surface code latt ice faces f as shown in Fig. ::1...1. 

Recall that 

PjlPJ)pj = PJIJJJ/i1· 

/

•00 

'Pj = . - = dPJPj lvi)i11 (Pil, n.ncl 

IPj)p) (P.i lP)fii = IPJ)ft; (3.51) 



              
                

               
              
        

            
               
           
             

            
             

         

 
  

                    
        
                 

            
                   

                 
               

              
                 

               
        

                    
 

    
 
 

60 CLUSTER STATES 

X X 
3 

z 6-+ 5 4 6 

x X 
7 8 9 

a) b) 

F IGURE 3 .4: The pattern of Jp)1j., (pl (indicated by X) and lq)q1 (qi (indicated by .Z) mea
:surements ou a 3 x 3 infinitely 8queezed CV cluster state I CSs➔oo) and the resulting effective 
surface code lattice. This is a schematic showing the surface code graph that results from 
1 his measuremeut pattern. It does uot, show t he correlations b,~tween modes in the surface 
code statP.1 as all these modes will be correlated . 

The motiva,tion for performing t his set of projective measurements on the 3 x :3 
cluster state lattice is that the resulting state is equivalent t,o the 2 x 2 surfa<.:P corle 
lattice. V-le then perform in sequenre the qumode measurements jO):r31 (OI, ID)p3 (0I. 
ID)qr, (01 ' IO)ih (OI' and IO)pg (01 on the infinitely squeezed 3 X 3 CV cluster state 1css➔oo). 
Such absolute specificity of the projective measmeJnents ID),,(OI and ID);,(DI is onJy 
possible i11 the ideal but unrealistic ca.-;e of infinite squeezing. Starting witli IP,) j11 (JJ1 I
we recall t he nullifier s of the infinitely squeezed cluster state 

TJ; = p,. - I: 1jr (3.52) 
j E Nn(i) 

with Nn(i) the set of nearest neighbours to i, and 1)1 ICSs--toc) = 0. \h. A 3 x 3 infinitely 
squeezed CV cluster state cleasly has 9 such nullifiers. 

"\,Vbat are t.hen t he nullifiers of the state IO)p1 (OICSs-+oo)? As in the quhit rasC', if an 
operator commutes with the projective llleasurement and nullifies the old state, thea 
it can be a nullifier of the new state. Also as in the qubit case. we can modify the 
old CS nulliliers to have no support on measured modes in order to have a 11ew srt 
of nullifiers that only ha.ve support on the unmeasured modes. In this way, we can 
think of the unmeasm ed modes as constit ut ing the new laUice. T hus we can Pxd1ange 
the nullifier f1, wit h ,j1 - Pi to achieve t he desired surface code form of nullifiers. This 
nullifier exchange is analogous to the first step of projecting from the cluster statP to 
the surface code in the qubit case, [ 1 ➔ 8-'f k 1 . 

Since '(Ji -p1 has no suppor t on 111.ode 1, we trivially have [·fJ1 - J11 , IP1)1i 1 (Pill= 0, 
and so 

('?/1 - P1)IO)p1 (OICS.--. ) = IO)Pl (0/(111 - i>, )ICSs-tcx;) 

= I0),;1 (01771 ICSs➔~) - IO) /31 (Olft1 ICS.s➔oo) 

= 0. (3.53) 



               
   

               
               

  
            

            

                  

          

                  

            
              

                  
                  

                  
               

                   

             
                  

                     
              

               
         

                 
                    

              

              
               

              
                

                  
              

             
              
  

               

        

3.3 P RO.TECTTON OF' CLUSTER STATES ONTO SURFACE CODES 

This is because f/1 nullifies the cluster state and 10)111 (Ol:,31 = p1 IO)i31 (01 = 0. Therefore 
(f/1 - Pt nullifies I0)p1 (0ICSs-➔oo)-

In general we take the infinite squeezing surface code sta.r nullifier a.5 = -(fJs -p5 ) = 
L ih. The overa.11 sign + or - will not affect the nullifying property of an operator 

j E Nn(s) 

wit,h respect to some state, so this ran easily be changed as convenient. 

The first measurement, ID)v1 (011 also interacts with the cluster state nullifiers 112 

and 'TJ4, since ['172, IP1)v1 (vii] =I= 0 and (i74, IP1)v1 (Pi ll =I= 0. However, we do have that 

so t he 8 nullifiers of I0):01 (0 ICSs➔oo) are {ih - Pi, i/2 - ~4, f/a, '/}5 , f/6, ih, 17s, ·ryg}. 

We next consider the state after the second measurement, (10\h (0l®I0),;1 (01) ICS~~ oo)
and its nullifiers. As with the previous measurement on a surface code vertex, we ex
change rj3 for i73 - 'P3 to avoid support on the measmed mode. Furthermore, ij2 - fJ4 no 
louger commutes wi th the state since it contains a Qa term, but fJ2 - 'f]4 - f/6 does com
mute with the measurements and so is a nullifier of the new st.ate. Note that rfo is no 
longer a nullifier either, since it too bas a, {j3 term. The state (IO)r3 (0l@IO)·fil (0l)ICSs--+oo) 
then has the 7 nullifiers {fh - pi, f/2 -1J4. - 'r/6, 'T/3 - p3, 11s, T/1 , f/s, ·179}. 

The state after the third measurement is (I0)qfi(0I @ I0)i38 (0I @ I0)p1 (0l )ICSs--+ool 
and is uo longer nullified by 175 . Furt hermore, 112 - ft4 - 176 and f/s have support on 
mode 5, but iiz - fj4. - i/6 + '(Js does not. We thcreJore now have the set of 5 nullifiers 
{',j l - '{)1 · 'TJ2 - 'rJ4 - 'r/6 + 778, T/3 - ])3, f/7, 7]9} · 

We can easily see that the fourt h and fifth measurements yield a state (I0)pg (01@ 
I0/p7 (0l@I0),fo (OI ® IO)i33 (0l@ I0)v, (0I) !CS.Hoo) where the cluster state nullifiers 'l}7 and f/9 

have support on modes 7 and 9, respectively. However, ·ih-p7 an<l f/9 - pg do not. This 
final state has the set of 5 nullifiers M1 - P1 , f/.'3 - p3, 'T/1 - ·fh, fig -pg, ''12 - 174 - 176 +7Js} = 
{n,1, a3 , a7 , CLg, b5} which corresponds to the complete set of surface code nullifiers. 

Crucially, the signs of the CS nullifiers that, are added together for the surface 
code face nullifiers depend on orientations of t he faces and the edges, as shown iu 
Fig. 2.1 t). Note that on larger lattices, the linear combi1rntion of four CS nullifiers 
'T/NU) + i/su) - fJsu) - f/wu) to construct the surface code face nullifier will invoke 
(jj terms on the CS vertices that are measured by IO)q

1 
(0I to form t he centres of the 

adjacent surface code faces. These terms must also be corrected in order to avoid 
support on t he measured modes. For larger lattices we therefore have t he following 
face nullifier centred on face .f for the surface code mapped from t he infinite-squeezing 
CV CS lattice: 

bi= TlNU) + QN(N(f)) +~SU)+ qs(S(J)) - r]E(f) - iJE(EU)) - 11wu) - Qw(W(f)) 

= PN(n + f3su) - 'PsuJ - fiwuJ (3.55) 
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In general we thon havo the following nullifiers for the infinitely squeezed cluster 
st,ate projected to th e surface code: 

au=~ .. - P·u = - L <Ji, and 
,, E Nn(v) 

b1 = L O(f, <£)(17; + <J011L(J,, )) = I: O(f. i)p; 
i E Nn(/) i E Nn(J) 

(3.5G) 

where we have defined the function 011t(i, j) t.o he the label on the next, site following 
in order after t,he adjac:ent. sites i and ,j. For the b1 operator1 Out(f. ·i) will refer t.o 
the vertices that are North of North, South of South, East of East or ~Nest of West 
of the pla4uette .f. depending on whether i is North. South, East or \/Vest off. Also 
note that O(f, i) is the function defined in Eq. 2. ~)2 and gives the prefactor + 1 or - 1 
depending on the orient.at ion of the surface code edge relative to the surface- code fnre. 

3.3.3 Continuous-variable, finite-squeezing case 

When the squeezing parameter s is finite, we have the finitely squeezP.d cluster st.ate 
JCS(s)) nullified by 

. 1 (Qi . (, , .. )) 
'I/, = \/2 S + IlS Pi - ~ QJ . 

2 
jENn{i) 

(3.57) 

As the nullifiers in the above form have been constructed to annihilate the finitely 
squeezed cluster state, -fh lCS(s)) = 0, we can manipulate the C).1)ression algebraically 
while preserving it:=; uullifying property, to find a more easily manipulable nullilior 
expressio11: 

nv'2 r1dCS(s)) = ( n
2
ih - 15i + ' q1)ICS(s)) = 0. s s ~ 

j E Nn(i ) 

(3.58) 

We constrnc1, the finite squeezing nullifi ers for the snrface code in a simple mod
ification of t he Jmllifiers defined by [H, .rn]. The.re are several reasons for this: First. 
all the nullifiers of fo1itely squeezed dust.er states must be tornplex 1-H]. and the uiea
surements performed t,o map the cluster state to the surface code do not change t.his 
req_ui.rement.. Second, all t.hP nullifiers must commute in order that the exponentiated 
nullifiers (stabiliser generators) constitute good quantum numbers. Third, we would 
like to ronstruct the sm face code nullifiers as a linear combination of tbe cluster sta.t.r 
nullifiers. This is because we are using the fact that TJ-1 nullify the cluster state to lw 
sme that the new expressions nullif·y the surface code mapped from the duster sta,tc. 

The projective measmements on ~ingle 111odes are post-selected so tha,t the mea
surement outcome for each measured mode is zero in the measured qua.dra.ture basis. 
This makes t.he eigenvalur of the measured quadrature zero. 

<J;I0),;1 (Ol '!/1) = Qil0) 17, ® l'~)®i' = 0, and 

/JJ IO)i3; {0l if1) = P;IO)p, ® ,,,7,)0.i' = 0, (3.59) 
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z z 
2 3 

X 6➔ 4 ~ 6 

z z 
7 8 9 

PJCUR.E 3.5: The pattern of IP)1d pl (indicated by X) and lq)i;
1
(ql (indicat.ed by .Z) mea

surements OH a 3 x 3 finitely squeezed OV cluster state ICS(s)) and the resulting effective 
surface cod~ lattice, cent.red on a surface code verte..-x. This is a schematic showing the snrfacf' 
coue graph that results from this measuxement pattern. I t docs not show thc,, correlatioas 
between modes in the surface code state, a.1; a ll these modes will be correlated. 

where l·t/J) represents the initial state of the system of N modes and l'0)@i' rnpresents 
t he post-measurement state of the system of t he- N - l modes other than t he measured 
i 'th mode. Note t hat here and in the remainder of this sect ion we have capitalised 
the scalar eigenvalues corresponding to the measured quadrature and mode. We are 
using capital let ters to more easily distinguish the scalar eigenvalues corresponding to 
mPasurernent outcomes as distinct from t he quadrature operators, because thcrP a re 
Sf'veral such eigenvalues to keep track of. Th.is val'iation in notation is used following 
f {j to highlight t he substit ut ion of quaclrattu·e operators on meastu-ed modes with t.he 
correspon<ling null eigenvalues in t,he nullifiers acting on the measured state. Wit.h 
r-ei;pect to the state of the system after projectfoe measurements, we can therefore make 
the follmving subst itutions: 

for modes i , j measured in q,73, respectively. The use oft.he expression ➔ 0 here and 
in the rest of t his section denotes thn;t the operator expression on t he left-hand side 
nf the arrow nullifies t.he state under discussion, or equivalently that the operator has 
eigenvalue zero with respect to this state. 

After projecting the finitely squeezed cluster state to the smfacc code, we first 
consider the construction of the vertex nullifier a,, on a 3 x 3 lattice measured as 
indicated in Fig. :~ .::i. This measurement pattern results inn sta.tc t ha t can be written 
IO)q~(OI ® IO)q;(OI ® IO),;r, (OI ® I0)<13(0I ® 10)171 (0ICS(s))3x3 = /P1CS(s)). For the cluster 
state nullifiers acting ou the measurrcl cluster state PICS(s)) we then substitute scalar 
eigenvalues (capitalised in this section to disti11gui::;h) for measurement outcomes in the 
appropriate modes and quadratures: 

We can then express t he cluster stat e nullifiers for the unmeasured modes 2, 4, 6, 



   

        

                     

           

           

 

 

 

 

            

          

                 
   

                        

              
           
           

                       
               

             
 

    

  
              

64 

and 8 as fallows: 

vVe can then add these four nullifiers to get 

Recalling 715 -+ P5 , we can t hen rearrange h{lfJ5 -+ 0 as 

n:.195 = -Ps + (q2 + q4 + Q6 + cis) 1 so 
s 
4q5 = -n4s2 P5 + it4s2 (<h + (}4 + QG + 'ls). 

CLUST ER STATES 

(3.61) 

(3.63) 

which means, taking measurements Q1 = Q3 = Q7 = Q9 = P5 = U ai1d substituting 
for 4q5 , we have 

liv'2 ( _ • A ' ) •( 1 42)(" • A " ) ( - · + • " ) 0 - 172 + 174 + 176 + 1 Is = D -:j + S q2 + q 4 + q5 + qg - P2 + p4 PB + PB -+ · s s-
(3.64) 

\ !\Tc want to ensure t.hn.t t he nullifiers (and their complex conjugates) for the 1'mfar.e 
code represent anuihilat.ion operators (and creation operators) with respect to any
onir excitations of t he system. Tims we require t.he cauonkal cornmuta.tion relation 

[av, at] = 1. but we can see that [ if (f/2 + 174 + 176 + 77s), ( i~'\rh + 17,1 + i.ln + fis))t] = 
8(;\ + 4s2

). Noting that f + 4s2 = 1+.!s4

• we can symmetrise the result ing nullifier by 

1mtltiplying by -ii s(!'.~:s4 ) 1 which gives t he final form of the sta1· nuliifieT centred on 

VP.rt.ex 5, 

.2 

B( 1 : 4s4 ) (p2 + p,i + P6 +PM) "-7 0. (3.65) 
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Taking a new parameter s' = J1¥--, we can then express t his vertex nullifier as, 

(3.66) 

Here we see that as s goes to infinity lim £ = 2. 
~➔oo s 

Let us consider t he surface code vertex nullifier on a 3 x 3 finitely squeezed cluster 
state projected to the surface code by the same pat.tern of measurements as shown for 
the infinite-squeezing case in Fig. :{. J. This state can be written as IP2CS(s)). All four 
vertex nullifiers will have valence 2 and be symmetric. so we need only explicitly derive 
one vertex nullifier , e.g. av, . Replacing operators with appropriate measurements, we 
take P1 = Q5 = 0. 

V\1e can t hen take the relevant cluster state uullifiers as 

(3.67) 

n '; ( f/2 + f/4) I P 2 cs ( s)) = ( :2 ( ih + q4) - Uh + p4) + 2ij1 + <iJ + 2Q s + q1) IP 2 cs ( s)) 

= (ii 1 
~ 2

284 
(q2 + g4) - (p2 + p4) + q3 + 1i7) IP2CS(s)) = 0, 

(3.68) 

Note that we h ave t he terms <fa and fj7 , which do uot. ccmunute with the mea

sm emmts i11 p on the modes 3 .-md 7. To ensure that [av1 , a;,1] = 1, we sec that 

[•f (''72 + f/,1), ('f (ih + ij4))t] = 4C\ + 2s2). Noting that ~+ 2s2 = 1
~~

84
, we can 

symmetrise t he resulting uullifier by multiplying by - ii 4(1f2.,4), which gives the final 



        

           

  

  
       

               
           

          

                
              
            

   

            

           

       
      
      
      
           

       

 
                        

              
             

                
    

        

              

      
               

66 CLUSTER STATES 

forn1 of the star nullifier centred 011 vertex 1, 

2 2 

4(1 ; 2s•1) /jJ2 + ft.1) - ii 4(1 : 2,<:4) (q3 +ch) ➔ 0. 

(:3.G9) 

Also note t hat on larger lattices, t he surface code vertex nullifiers will like G,i,1 incl11d0 
non-nearest neighbour terms in the conjugate quadra.tme of the local measuremellt. 
We further discuss the consequences of this fact in Sec. '.Lt:3. 

Next we can construct the face nullifier based on a 3 x 3 lattice finitely SCJucezed 
cluster state projected to the smface code by the same pattern of ineasureruents as 
shown in Fig. :1..4 .. Substituting the scalar measurement outcomes for the appropriate 
quadratlu-e operators, we take 

(3.70) 

Then we can express t he following cluster state nullifiers in the form 

s~ <]2 - P2 + q1 + cfa + Q5 ➔ 0 
s\fi~ - Pt1 + Qi + Q5 + q7 ➔ o 
s\ q5 - P6 + '73 + Q5 + 4o ➔ o (3.71) 

s\ /jg - PB + Q5 + ch + qg ➔ 0 
~ Qs - p;:, + <J2 + (j4 + IJ6 + qs ➔ 0 

We t herefore have, taking Q5 = 0, 

(3.72) 

where the other terms c011veniently cancel out. Note that we again ensure the cauonical 

commutation relation [b1 . b}] = 1 by multiplying with the factor }s to get b1 = 

Js( ~ ( ih - i/4 - f/6 + ·ry8)). Vve t.hen have t he finite squeezing face nullifier centred on 
qumode 5 on the lattice. 

We can express t he same nullifier relative to the site of face f as 

lJJ = ~(PN(J) + Ps(f) - PE(!) - fJw(J)) - ~ (IJN(J) + (JS(!) - (}1-J(J) - IJW(!)) ➔ 0. 
v 8 v 8s 

(3.74) 
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The finite-squeezing surface code on the general lattice 

"\Ve have seen that the finite squeezing surface code vertex nullifier a .. 11 will invoh~ opera
tors with support on n€.A't-nearest neighbour modes Nn(Nn(v)) 011 lattices large enough 
that such modes exist. Also, the lattice can have either smooth and rough boundaries 
at different sites, so the valence V(v) - INn(v)I of any vertex v on the square lattice 
may vary V (·i) = 11 2 , 3, 4.. Likewise, the face on the surface code lattice has a bow1dary 
size 18fl = INn(J)I, recalling that Nn(i) denotes the nearest neighbours of a site ion 
thP underlying cluster state lattice. The valence and boundary size hoth count t he 
number of SW'face code edge modes nearest to the reference site, whether it is a vertex 
or foe~. 

In the case of b 1 , the construction of the surface code nullifier is effectively un
changed from the case we considered in detail above, because these twice removea 
position quadrature operators all fall on quruodes that are measured in position. So 
in the bulk of the lattice, where all the faces have boundary size 18 f I = 4 and all sites 
Nn(Nn(f)) exist, we choose 

CfN(N(f)) ➔ Q N(N(f)) = 0, 'lS(S(f)) ➔ Qs(S(f)) = Q, 

q_E(E(f)) ➔ Q E(E(f)) = 0, and qW(W(J)) --t Qw(W(f)) = o. 
Just. as in the case culminating in Eq. 3. 7...1 we find 

bl = ~ \!'2( 'r/N(.f) + f/su) - fjEU) - i1wu)) 

(3. 75) 

= :S(PNU) + Psui - fieu) - Pwu)) - Jss (fiNU) + fisui - (Jsu) - Qw(f)), (3.76) 

We can further generalise this case to a face f that is not specified to be in the 
bulk, i.e. the boundary size ma_y vary and some ne:>,._1;-nearest neighbour sites may not 
exist; 

(3.77) 

However, in the case of av in the bulk, the cluster state nullifiers T/N(v), T/s(v), 7/E(v), 

and T/W(f) again invoke QN(N(J)), Qs(S(j)), qe(E(j)), and qw(WU)), but these position op
erators act on qumodes squeezed in the momentum quadratures: 

'PN(NU)) ➔ PN(NU)) = 0) PstSU)) ➔ Ps(S(f)) = 0, 

'PE(E(f)) ➔ PE(EU)> = 0: and Pwcwu)) ➔ Pw(W(f)) = 0. (3.78) 

The momentum squeezing of these qumodes only increases the variance of the 
position quadratures. The other relevant measurements a.re as follows 

]Jn --t Pu = 0, qE(N(v)) -+ QE(N(<•)) = 0, <iw(N(v)) -+ Qw(N(v)) = 0, 

qe(S(u)) ➔ QE(S(v)) = 0, and (fW(S(u)) ~ Qw(s(i,)) = 0. (3.79) 



               
             

        
               

     

 

 

    
 

        

     

 
 

     
 

              
             

            
               
         

            

      

 

       

    

           

68 CLUSTER STATES 

Th.is means following the same procedme as in the 3 x 3 case, the cluster state nullifiers 
for the unmeasured modes N(v), S(v), E (v), and vll(v ) can ultimately b e e:>..1Jressed as 

- ily'2 ('r/N(v) + 'rJS(,J) + r/E(v) + 1]W(v)) = -: (CJN(v) + <JS(v) + <JE(v) + (JW(v)) 
s s 

+ (PN(u) + 'PS(v) + PE(u) + Pv\l (v)) 

- ( L lJk + L (]k; 
kENn(N(v)) kENn(S(v)) 

+ L cik+ L ih,) 
kENn(E(t•)) kENn(W (u)) 

.(1 4'))( " + ~ ~ . ) =- - n 2 + s- qN(i,) Qs(v) + QE(v) + qW(v) 
s 

+ (PN(v) + PS(o) + 'PE(v) + PW(v)) 

- iJ.s2 ( L (Jk + L CJ~· 
k EN11(N(N(v))) kENn(S(S(11))) 

+ L Qk + L Qk) (3.80) 
kENn(E(E(v) )) kENn(W(W(v))) 

Note that each of the farther-out sums of Qk neighbouring t he modes at N(N(v)) , 
S(S(v)), E(E(v)), and W(W(v)) include terms iiN(u), Qs(v), ¢.B(v), and <JW(v)· In order 
to get the canonical commutation relations for the nullifiers as aru1ihilation operators 
of the nullifier basis of the system, i.e. [au, a!] = 1, we require reciprocal coefficients 
for the q and p t erms in the nullifier definition. 
Consider the commutation of the expression in Eq. 3.xo with its complex conjugate: 

[
(-i v'2 ~ it·) (-itv'2 ~ iJ ·)tl = " ([-n(2-+ss2)f;·,P·] + [fi-,+n(2-+ss2)f] ) 

s ~ 1 ' s L-i 1 L- s2 1 1 3 s 2 1 

jENn(n) jENn(u) jENn(u) 

= - ii( ~ + 5s2)(i4) +it(~+ 5s2)(-it4) 
s s 

1 
= 8( 2 + 5s2

) (3.81) 
s 

Hence we take the expression - us,/2 I: rJj and symmetrise it by multiplying with 
j E Nn(v) 
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. ~(~ ' ~ ' ) av = V ~ QN(v) + qs(v) + qE(v) + qw(v) 

+ S2 

8(l ~
2 

Ss4) (ifN(.V(N(.,,))) + Q.E(N(N(v))) + <JW(N(N(u))) 

+ (ls(S(S(v))) + qE(S(S(v))) + ciw(S(S(11)) ) 

+ ciN(E(E(u)) ) + CJS(E(E(v))) + <lE(E(E(i,))) 

+ llN(W(W(v))) + /Js(W(W(11))) + Qw(W(W(v)))) 

2 

B(l: 584 ) (fiN(v) + 'PS(•u) + PE(11) + PW(v)) - (3.82) 

In the more genera.I case where the valence of the vertex is not determined, we get 
the finitely squeezed stll'face code vertex nullifier 

(3.83) 

wht>J'e Su= JV(v)s2 + s-2. 

The commutation reh-'ttions of the general surface code nullifiers dep ending on the 
Euclidean distance d(v, v') between the two vertices. taking unit length edges on the 
graph can therefore be sununarised as follows [-ri]: 

1 
(s~ +s;., +.s3 ( V (u )+ V ( u') )) /2s.,s .,1 

[V(v) V(v')(l + (.s/ ' " )7)( I +(s/s,,, )i)} l / 2 

2s2/s.,s,, 
[V( u)V(v')(l+(sf ~• )2 )(l+(s/ su, )2)]1 / 2 

s ,s-us ,, 
!V(v)V(v')(l+(s/s,, )2)(1+(s/s,,1 )2)]1 /2 

0 

{ 

1 if f = J', 
[br,b},] = OJ1a~11aJ'I if l/1!'] E £ , 

otherwise, 
~ "I ... ..... t 
[bt, b.r1 I = [av, l1v11 = [iiv , b 11 = [au, b j] = o. 

if d(v, v') = 0, 

if d(v, v' ) = 1, 

if d(v,v') = v'2, 
if d(v, v') = 2, 

if d(v,v') > 2, 

(3.84) 

Here [/J'] E f, means that f and f' both have support on the same edge mode in 
the surface code lattice. Having defined the finitely squeezed surface code nullifiers, we 
have the surface code Hamiltonian 

H- ( )- L 2V(v)(l+s
2
/s~) . t. L 2lo.flb-tb· 

SC S - 9 avOv + 2 f J · 
Su~ S ,, r 

(3.85) 



              
                

                
                

              
             

  

              
        

   
   

  

             
               

               
          

                
             

              
        

                  
            

             
  

   

    

              
                
               

                  
             

                
                

                 
    

                
                  

             

70 CLUSTER STATES 

Finally, we follow the a,rguments in [•J.7] about how the surface code energy spectrum 
is affected by the squeezing parameter s, the dimensions m, n and the topology of the 
manifold on which the lattice sits. The gap 1:),,£ = E1 - E0 represents t.he difference 
between the ground state energy E0 and thf' lowest excited state E 1 of the system. This 
aspect of the spectrum is particularly relevant since we require a finite non-zero gap 
throughout the adiabatic transition from cluster state to swface code. to be discussed 
in subsequent chapters . 

In Eq. :U~!J, each nullifier term has a prefactor that ensures the Hamiltonian has 
finite energy ( eig.enva.Jues) in the limit of infinite squeezing, 

(3.86) 

Here the next-nearest neighbour q tetms are omitted as well as the nearest-neighbour 
p terms in the vertex nullifiers have vanished in t he infinite squeezing limit. Just as dis
cussed with respect to Eq. 3.10, since the eigenvalue spectrum of each nullifier term is 
continuous with respect to the quadrature operators. the lim.Hoo H8c(s) Hamiltonian 
is gapless. Since each nullifier term in this limit consists of squared sums of either only 
q or only oriented p operators on nearest-neighbour sites, all the nullifiers commut,e 
and hence make good quantum numbers. This is true for all surface codes obtained 
from square cluster states, with or without periodic boundaries. 

In the case of Hsc(s) with finites on a square lattice with dimensions m x n and 
toroidal boundary conditions. what can we discover about the energy spectrum? Vvc 
define some of the nullifier commutation relations as functions of the Euclidean distance 
hetween t.he nullifiers: 

= w(d(v, v')) 1 and [b1 1 &},] = x(d(.f, .f')), btd 

= [b1, &l'] = [al., b1] = o 

The Euclidean distance d(f, f') between faces is expressed in terms of uni t lengths 
on the dual lattice in analogy d(v, v'), which is expressed in terms of unit-length edges 
on bet.ween v and v'. As shown a.hove, the nullifiers have been constructed to give 
'w(O) = 1 and :c(O) = 1. As the face nullifier b1 ouly has support on the nearest
neighbour sites, the overlap with nearby face nullifiers is relatively simple and limited: 
:t(l) = ¼ because t he nullifiers on adjacent faces only have a quarter of the overlap 
between a fac.e nullifier and its complex conjugate centred on the same face. As soon as 
d(f, f') > 1, we trivially see that :c(d(f, .f')) = 0 since there is no overlapping support 
for the two face nullifiers. 

The. various values of w(d(v, v')) for > 0 are somewhat more complicated and we will 
briefly show the calculations for d(v , v') = 1, \/'21 and 2. When d(v , v') > 2 we trivially 
have w(d(v, v')) = 0 since vertex nullifiers tlJis far apart will have no overlapping 



             
              

             
                

          
           

    

 
  

  
  

   
   

     

              
          

   

 

     

      

       

  

                
            

 

 

  

 
  

  

  

      

  

              
             

                   
               

 
                    

               
              

                 
             

3.3 PROJECTION OF CLUST ER STATES ONTO SURFACE CODES 71 

support . Note t hat in the following derivations1 the indices of t he quadrature operators 
have been omitted, as the quadrature operators on the sites where the nullifiers share 
support simply obey t he canonical commutation relations. Beginn ing with d(v, v') = 11 

(i.e. v' = N(N(v)) , v' = S(S(v)) 1 v' = E(E(v)), or v' = vV(W(v)) ), we find 

s2 

8(1 + 5s4) 

s2 ~ ~ . ✓ l + 5s4 s2 

8(1 + 5s4) [p ' q] + (-n) 8s2 · 8(1 + 5s4 ) [q' p] 

s2 . s2 ✓ 1 + 5s4 r~~ ~] 3( . ) 2 s2 
+n 8(1 + 5s4 ) . 8s2 lf' , q + -ns 8(1+5s4 ) 8(1 + 5s4 ) [q' ;8] + 2(0) 

1 + 8s4 

-
4( 1 +5s4)' 

(3.87) 

Similarly, if the distance is d(v, v' ) = ../2, (i.e. v' = E(E (N(N(v)))) , v' = 
E(E(S(S(v)))), v' = l¥(W(N(N(11)) 1 or v' = l¥(l¥(S(S(v)))) ) we get 

[ ] 
s2 s2 

av, al, = 4s4 8(1 + ss4) fq 1 qJ + 2n 8(1 + ss4) s2 
s2 

8(1 + 5s4 ) [ft' q] 

82 2 
+ 2s2 . ---( ii 

8 
) [q~ p~] 

8(1 + 5s4 ) - · 8(1 + 5s4 ) ' 

s4 

2(1 + 5s4 ) · 
(3.88) 

Also1 if the distance is d(v , v') = 2, (i.e. v' = N(N(N(N(v)))) 1 v' = E (E(E(E(v)))), 
tl = S(S(S(S(v)))), v' = E(E(E(E('v)))), or v' = W(W(W(ltfl (-v))))) we get 

•J 

[a,v ' a,!,] = 2s
4 

8(1 ; -5s-1) [q 1 q] + ii 

s4 

4(1 + 5s4 ) · 

s2 
----82 
8(1+5s4 ) 

2 

8(1 : 5s4 ) [p 1 qj 

(3.89) 

We can classify t he cluster state modes int o three distinct sets dep ending on their 
correspondence to the effective surface code graph A = {V, £ , F}. The vertex modes 
v E V are those projectively measured in the p ba.sis, the edge modes e E £ are the 
unmeasured modes, and the face modes f E F are those projectively measured in the 
ij basis. 

On them x n torus we have 1£1 = 2mn) IFI = mn, and IVI = mn. If t he product. of 
the hodzont1:1,] and vertical dimensions m x n is odd, we have 1£1 indepencient surface 
code nullifiers, because the orientation pattern as shown in Fig. 2. I G would 11ot be 
possible. Another way to see this is that the faces on the surface code lattice could not 
be bicoloured in a. chessboard pat tern. Therefore the swface code nullifiers in this case 



               

               
         

 

    
  

            
              

                    
              

               
           

   
 

              
   

   

                
            

      

      

             
            
            

                

               

72 CLUSTER STATES 

span the sµace of all t he annihilation operators of the edge modes, leaving no non-local 
degeneracy. 

We have that H5c(s) is expressed in terms of local nullifiers, but as a quadratic 
Hermitian operator the Hamiltonian can be decomposed into normal-mude operatorf-

where the vertices at t.he lattice sites have vertex coordinates { v,,,8 } and the sites 
of the dual lattice have face coordinates {.h,d 1 which belong to the collective inrlex 
.i = Ux,.fy) E Z,r, x Zn. Each j will have both a vertex and a face associa ted with it by 
some consistent convention, for example taking the face associated with .i to be down 
and to the right from the vertex associated with the same index. Then the Hamiltoniau 
can also be expressed in terms 0£ these non-local, w1coupled normal modes: 

(3.01) 

Ead1 normal mode has a chararl,c1·istic frequency whlch can be> found by solviug the 
Heisenberg equations of motion, 

(3.92) 

To this end, w0 can define vectors and , with clements oV.i and (3}!,J, respectively. We 
have thus vectorised the two linear equations, which can now be expressed as 

(3.93) 

Defining the shift operator Xr = I:~: ~ lk EBr l )(k!. we have 

(3.94) 

The linear equations Eq. :1.n~1 can according to [--l.,] be solved in the Fourier basis via 



     

    

 

 

   

  
 

 

 

 

     

         

            

   
   

   

            

                
               
               

             
             
                 

              
               
           

3.3 PROJECTION OF CLUSTER STATES ONTO SURFACE CODES 73 

F. '°' fr. where i: = ....L 'i:""'~-J ei21rj~:/r j7.)(kl 
m 'Cl n r .,/i LJ1,k=0 , · 

{wj} = { 1 + 2w(l) [cos (
2;:x) + cos (

2~Y)] 
2 ( r,;;2) [ ( 21fJx 27fjy ) (27fj:r; 21rjy )] + W V L. COS --+ -- + COS -- - --

m n m r, 

[ (4 · ) (4 · )] }m,n + 2w(2) cos ::,x + cos ::v . _ _ , 
.7.:-1,Jv- l 

{ [ (21fJx) (27fj )] }m,n {bJ} = 1 +2:v(l) cos ~ +cos 7 .. _ . _, 
J,t-l,.711-1 

f:JU) = aU) = Fmlix) ® t1Uv) , (3.951 

The gap energy is then the energy associated with the lowest-frequency normal mode: 

(3.96) 

For large systems sizes, m, n » l , where m ~ n, the gap is 

(3.97) 

If the horizontal and vertical dimensions rn, n are both even on the torus, then the 
faces of the surface code lattice can be bicoloured so that no plaquettes sha.re edges 
with another plaquette of t he same colom. This implies that not all the face nullifiers 
are independent, and hence the system is underconstrnined and has an exact gapless 
zero mode. Likewise, the vertices represent bicolourable faces on the dual lattice, and 
will also have an t'.xact gapless zero mode. If the manifold of the surface code is a 
bounded plane, the boundary effects will make small modifications to the gap, but. the 
gap will still scale proportionally to the inverse of the system size for large lattices. 
The> surface code Hamiltonian is therefore gapless in the thermodynamic limit [4,]. 
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◄ 

Adiabatic evolution 

4.1 The adiabatic theorem 

The adiabatic theorem was developed in the early l1istory of quantum m echanics [-tR] 
I•"), and stat es t hat a system evolving in t ime, starting from ::iorne init ial state will 
remain in the evolved initial state if the evolution occurs sufficiently slowly. We can 
st ate this more precisely followi11g [.,o]: Given a quantum system th at evolves by the 
Sd1rodinger equation 

(4.1) 

we cau define a. family of Hamiltouiaus (s) tbat varies smoothly wit h t he dimensionless 
time-parameter s, with O ,5 s ~ I , such that 

(4.2) 

which means T determines how quickly H (t) varies with time. At aJ1y instant. t he 
Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem of the system is then given by 

H(s) le; s} = ER(s) le; s) (4.3) 

and we have the eigenvalue spect1um E0(s) ::;; E1(s) $ .. . < EN_- i(s) for an N
dimensional Hilbert space. T hen we can take the ground state of Ef(O) as l'l,1,(0)) = 
If = O; s = O)~ T he adiabatic theorem states that if the gap between energies of the 
ground state and the lowest excit.ed ::;tate 6. E = E 1(s) - Eo(s) > 0 for all s E [O, 1], 
then 

Jim l(e = O; s = l l1/1(T )) I = 1. 
J"➔O( 

( 4.4) 

75 



            
              

                
               

           

              
              

             
             

         

       

  

             
               

         

             
              

             
                

       

  

              
           

          

          

               
               

              
                

             

          
             

                  
              

76 ADIABATIC EVOLUTION 

Wllen the state evolves continuously and very gradually, tlw probability amplitude for 
an excitation to a higher-energy state is very small, because the fidelity between the 
current state and next evolved state is very high. This means that. given a lcu·ge enough 
T , a nonzero gap ensures that. the l·t/J(i:)) of Eq. -1.1 is very close to the iustantaneous 
ground state of H(t) in Eq. -L2 for all t E [0, T]. 

While t he ideal case of T = oo would ensure unit fidelity between the approxinrnJ,
ing evolved state I 'If,( t)) = l'I/Jevol ( t)) an<l the instantaneous or t,rue nominal ground stale 
of the Hamiltonian H (t) at that time t, IO; s) = lwnom(t)), realistic experimental im
plementation of t his principle requires a finite T. This finite continuous time evolution 
of the state is described by the path ordered integral 

U(T ) = P [exp-i.ft ,-, (t')dt'] : which evolves the state by 

l~evo1(T)) = l/(T)l•1,l;(O)). (4.5) 

The path ordered integral is necessary because the Hamiltonians at different points i11 
time do not. generally commute. One important question is then, how large must T he' 
in order to approximate adiabatic evolution with an acc<'ptable fidelity? 

To answer this question we firsi define some quantities: The minimum gap that 
occms dming the adiabatic transition is -y = minsEo,1 (E 1(s) - E0(s)). The operator 

norm of the Hamiltonian IIHII is here simply thf' nu,:nber of distinct nullifier smn111ands 

in the Hamiltonian, and we take IAI = maxsEO,l 11.H(s)II. According to (r-; 11, Tis t.hcn 
large enough for adiahatir approximation if we take 

105 IAl3 

T >-- c52 14 . ( 4.G) 

\Ve are approximating a t.a.i:get final state l'I/Jnom(T)) t hat is the gi-ouud state of tht> 

fiual Hamiltonian H(l) = H(T). Here the distance b between the final continuously 
evolved state l·Jevo1(T)) and the fiual nominal ground state ll/Jnom(T)) is 

The finite t ime of t he evolution mP1u1i,; t hat there is some probability that. the sy:;;t.cm 
will be e..,xcited a.hove the ground state during the cornse of the evolution. By first 
choosing a valuf' 6 for the desired level of accuracy in the adiabatic approxjmation, 
we can find a sufficiently large T by numerically evaluating Eq. -l.Ci. This is a very 
conservative valne for T, and a far lower value is in practice adequate. [-d] 

Furthermore 1 we approximate the rnntinuouR evolu tion with discrete time steps 
because of t he eomputational complexity of solviug the continuous case, which may not, 
even have an analytic solntion. By subdividing t,he t r ansition from t = 0 t.0 t = T into 
L steps, each la.c;ting T = f. we can consider a set of time-independent Hamiltoruans 



              
             

          

   

               
            

             
     

      

              
           

             
  

     

               
            
             

             
              

      

              
             

               
 

      

              
           

             
                

             

    

        

4.2 ADIABATIC EVOLUTION OF CV QUADRATURE OPERATORS 77 

~ -
.iJ/i = H(";) = H (y:), for,.,.= 0, 1,2, ... , L - 1. The evolution from times = ";f. to 

s = (;;_~})· is then performed by the unitary evolution operator (;/;= eA-p-nr.H(~). Vve 
therefore have the discret e adiabatic approximat ion of the final evolved state, 

(4.8) 

Having determined some total t ime T , we ne:>..-t want to decide t he number L of 
discrete time steps by which to approximate the continuous-time evolution over finite 
time. Note that we can consider t he t.ransitiunal Hamiltonian as a linear interpolation 
betwee11 the init ial and final Hamiltonians: 

- K-T • KT -
H trans(K.) = (1 - T )H (O) + TH(T) . (4.9) 

We ca.n see that a.5 the number of steps L increases, the discrete apprnximation 
C)f continuous-time evolution improves. This is demonstrated when we quantify the 
rlistance 6 between t he discretely evolved final state l·IPevol (T)) and the nominal final 
state l•if,nom (T)) by 

- [2lAT 6 = 11 17/Jevol(T))-11/lnom(T))II = o+ rvT· (4.10) 

Based on Eq. -!.10 we can then decide necessary number of steps L given what dis
t ance 6 provides an acceptable approximation of the cont inuous finite case. Again 1 

these bounds are said to be highly conservat ive so that practical implementations and 
uumericaJ calculations may still he feasible with relaxed conditions. In general, we see 
l.hat as either T or L increase, the fidelity of nominal and evolved states improves. 

4.2 Adiabatic evolution of CV quadrature opera
tors 

We now consider 1,he adiabatic evolution of the quadrature operators in a system wit,h 
N modes. In the discrete, finite time approximation of the Heisenberg evolution of 
operators , we have that after one time step T, taking again the time evolution operator 
OK as above, 

(4.11) 

Note that, depending on the initial Hamiltonian, qj(O) is not generally the same as 
tbe time-independent, canonical quadrature position operator q1. Likew~se, Pi(O) is not 
generally the t ime-independent p1. We assume that the Hamiltonian His varying so 
slowly in time t as to be constant relative to the variation of the quadrature operators 
in the faster timescale 0. To solve for rJ.J(,) aJ1d h(,), we consider that 

<I.i(0) = exp iOH Q1(0) exp-ao,:; 

gives :e(j1(0) = ii expiOH Hq1(O) e,;-xp- WR -ii £:O.-pw,:, cL(O)iI exp-neil 

= expi0R [nfI •c Qj(O)] exp -iOF). (4.12) 



            
 

     

         

       

             
             

          
          

 

              
          

       
             

                  
 

  

        

 

                
             

      

       
    

       
          

78 ADl ABA'T'fC EVOLUTION 

Assuming the Hamiltonian is at most quadratic i11 the quadrature operators, we 
then have 

N N 

[uii, cji(O)] = L Cj,k<h(O) + L clj ,kPk(O) + XJ, aud hence 
k=l k=l 

N N 

:~CJ.1(0) = L CJ,k<k(0) + L clJ,k'Pi-(0) + .r1, and 
k=l k=l 

N N 

:ePJ(e) = L fNAk(B) + L 9i,kPk(O) + Yi, 
k=I k=l 

(4.13) 

where we have complex scalars CJ,k, clj,k, XJ for the time-dependent position operator, 
and .hA-i 9J,k, and Yi for t he time-dependent momentum operator. Using the t.ime
dcpeodent operator vector E(0) = (<h(fi) .... , fiN(0),jj1(0), .... JJN(0)f we can suuuuarise 
the system of 2N first-order differential equations as the matrix expression 

(4,14) 

Taking 0 = n.T , we can iteratively solve the system of differential equations, substituti11g 
t.he results of t he previous step for the initial qnadr ature operators. 

4.3 The adiabatic evolution of a single qubit 

\1/p will now investigate discrete approximatiou of the adiabatic evolution of a sing](, 
qubit from the state ID) to the state I+). The initial state is the ground state of the 
following Hamiltonian: 

(4.15) 

while the final state is the ground state of 

(4.16) 

As we are interested in the gap between the ground state and excited state in the 
more complicated systems, we al8o cousider it for this simp1e example of adjabat.ic 
evolution. Taking the simplified continuous transit ion Hamiltonian: 

~ i - a-= i - a-·,: 
f-ltrans = ( 1 - t) 

2 
+ f 2 

= 1 -t (0 0) !:_ ( 1 -1) = ~ ( t 
2 0 2 + 2 -1 1 2 -t 

-t) 
2-t (4.17) 
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FIGURE 4.1: The eneTgy gap of the t.rani:;it;iou Ha1nilton.ia.n over time for ct single quhit. 
changing from IO) to I+), independent of T and L. 
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FIGURE 4.2: The fidelity of the i'IPnom U)) (blue) n,ud the l1bovo1(t)) (purple) stat-es with 
respe0t to the IO), J 1) ba¢is for t,he adiabu.tir evolution with T = 100 and L = 1000. 

Then we have tl1at the eigenvalues A± = 1 ±✓1 -;2t+2t1 , the difference between which is 
~E = A+ - ,\_ = ✓1 - 2t+ 2t2 • giving us an analytic exprnssion for the gap , whic:b 
c;m1 \Je ploUeu a.:s iu Fig. 4.1 . Tlrn rni.ui.Juum !Sl:LJJ is ·./2 a.L l = O.fi. 

As a simple example, we can use t.he adiabatic approximat ion outlined in Sec. 'l. I 
and , taking T = 100 and L = 1000, calculate tho nominal and evolved ground state 
for each step Ii = 0, ... , 999. We plot the fidelities of the two states with respect to t,hc 
IO}, 11) basis as ftmctions of time in Fig . .J.2. 

We can also plot the mutual fidelit y of the 110111i11al and evolved states , as iJ1 Fig. l.~. 
Note that, since the minimum of the fidelity over this particular evolution was 0.999632, 
the variation in fidelity was not very significant, alt.hough oseillatory as the pattern 
shows. 
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ADIABATIC EVOLUTION 
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FIG URE 4.3: The mutual fidelity of t he lv1110 n1) and the lwevot} states over time for T = 100 
and L = 1000. 

4.4 The adiabatic evolution of a single qumode 

Just as we in the previous section considered the adiabatit evolutio11 uf oue quhit. 
from a + 1 eigenstate with respect to the Pauli cr2 operator (I0)) to a + 1 eigenstate 
with respect to the Pa llli &x operator (I+)) . so we consider t he transit ion of R single> 
quantum harmonic oscillator mode from a ft-squeezed state to a q-squeezed one. In 
other words. we are discussing a single mode transition from ft-squeezing t,o q-squeezing. 

As we discussed i11 I.:L~. infinite sq1tcezing is not physical. ln effort, we need only 
recall the ac-tion of the squeezing opP.rator S with finite, real squeezing para meters > 0 
on the posit ion and momentwn operators q an<l p with respect to t he simple quantum 
harmonic oscillator detailed in Section 1.:1.2: 

( 4.18) 

where it is pertinent t,o the exemplary e:xposition on sing1P mode adiabat.ic: evolut.ion/t.o 
this section to note t.l1at tbe reciprocal value of the s4ueezing parameter gives 

(4.19) 

Thus1 if we hn,vr an unmodified single quantum harmonic osC'illator Hamiltonian 

( 4.20) 

wit h ground stat.e IO), then the p-:c;q11eezed quaJ1tum harmonic oscillator H allliltonian 
with grnund st ate S (¼) jO) will bP 

( 4 .21) 
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while the q-squeezed quantum harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian with ground state 
S'(s)IO) will bt' 

(4.22) 

Here Fhlit. corresponds to a Gaussian state with uncertainty with respect. to p min
imised. ftS illustrated by Fig. 1..lr), while Hfi11 corresponds to a Gaussian state witli 
minimised uncertaint,y with respect to q. as illustrated by Fig. I . la). 
The general adiabatic transition Hauliltoniau rnentioned in Sec. 1.1 can then be ex
pressed for the single mode squeezing t ransition as follows: 

lfirans = ( L - t)Hinit. + tHr111 

= (1- t) ( n; (!: + s21i) ) + t ( n; (s~<? + !:)) for t E [O, l]. (4.23)' 

Analytically, what should the energy gap be for an adiabatic transition from a p
squeezcd single quantum harmonic m;cillator Hamiltonian to a lj-squeezed one? We will 
express normal modP creat.ion and annihilation operators i,t(t) and b(t) as functions 
uf time t = ~ as defined in Sec. l. l. Note that we hen• chosen the symbol t fo11 

the dimensionless time parameter, ass is the squeezing parameter. Them we can also 
express the transition Hamiltonian in the fo llowing ways: 

iltransU) = r1J.JJ (bt(t)b(t) + ~) 

= (1 - t)nw (&t(o)b(O) + t) + t hw (bt( l)b(l) + ~) 

= 
11
; (la(t)J2q2 + lf,(t)l21?) 

= r~ ( (
8
\ + t(s2

- ~
1
2 ))q2 + (s2 + t(,:2 - s2))1:32) for t E [O, l]. (4.24) 

\;Ve therefore have 

llt(t)l2 + l,B(t)l2 = ( 1,, + t(s2 -
1
2 )) + (s2 + t( 

1
2 - s2)) = s2 + ~. (4.25) 

s~ s s s 

Considering that we have [ 17] 

A q + nfi 
a=-- and J2 ' 

we rau reasonably take 

b(t) =,q+iH5p, a.ud ht(t) = 1·*q- iu5*ri, 

We require that. [h(t) , l)t (t)] = 1 so 

( 4.26) 

( 4.27) 

[b(t.) , 11t(t)] = [,q+.nofi, "i*fJ-i1C5*.rl = -.tf,. +,*b = 1 (4.2s) 



       

     

          

                    
       

             
        

           
                       

    

              
            

    
  
  

         

       

       

                 
               
                    

                  
        

        
 

            
             

 
  

     

82 ADIABATIC EVOLUTION 

We can t herefore express t he transition Hamiltonian 

fltrans(t ) = nJ.;J (r}(t)b(t) + }) 

= r(t) (1,f\j2 + ii.,y"'bqp- ii.-yb"pq + J6J2]32 + t) (4.29) 

Then looking at t he middle terms of t he last line, ,ve can use that [q , p] = ii and 
substitute -y*b = 1 - ryb* to have 

jr-/bijp - il,~pij = ii (l - 16*) ([q , p) + pq) - ii ,b*pq 
= -(1 - -y6*) + il( l - 216"')pq (4.30) 

Since we want the transition Hamiltonian HtransCt) = ";-1 (la(t)l2,J2 + l,8(t)l 21?) , we need 
-(1 - -yb*) + il( l - 2-yb'")pq = -½, hence 1 - 218* = 0, and so 18" = ½, which in turn 
gives 

(4.31) 

This means, t aking n = l and w = l. r(t)h'l2 = lo:~)l
2 

and r(t)l6J2 = ljj(~>l
2

, and since 

"'~* = 1 we have {,* = .l which o-ives lbl2 = - 1- . Then r(9 = ltl(t)l
2 

therefore 
' 2 2,. o • 4h12 41,12 2 ' 

r(t) = 2LB(t) J2 l,l2 = 1;gw' so r(t )2 = Ja(t )i21.B(t)i2, and finally 

r(t) = la(t)Jl,8(t)J = ~ + t(s2 
- ~ )✓~2 + t(~ - s2) 

s2 s2 s2 

= J ( t2 + t) ( s4 
- 2 + :4 ) + 1. ( 4.32) 

By construction, r (t) is t he gap 6 E = E1 - E0 between the ground i:;tate and t he 
first excited state of the system with respect to the normal modes. We have plotted 
r (t) as a function of time t E [O, 1], taking s = 10.0 in Fig. -1.4. The maximum gap 
occurs at t = 0.5, wit h r(0.5) = 50.005. T he minimum gap occurs at t = 0.0 aJ1d 
t = 1.0, with r(O) = r( l ) = 1.0. 

4.4.1 Adiabatic evolution of operators in single mode squeez
ing transition 

We can express the squeezing transit ion Hamiltonian in terms of a t ime-dependent 

squeezing parameter s(t) = l!~~~i which satisfies both t he prefoctors of ij and p by 

r(f )2 = Ja(t)lltJ(t)! = jO'(t)12, and 

s(t) ( I.B(t)I) 
la(t.)1 

r ( t)s( t)' ~ I<>( l )IIP( t) I ( l!i:i:) '~ IP( t }I', respectively ( 4.33) 
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FIGURE 4.4: The energy gap r(t) of the transition Hamiltoniau over time for a single. 
qumode changing from p-squeezing to q-squeezing, with s = 10.U. Tl.le squeezing; transition 
addt:i energy to the system. and does not represent a phase t,ransition. 

H• = r(t) ( f/· ·( )2 ·2) 
2 s(t)2 + s t P . (4.34) 

W0 want to solve in t he manner outlined in Sec. -l.2 - the qua.dratme operators 
evolved by adiabatic approximation by on a fast. t imescale 0 c;ompared to which the 
Hamiltonian is constant: 

cl - - -d0'v(0) = Mv(0) + L ) (4.35) 

we begin ·with considering the rommutators that generate M ( t): 

[ . H. ·] . r(t) ( )2 [ •2 ·] ( ) ( )2 . d n . q = ll2 s t p , q = r t s t p, au 

[iil , fi] = /~) s(ft2 [,f. P] = -r(t)s(t)-\j, (4.3G) 

so noting that L is a null vector for this system we have that lhe evolution matrix /11 ( t) 
js 

M t = ( Cos(r~t)0) s(t).i Sin(r(t)O)) _ 
( ) -s(t)-2 Sm(r(t)0) Cos(r(t)0) ( 4.37) 
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Mapping qubit cluster states to the planar 
surf ace code 

ln Ch. 4 we looked at the adiabatic evolution of a single qubit from one state to 
a.11otlier. fu1d the equivalent process for a single qumode. ·we continue the comparison 
nf adialJatic evolution in this chapter au<l the nexL, for I.he µurpm,e uf explicating the 
similarities aJJd differences of tlw qubit and CV cases of mapping the cluster state to 
the swface code. \Ve consider the 3 X 3 qubit latt.ire: 

If we consider the qubit case of the adiabatic evolution from duster state to surfacE 
code on a 3 x 3 lattic~, shown in Fig . . J. 1 we have much of the system already defined and 
derived in prevjous chapters. For the adiabatic evolutiou W{' usf' the initial Haruiltoruau 
in terms of projectors of stabiliser generators k i from Sec. :t l: 

9 • ~ 

Hes= L 11 - A.i 
i= J 2 

(5.1) 

Here we have used the cluster state Hamiltonian oft.he convenient. form that results 
in ground state energy E0 = 0. The initial statt• is then simply the cluster stat,e 

Iv\ A ~ H ICS) = 'xY UcPHASE(i,j) I+) (5,2) 
(i,j} 

The final Hamiltonian is the surface code Hamiltonian, consisting of the five sta
biliser generators: Star operators on t he vertices 1, 3, 7, and 9. and one plaquett<:\ 

85 
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x X 
3 

z 6➔ 4 4 6 

x x 
7 8 9 8 

a) b) 

FIGURE 5.1: a) The pattern of measurements on the 3 x 3 cluster state latticf' and b) the 
resulting effective 2 x 2 planar surface code. 

operator on 5. While the measured qubits are not interacting witb tl1e other quhits, 
t.he measured qubits still need to be accounted for in the Hamiltonian. In the a<lic1-
batic f'volution, the presence of these terms in the surface code part of the transition 
Hamiltonian represents the gradual application of the projective mea5urements. For 
simplicity, we use deterministic projective measurement terms 1-) (-1 and 11)(11 to 
enforcr that the ground state Eo = 0 of the syst.em includes the measured qubits in 
the + l eigenvalue eigenstates of l+)(+I and IO)(OI: 

( 
" i - .. ,t it - u;) i - B5 i - &5 

1-Isc = ~ 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 · 
sE {1 ,3, 7.9} 

(5.3) 

As shown in Cl1. 4 , t.he proj~cterl duster stat<> is equivalent to the smfa.cc code. with 
support on t.he unmeasured sit.es: ISC) = f.>;=i; fttx Pt 2 Pfx .Pt'r;ICS} is the ground st.ate 
of Hsc, the snrface co<lf" Hamiltonian. 

Then tl1e transition Hamiltonian with t = ':j. is 

(5.4) 

5.1 Adiabatic transition energy gap 

Taking the panuueters T = 100 a.n<l L = 1000, we investigate the adiabatic evol11tio11 
with the t·,raxisitiou Hamil t;ouianjui;t defined. First of all, we can calculate t.he energy 
gap i::.E = E1 - E0 of the transition Harniltonjan for every value of t = ":.; along the 
discrete steps of the approximation of t hr continuous adiabatic evolution. The gap 
over the transition is illustrated iu Fig_. j_~ . 
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F1GUReJ 5.2: The gap 6.E = Ei - Eu a<: a function of time t, for the 3 x 3 lattice cluster~ 
stat~ to surface code transition Hamiltonian. 
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FIGURE 5.3: The fidelity 1('¢nom l·t1J.,vol )l2 as a function of timP t. for the 3 x 3 lat.ticf' duc;ter 
t:tat.e to :;uclace code transition Harniltornan. with adiabatic P.volut.ion p:tramet.ers T = 102• 

L = 104 . 

5.2 Adiabatic evolution of states 

Furthermore, the fidelity of the nominal state I t/1noni) , the grom1d st ate of HLram ( k), the 
tra.nsition Hamiltonian a~er k timo. steps. wit,h respect to tbr evolved state J1,brvoJ) = 

k . II exp- ir l1i,o.n,,( ,,;) ICS), is plotted in Fig. 5.:.L 
n = l 

Note that that the minimum fidelity during the t ransit.ion was 0.99894. Looking at 
the transition fidelity plot in the range between its ma,dm11m ftnd minimum clisplays 
a roughly oscillatory pattern, as shown in Fig. -~. I. Beyond the mutual fidelit.y of the 
evolved and nominal states, it is illustrntivc to compare their £delities with respect 
to the initial and fina.1 states throughout t.he transition. Wl1ile thf' parameter values 
T = 102 and L = 104 give a high fidelity transition with little obvious structur<' in 
Fig. i . , , it is instructive to see the fidelitie:s of a slighLly lower iideJity transition, 
T = 101 and L = 102 , as shown in Fig. 5.G. T his figure is included as an analog·y to 
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FlGURE 5.4: The fidelity l(1Pnoml1Pevo1) 12 as a function of time t. above tl1e minimum 
fidelity of 0.99894, for the 3 x 3 lattice cluster state to surface code transition Hamiltonian , 
with adiabatic evolution parameters T = 102• L = 104 . 
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FIGURE 5.5: Th<:> fidelitie.-; of the t,wo st.ate:; IV'uom ) (blue) and l~\,vo1) (pur·ple), each wit.Ii 
respe<-t. l.o 1..iot,h ICS) a.nd jSC) , plotted together as fu11cti011o of time t, for the 3 x 3 lattice 
cluster state to ourfa.ce co<lc tra.n::;itioo Hamiltonian , with adiabat,ic evolution p;:tra,meters 
T = 102

, L = 104
. 

Fig. L:.? and shows the plot. of the fidelities of the two states I q111Om) and l 1/JevoI), each 
with respect to both ICS) and ISC). 

5.3 Stabiliser generator expectation values 

We note th at the expect.a.tion values of the surface code stabiliser genera.tors with 
respect to the evolved stt1te l'1/.1evoJ(K. = L)) take on the followiug values: For T = 102 

and L = 104, we have (ignoring imagina.ry compornmts on ~he order of 10- 18 or smalkr) 

{'t/,evoJ(K. = 104 )l ,-4sl't/1evoJ(n. = 104
)) = 0.999973 for S = 1,3, 7, 9, 

(v1.,vo1 ( ri. = 104 )1.Bpl'I/JevoJ(I,, = 104
)) = 1.000000 for JJ = 5. and 
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F JCUR8 5.6: The fideli ties of the two sta.tes 1·¢,nom) (blue) and l'</1rvo1) (purple) , each with 
respect to boU1 ICS} and ISC}, plot ted together as functions of time t, for tL.e 3 x 3 lattice 
cluster state to surface code tram;itiou Hamiltonian, with adiabatic evolution parameters • 
7, = 101 L = 102 . 

' 

l.11c> cluster state stabiliser generators 

Tt1ese expectation values I clearly reflect that t he operators stabilise the state. The 
c.lust.er state stabiliser generators centred on t he surface code vertices i still stabilise the 
evolved state since the deterministic projective m easurements f't r. commute with the 
central <r;' of these K;. What is interesting is no t t.hat these K; perfectly stabilise the 
final state 1·4>evol ( i,: = L )), but t hat the As centred on the same si tcs do not stabilise the 
fi.ual state as perfect ly. This is most likely an artefact of the relatively sma.U va.lues of 
T and L , although varying these values slightly within t he computationally expedient 
range. i.e. reducing to L = 1000, did not affect the expectation value of the surface 
code vcrtE>x stabiliser generators. 
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Quadratic interactions of quantum 
harmo11ic oscillators 

When several qurnodes interact, iJ the Hamiltonian can be expressed as a sum of 
quadratic terms involving the operators of the different modes, we can in principle al
ways find the normal modes of the whole system. The normal mode basis represen ts the 
coupled a11d interacting real modes as virtuaJ uncoupled qumodes - the normal modes. 
ThP symplectic matrix method to find t.hese normal modes is called the Bogoliubov 
transformfttion. 

6.1 The Bogoliubov transformation 

Following [.-,2], we explicate the method for uurncricruly ca.lculating the normal mode 
basis of a bosonic continuous-variable many-body system while preserving the sym
plcct.ic metric. 

6.1.1 Bogoliubov transformation of bosonic quadratic Hamil-
t o nian 

If we liave a system of quantum harmonic oscillato rs. with ::it rnost two-body interac
tions, then t,he system Hamiltonia,n ca11 be expressed in terms of the annihila,t ion and 
creation operators of the individual qWI1odes i and j: 

(6.1) 

vVe have conserved the commutation relation by the symmct,rir coefficients of a!ai 
and ajar since we have [a,i I h}] = c5,i,.i · Here we denote operator vectors witb complex 
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92 QUADRATIC INTERACTIONS OF QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCILLATORS 

conjugates acting on the operator elements by bold daggers, as in al , but taking 
the transpose or complex conjugate of an operator vector will be shown with regular 

transpose Tort as for a scalar vector or matrix: atr = (a! a! ... a!v) and alt = 
(a, a2 ... aN). Note t hat the transpose does not affect these operator elements, but 
the complex conjugate in general does. We recall from Ch. 1 that we have the vector 
of real mode annihilation and creation operators 

(6.2) 

and we can express the Hamiltonian as 

-T) ( E G) ( d) at G* f" al (G.3) 

with 2N x 2N matrix Ma consisting of N X N block matrices f and G. We theu want 
to define normal mode annihilation and creation operators in terms of the real mode 
annihilation and creation operators: 

(6.4) 

with the vector of normal mode annihilation and creation operators 

(6.5) 

More compactly, we can express the transformation matrL'C T from the real mode to 
t.he normal mode bas is in block matrix form: 

(6.6) 

ln order to preserve the canonical commutatjon relations of creation and annihilation 
operators in the new basis, we require 

[bi, b}] = 8.,,j = L (Ai,kAJ,k - Bi,kB.7,k ) , and also 
k 

[bi, bj] = 0 = L (Ai,kBj,k - Aj,k,Bi,1,J, 
A; 

so in terms of t.he block matrices we have that 

(G.7) 

(6.8) 



              

    

      

             

      

      

   
  

 
  
 

 
 

              

                 
                

                     
     

 
 
 

  
 

  

            

  
    

 

               

                 

               

               
             

              
           

         

         
   

6.1 THE BOGOLIUBOV TRANSFORMATION 

If we then asswne that t he t ransforruation is linear and has a m1ique inverse, 

r-1 = ( _A;t ~~1') = ,,.,rt r7 , with 

''7 = ( ].; -~JV) , so that r7TtTJT = 1l.:iN • 

Vle can then ffod the Hamiltonian maLtrix in the normaJ mode basis, Jvl,, , by 

.,.. ..... t ... ~ t -;: -+t -+ 

H = o: Ma fx == /3 Mb/3 = a rt MbTfx , 

so that M0 = TtMbT, which gives 

1 ( A -B) (' F G) ( At -BT) ( E' G') 
Alfb = r,Tr,MaT- = -B* A* _G* E* - Et A'r = G'"' E'"' . 

93 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

The normal mode basis is defined so that A!,, is diagonal. and we therefore have 

f' = (AE - BG*)At - (AG - Bf•) B t = AEAt - BG*At - AGBt + B EBt, and 

G' = -(Ac - BG*)BT + (AG - Bc'')AT = -AEBT + BG* BT + AGA'' ' - Bc*Ar. 
(6.12) 

such that we lrnve f 1 = €1 
.. = 0 is a real diagonal matrix. and G' = 0. Thus we can 

write ,,.,r-1r,l\tfb = .AdaT-1
. or equivalelllt,ly, 

(6.13) 

We ran consider the columns 1~ of r -1 as the eigenvectors of Ma: 

(~* ~) (~i) =Wi (1; -~N) (:i) (6.14) 

where wi are the diagonal elements of D and the order o [ symplectir eigenvalues is 

strictly w 1 2: w2 > ... > WN, If ( i i) is the eigenvector with respect to the eigenvalue 

w; 1 corresponding to the i" th colmnns of r-1 for i = l 1 ... , N, tbeu (.i;) is t he eigen

vector with respect to t he eigenvalue 1.;.JN+r = - wi correspoTJding to the i'th columns of 
r-1 for i = N + L ... , 2N. vVe assume that the Hamiltonia11 is positive-definite, rettect
ing a system with no free modes (Goldstone modes, which correspond to O eigenvalues) 
and which is physicalJy stable [5'.l] . From Eq. G.11, we can get 

(6.15) 



                
  

         

       

              
               

              
              

             
   

         

              

 
 

                  

              

  
 

  
            

          
                 

                
          

    
                 

      

   

94 QUADRATIC INTERACTIONS OF QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCJLLATORS 

with w, E Rand wi -=/= O. The different eigenvectors 'f. are by construction orthogonal, 
so we bave 

(6. 16) 

Due to the positive-definiteness of Nla , we also know that 

( 6.17) 

Since the symplectic eigenvalues come in pairs ±wi1 we can use the positive w; 
solutions to construct. block matrices A and B to fulfill the requirement that A4.f -
BBt = ].N, and thus define the bi operators. The respective negative eigenvalues will 
simply correspond to the b,i, which are implicitly also defined by the positive eigenvalue 
solutions. This diagonalisation can then be used to express the Hamiltonian in tlrn 
diagonal, normal mode basis 

(6.18) 
i=l i=I 

Here we also have correspondences between block matrices due to r-1 = r,Ttry so 
that 

(6.19) 

Given that r - 1 is the ordered set of eigenvectors it with i the column index and _j 
the row index of r - 1, we can then also express the normal modes as 

N N 

b.; = L,(Xt_/1i - ~~/1.J) . and &! = L,(-X:.jaj + xi,ia}) . (6.20) 
j=l j=l 

6.1.2 Numerical imple1nentation 

The above description of the Bogoliubov transformation should in principle suffice to 
numerically calcula.te the normal modes of any quadratic1 positive-definite Hamiltonian 
in the real mode a, at basis, if t he numerical values of the operator coefficients are all 
known. 

If we construct. a Hamiltonian for a system with N qumodes in terms of the position 
l'Lnd momentum quadrature operators, then the vector of the quadrature operators 

"::! ( ..... r -r)r ( · · - ~ · · )T · th H ·1t · · v = {j p = Q1 q2 .. . QN P1 P2 ... PN gives • e am1 oruan matnx 

!Ylg,p in the {j, fJ basis by 

(6.21) 



              
  

         
 

          

              
 

              
 

                
               
              

  

                
               

              
                  
  

           

      

             

              

 

  

  

               
                   

    

6.1 THE BOCOLIUBOV TRANSFORMATION 95 

We can easily convert from the quadrature basis to the number basis with the 
unitary matrix V: 

il~llN ) , whjch acts as follows: 
-] N 

& = Vi. Thus we have 

],.!fa= VJ\d<J,Pvt. 

- - ·t . -
H = v V1 NJQ Vv, so that 

(6.22) 

When we have Mu, if w<:' can specify the numerical values of all the matrix c]P-
' - J 

ments, we> can perform computer calculations to get J\;J/ and MaT. With these we 
- I - I 

can first construct }lla.2 171\!faT, which in turn is amenable to a numerical calculat ion 
I l 

of eigenvalues~; and eigenvectors(;. \Ve have seen that tlw eigenvalues of Ma 2 'IJ!Vf,? • 
are rPriproral to the symplectic eigenvalues w; of TJP.1u with respect to thE' Bogoliuhov 
t.nmsforrnation eigenvectors 71. 

We know tlia,t the gap !1E = E 1 - E0 corresponds to the difference between the 
ground state energy and t.he emirgy of the first excit;;i,tion of the normaJ mode with 
the smallest positive eigenvalue Wmin- Since the ground state is the vacuum state with 
respect to a.11 the norlllal modes, IO)i.. sucl1 that bilO)b = 0 'vi , we have the ground state 
euergy is simply 

N 

Eo = b(OIHI0)1, = 2 L wi, so that the smallest excit(,d state is 
i=l 

N-L 

E1 = 1,(Ol®(N-l) 0 &.111i11 (l lH]l)1,,mi11@ IO)~ (N-J) = 2 L W.; + 2Wmin· 
i;,enuo 

(6.23) 

Thus the difference is t1E = 2wmin· To calculate the normal mode operators, given 

M1, = (~ g) = 17T,17J\,f0T-1, we can multiply on the left by 1,r- 117 to get 

77T- 1 (~ _
0n) = MaT-1

, then multiplying on the right by (77M'1,)- 1 to get 

/lfaT-1 (D;1 

-~-] ) = ,,.,r-1 = ·17/Vla-/ 1v1Jr- 1
, and finally 011 the left by .Mo-:} to get 

NllT- 1 (D~l -~-l) = (Mn-:/ TJMa-,}) M}T- 1
. (6.24) 

We are then a.ssured that ( Al/0
21 

17/\lla-
21

) will be Herinitia.n, and we can then consider 

I ( - I -1) the c;olumns of the matrix NllT- 1 = ( as the eigenvectors of Nla 2 rJl\lla2 with re-

spect to the eigenvalues ±~; . 



             
          

                 
               
    

 
            

            
         

  
 

            
          

 

           
            

   

 

   

    
      

    

               
  

     
 

   

      
 

         

        
           
            

              
    

96 QUADRATIC lNTERACTTONS OF QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCILLATORS 

We can then construct ( l\!10

21 
·17N/0

21
) after numerically specifying all the elements 

of Nla- calculate the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues, orthonormalise the 
former and order the pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors accordjng to w1 > w2 2 ... 2 
WN . The eigenvectors so ordered constitute the columns of ( , and we can therefore find 
the Bogoliubov transformation T by 

(6.25) 

We have several requirements of the normal modes: First and foremost, the trans
formation to the normal mode basis must diagonalise the Hamiltonian roa,tri:x while 
preserving the symplectic metric, so that matrix T must give 

(6.26) 

Equivalently, the symplectic metric must be expre~ed by the matrix of commutation 

relations of the elements /Ji of the operator vector /3 so that 

(6.27) 

-I - I 

In practice, n~mericaJly calculating the eigenvectors of Ma 2 ryMa 2 
, gives orthonor-

mal eigenvectors (i- If we attempt to construct the transformation matrix directly with 
these eigenvectors, we get 

'I'= (tvla-./ <)-) , which does ensure TryMa'f- 1 = (~ _0n) , 
but which also gives [8i, fiJ] = ~Nib i,i· (6.28) 

This can be seen as a sc1:1l.ing is::;ue, and the orthonormal eigenvectors (; can be 
appropriately denormalised by 

l = ,;z;;/,; 1 or in matrix terms 

( = ( ry (~ !n) (Tr= ((M/)Y (6.29) 

This ensmes T ·nMaT - 1 = (~ _0
0

) , as well as finally satisfying Eq. Ci.'.27. In other 

words, this ensures that the normal modes are normalised. 
Note that even degenerate minimum syrnplectic eigenvalues do not. imply a de

generate ground state for a q11adrntic Hamiltonian CV system, siuce the minimum 
expectation value of energy, i.e. the grmmd state; is w1iquely determined by all the 
nonnal modes being simultaneously non-excited. 



'Wisely, and slow. They stumble that run fast_" 

William Shakespeare - Romeo and Juliet: Act 2, Scene 3 

Mapping cont inuous variable cluster st ates 
to the planar surface code 

Using the derivations of finitely squeezed CV cluster states and the projectlon thereof 
to the plctna,r surface code in Ch. 3, and following the exarrlJ..>le of CV qumode adiabatic
tnrnsition in Ch, 4, we i.nvestigat.e the transition Harnil tonian and nullifiers as functions 
nf time for a, 3 x 3 CV mode lattice. 

7.1 Nullifiers and transition Hamiltonian 

First of aU, we take as the iuitial Hamiltonian the finitely squeezed 3 x 3 CV cluster 
state. From Sec. :t2.:2 we have that 

(7.1) 

while from Sec. :i.3.3 we have the final HamiltoniaJ1 for the projected planar surface 
code: 

(7.2) 

where Ho,v and Ho,1 represents the free quantum harmonic oscillator to be projectively 
measured i:n either p ( corresponding to q ubi t measurement X) or {j ( corresponding to 
qubit measmement Z), respectively. The project ive mea.c;urcmcnt is t hen expressed in 
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98 
MAPPING CONTINUO US VARIABLE CLUSTER STAT ES TO T HE PLANAR SURFACB 

CODE 

the Hamiltonian as squeezi1ig in p and. q. Thus the transition Hamiltonian is a linear 
interpolation in time pararneter t = ~ E [O, 1] between t he cluster state and surface 
code Hamiltonians: 

ilu·ans = (1 - t )H cs(s) + tHsc (7.3) 

The surface code nullifiers have b een defined in Sec. 3.:3.~3, and since IV(v)I = 2 and 
ID f l = 4, we ha:ve nullifiers of t he form 

0,v = ~ (CJN(t,) + lJS(v) + <lE(v) + clw(ll)) + sv J~V(v) (J)N(v) + PS(v) + PE(I,) + 'Pw(,,)), 

b1 = /2TB71(PN(J) + 13su)-PE(J) - Pwu)) -
8
ki-(PN(f) +Psu) - PFJ(f) - Pw(J)), 

(7.4) 

Note that, we are looking at a 3 x 3 lattice with a pattern of meas urements as 
illustrated in Fig. :3.-1, so each vertex nullifier in the surface code has a valence of 2, 

giving sv = ~ - The lattice boundaries also t runcate the vertex nullifiers so that 

each au only contains terms from its t:\vo nearest neighbouring modes. Specifically we 
have, 

:.! 

4(1 : 2s4 ) (p2 + Pt1) , 

(7.5) 

At each time step 1,,
1 
the t ransi tion Hamilt.onia.n is taken as a quadratic Hamiltonian 

mat rix and t he Bogoliubov transforu1ation is imp lemented as discussed in Ch. 6: 

Tile scalar coefficients of quadratic q11aclrnture operator terms in the tran sition 
Hamiltonia.11 a.Love are used as the eleJ11ent8 of th e matrix Mq,p · which is converted 
to the annihilation and creation operator basis using t he unitary matrix V . The re
sult ing Jvlu matrix, when symmetrised abont t he d iagonal, can be used to numerically 

- I - 1 

calculate the eigenvalues wi and eigenvect ors (, of Mn2 r1Jvfa 2 
• When the eigenvect ors 

are properly ordered and re-scaled , the unique Bogoliubov t rausformation matrix T for 



            
                

     

       

             
             

            
                   

              
                  

            
              

             
            

            

            
              

              
              

           

 
     

              
              

              
         

 

  
 

 

      

            

7.2 ADI ABATIC EVOLUTION OF NU LLJFIE;R AND Q UADRATUR E OPERATORS 99 

t he system can in principle be constructed , although finding this eigenvector ordering 
is not trivial. We also have t.hat the gap ~E = 2wmin corresponds to the 1:,mallest 
eigenvalue result ing from lhc Bogoliubov transformalio11. 

7.2 Adiabatic evolution of nullifier and quadrature 
operators 

Following the method laid out in Sec. -L:l, we can approximate the Heisenberg evolu
t ion of the qumode quadrature opcratorR of t he ovcrnll syst,em. The approximation is 
calculated iteratively solviug the systPrn of 2N first-order differential equations . In the 
ideal case the total time T and t he number of discrete time steps L both go to the limit 
of infinity. On t he one hand. using the Bogoliubov transformatiou wr can calculate the 
normal modes of the t ransit ion Hamiltonian at any point in t ime t = ;: E fO, l]. V\Te 
can call the normal m ode annihilation operators thus obtained the nominaJ nullifiers 
of the system at that point in the adiabatic t ransit ion. Conversely, when we have iter
atively calculated t,he evolved quadraJ,1JJ·C' operators qi(t;) and p;(t) for every time step , 
we can express the evolved nullifiers by substit u t ing t he evolved quadrature operators 
into the init ial nullifier , i.e. the nominal nullifiers at t ime t = 0. 

We recall that t he Heisenberg evolution of operat ors can be calculat ed by itera
t ively solving t he system of 2N first-order different ial equations Eq. ~ .1--l t.o find t he 
quadrature operators at some t ime t = tK, in terms of t he initial quadrature opera.tors 
at t ime t = 0. For each t ime step , if we solve. the matrix expression 

d ~ _ ( le] [dl) ;: (~i) _ ;: -dB v (0) - [f] [g] v (0) + fl - Niv (0) + L. (7.6) 

w0. ca,n express t he result ing evolved quadrature operators as t.he matri..x equation 

-:: _ (IR] [5] ) ~ ;: v (t ) = [V] [W) v (O) = Bv(O). (7.7) 

For the strictly quadratic CV syst ems currently undet consideration L will be a null vec
tor , and B represents the sequence of evolutiom; generated hy the 1Uat rices .Nf (O), l\,f( f ). 
!vl(2;,) , ... , M( t) up to the current point in time, t . Explicitly1 we can express ea.d i of 
the evolved opera.tors directly as sums of the init ia l operators: 

N N 

Q;(t) = L Rj,kcfA:(O) + L sj,kJJ1<;(0). a.nd 
k= I l.·= l 

N JV 

P.1U) = L vj,kllk(o) + I: ~ ,.k13k(o). (7.8) 
k= I 

In the case of the s pecific t ransit ion Hamiltonian from t he finitely sqneezed cluster 
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100 CODE 

state to the surface code, the initial Han:1iltonian has the cluster state nullifiers 

(7.9) 

At t he time t , the nullifier of the grom1d state of the transition Hamiltonian Ht.ra.n~(t) 
is t hen 

(7.10) 

We can thus express the evolved nullifier as a sum of evolved quadrature operators. 
Ideally, i.e. as both T and L go to infinity, this evolved nullifier should be equal to 
the nominal nullifier at the same time step. With respect to the final state, each 
fully evolved cluster state nullifier should be a linear combination of the surface code 
nullifiers in terms of unevolved quadrature operators: 

(7.11) 
V 11 

We can see this by comparing the evo1ution of states with the evolution of nullifiers. 
If we have the time-dependent ground sta.te IG(t)) of the transition Hamiltonian at t,hM, 
t ime, H1,rans(t), we can express the initiall aJld final nullifiers as follows: 

''7i(0) IG(.O)) = 01 and 

rJi(l)IG( 1)) = 0. as shown in Oh. 3, (7.12) 

so a surface code nullifier, e .g. bi gives 

(7.13) 

which is nullified by construction, and also 

(7.14) 

The last equation above implies that the evolved surface code nullifiers can be expressed 
as linear combinations of the cluster state nullifiers in terms of unevolved quadrature 
operators: 

(7.15) 
j j 

The BogoliulJov trausformation thus provides the nominal normal mode operators, 
while the discrete. iterative adiabatic evolution calculation of the initial cluster state 
normaJ modes gives the evolved normal mode operators. Comparing the two sets of 
normal mode operators would indicatr thr appropriateness of the parameters T and L 
used in a particular calculation. 



Impleme11tation platform: Circuit quantum 
elect rodynamics 

WP bri<"f-ly describe circuit quantum Plectrodyna.mics (drc;uit QED), a. possible platform 
for ~pcTimentally implementing the kind of adiabatic tra11sitio11 from I'\, continuous
variable duster state to surface code that the preceding c:hapt,ers have investigated. 

8.1 Cavity QED 

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavjty QED) evolved from basic- quantum thcoreticaJ 
considerations of the interaction of matter and light [5:3, 5-1). Cavity QED essentially 
concerns the dynrurucs b etween a single mode of light coufu1ed and defined by a reflec
tive cavity, aud an atom trapped within. In other words, the size of the cavity uniquely 
determines the wave.length of the photons existi11g inside it. Cavity QED enables t he 
atom to funct ion as a qubit by limiting the mode of t he atom-photon system to a single 
optical wavelength ,,\ , a small integer multiple of tll<:' size of the cavity. Furtbenuo.re, 
the wavelength is thus chosen to effectively make the a.tom a two-level system because 
the wavelength is such that absorption and emission occur at two relatively isolated 
t ransition levels in the atom. Due t.o the cavity size and the laser nsed to drive the 
cavity, lower euergy photons are not allowed to interfere with t.be atom. 

Effectively, the atom-photon-cavity system models a quantum bit. (qubit,) coupled 
t.o a harmonic oscillator. However. cavity QED at optical frequencies suffers photon 
loss from the cavity as well as deray from the atom which limits the magnitude of 
coherent, coupling. A cavity QED quantum system quickly decoheres - providing ouly 
a 10-0-10- t2 s interaction time between light and matter and the experimental set-up 
is not scalable to a useful number of interacting cavities. 
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102 I MPLEMENTATION PLATFORM: CIRCUIT QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

8.2 Circuit QED 

An alternative to cavity QED has been found with circuit QED where an artificial 
atom (a Cooper P a.fr Box) is engineered to interact with a nearby microwave cavity, 
consisting of length of superconducting wire that functions as a cavity for a microwave 
photon. This system requires cooling but the size of the system, with billions of natural 
atoms together acting as a single aJ'tifieial atom, makes the irnplflmentation far more 
manageable and attractive [1 ]. 

The primary advantage of the circuit QED platform over cavity QED is that cir
cuit QED artificial atoms are rnauufactmed to be stationary relative to the microwave 
cavity. This gives a practically indefinite interaction time compared to cavity QED. In 
cavity QED, the natural at.oms ate so ephemeral that the time where they can act as 
qubits is very limitc<i as t.lH" atoms fall through the cavity. 

To explicate t lw analogous relationship between the components of cavity QED 
and circuit QED, the atom corresponds to a Cooper pair box (CPB), the cavity corre
sponds to a superconducting wire called the transmission line resonator (TLR) and the 
photons are respectively of optical and microwave. frequencies. No1;c that th<' artificial 
atorn (the Cooper Pair Box) must be placed close enough to tbe TLR to couple wit.h 
the microwave photon. 

The circuit QED hardware thus includes such components as Josephsou junctions, 
CPBs and TLRs. A Josephson jtmct ion is a circuit component consisting of two su
perconducting elements with a thin insulator between them, as shown in Fig. ;-;, J. The 
CPB is a superconducting island grmmde<l through a Josephson junction. The CPB 
can express a qubit as 11) or JO) depf'nding on whether or not it has a single excess 
Cooper pair. This form of superconducting qubit is called a charge qubit, since the 
two-level system is encoded in the charge degree of freedom. Circuit QED can also 
have qubits encoded in the phase an<l flux degrees of freedom [ 1, :ii1] . 

A TLR is a length of superconducting wire inside which a microwave can rebound 
back and forth in the same way as it would in an optical cavity consisting of reflectivE' 
planes around a vacuum. The TLR can function as a.n analogue to the optical cavit,y 
of cavity QED, while a Josephsou junction pla,c(~d close to the TLR at an anti-node 
position caJ1 correspondingly function as the a11alogue of the actual atom in the optic-al 
cavity. 

The Josephsou junction i~ thus coupled to the microwave in the TLR in the same 
way that an atom in an optical cavity is coupled to an optical photon. It can br 
shown that, these systems ai·<> equivalent in that both are expressed by the Jayues
Cummings Hamiltonian [i1ti], [5b]. In other words, th e J aynes-Cummings Hamiltonian 
which describcR the cavity QED also describes the circuit QED system 1:1fter certain 
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SUpen::onductor 

-
Cooper pair 

Supen::onductor 

FlGURE 8.1: A Josephson junc:tiou com;ists of t wo superconducting elements separat~d 
by a t hin insulator, a.nd is shown w circuit diagrams as a square with an X th rough it. 
Reproduced from [ I] . 

approximations and quantization. This is what fortuitously allows t he mesoscopic 
circuit QED system to a.ct as single atoms would in optica1 cavities . 

From [)~>], ['.>C.1, t he Jaynes-Cummings Ha miltonian is 

(8.1) 

where the t hree terms on the right-hand side of t he equat ion express energy due to the 
number of photons in tlw cavity, the levels of e.."Xcitation i11 t.hc a.tom and the int ernction 
between light and mat ter , respectively. 

T he symbols in Eq. 8 .1 are defirnrl as follows: Wr is the frequency of photons in 
t.l1e cavjty or TLR, o. t iu1d a are the photon creation and aJrnihilation opera.tors, re
spectively, representing adding or removing one quantum of excitation from the cavity 
or TLR, n is the angular frequency of the trausit ion between ground state arnl ex
cited str1,t.e, cr= represents t.he z-.component Pauli rnatrL'< for a spin-1/ 2 par t icle, i.e. the 
at.om/electron in its gr ound and excited st ates, g is the coupling st rength between the 
photon and t.bf! :tt.<1m. or bet.wren t he TLR microwave a11rl t he J osephson junct ion. a-+ 
and ,J- are tbe creation and annihilation operators for qubit excitation , which respec
tively means the absorption and emission of photons by the citom r>, . .Sfi] . 

The hannonic oscillator of the TLR coupled wit h a Josephson junction can he 
coupled to an identical system v-ia a CPB. This is th<'\ simplest case of the Jaynes
C urnmi.ngs-Hubbarcl array [57], and constitutes a coupling of two quantum harmonic 
oscillators via a qubit. This project considers a rectangular array of qua ntum harmonic 
oscillators, and hence can be said to consider a t.wo-dilnermioni\.l Jayn es-Cummings
Hubbard arra:,r 



          
            

          
           

            
         

                
              
               

             
          

          

     
  

  

              
               

    

         
              

             
                 

             
              

               
         

                
             
             

             
          

            
               
            

            
            

              
     

104 IMPLEMENTATION PLATFORM: CIRCUIT QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

P roperties central to the quantum computing advantage include the superposition 
of states and entanglement. These. properties enable a natural form of parallel pro
cessing. Superconducting qubits have been demonstrated which can variously have 
supeTposition states of several microsecond coherence times, be entangled and perform 
quantum logic operations [ J] . The current Circuit QED coherence time benchmark. is 
the Josephson junction qubits with coherence time 20 p,s [5]. 

Finally, the circuit QED platform is attractive in that not only is it scalable, and bai:; 
good coherence times, it also lends itself to controlling the interactions of the system 
parts better than some of the other platforms. For example, it has been shown that 
microwave cavities coupled via switchable Cooper Pair Boxes can be subjected to a 
Control-Phase operation (mirror transport) [58]. The effective Hamiltonian for two 
qumodes a and b interacting in this manner is given as 

(8.2) 

where thC' CPB splitting w0 > wa = w1; the ch ara.cteristic frequencies of the qumodes 
and "Y is the CPB decay rate. Performing tl:tis operation is essential in f'onstructing a 
cluster state in circuit QED. 

The perfect mirror transport protocol generates the Control-Phase expiquJJ opera
tion that is necessary for the creation of bosonic CV cluster states. This interaction 
between the posit.iou operators q of the differeHt microwave cavity (TLR) modes is 
mediated by a qubit (CPB). The fact that the interaction is of the type q/}j is a 
consequence of the capacitive coupling of each cavity to the mediating qubit [59 tilJ. 
This is implemented by placing the CPB near the voltage anti-node of the quantised 
electromagnetic field of each TLR. It can be shown that the mediating qubit is adi
abatically eliminated from the Hamiltonian describing the interacting quantum modes. 

Ultimately, it may be possible to wire together a Circuit QED array to get not only 
i]itii interactions, buL also CJi]Jj, Piii.1 and PiJJi interactions. This is because the interac
tion betweeu the position and momentum quadmtures of a microwave cavity mode and 
a CPB is cont,rolled by the capacitive and inductive coupling, respectively [h2]. These 
quadratic quadrature interactions between different CV modes would enable the exper
imental implementation of the model investigated in this thesis. Changing the location 
of t.he CPB with respect to the voltage nodes and anti-nodes of the quantu111 mode 
in the microwave cavity should enable these addit ional types of interactions between 
the quadrature operators by varying the inductive and capacitive coupling between the 
mediating CPB and each quantum mode. These different interactions are enabled by 
varying relative placements of a mediating CPB with respect to the quantised fields of 
the different interacting microwave cavity modes. 
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This principle is seen in [G;"\j , where a more general interaetiou Hamiltonian is given, 

where interaction strengths of the two qumodes 91 and 92 , respectively. N_g is the di 
gate d1arge. and 0 = tan-1 

4Edi;:!..2Ng) ' where EJ is the Josephson coupling energy and 
Ee is the chaTgi.ng energy. 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis, a number of interrelated topics have been developed: We have elucidated 
the simplest example of topological order , the qubit toric code, and discussed its ex
tensions as the surface code on a square lattice on a plane, for qubits or CV modes 011 

the lattice edges. We have explained the square latt ice quLit. and CV clm,tel' states, 
and the mapping from the cluster state to the surface code by a pattern of projective 
measmements. 1n particular 1 the nullifiers of the surface code mapped from a CV clus
t,cr state with futite squeezing have been derived in some detail, and t.hc resulting gap 
condi tions for different topologies have been reported. We have discussed t he adiabatic 
t heorem ancl the discrete adiabatic approximation. exemplified by adiabatic: transitions 
on a single qulJit and a single CV mode. The discrete adiabatic approximation for m,tp
ping the cluster state to the s ttrface code hru; been cc:1lculated 011 a 3 x 3 qubit lattice. 
Then the numerical algorithm for performing the Bogoliubov transformation to find 
t he symplectic eigenvalues and normal modes of a hosonic quaclratic Hamiltonian was 
e:>..1Jlicated. Nc>--1", the formalism for performing the discrete adiabatic approximation 
of the finitely squeezed CV transition from cluster state to surface code was set up 
Finally, the possibility of implementing the protocol Oll au experimental platform of 
circuit QED was discussed, with speculation on t.be possibility of t,urung the supercon
ducting device components to interact with the necessaJ·y quadratic quadrature terms. 

The qubit cases arc instructive in providing an analogy to the CV cases. However 
the attract,ive advantage of CV systems is t.hat we can const.ruct both cluster states and 
the surface code in terms of ouly two-body interactions. We have shown the protocol in 
full for the qubit case. V\!e have a.lso set up the formalism for the analogous continuous
variable protocol. Jt has been shown that for the qubit ease, the minimum gap over the 
comse of the t.ransition should decrease wit.h increasing system size, and we expect the 
same behaviour in the case of continuous-variable systems. For th0 3 x 3 qubit lattice 
case, we have performed an iterative, finite, discrete t,ime step approximation of th<: 
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108 CONCLUSION 

conti11uous adiabatic evolution from the ground state of the initial Hamiltouian, (i.e. 
the cluster state) to the ground stat€' of the final Hamiltonian (i.e.. the smface co<le). 
We have furthermore plotted the fidelity of t he evolved state to the nominal st.ate, i.e. 
to I.he grouud state of the transition Hamilto11ia11 at that point. 

In deriving the finite-squeezing CV smface code, the vertex nullifiers weTe found 
to include not only nearest neighbour quadrature terms, but aJso next-nearest neigh
bour position operator terms . These disappear in t he infinite squeezing limit , but 
for realist ic values of the squeezing parn,meter s Lhe vertex nullifiers a.ud their com
mutation relations belie t he ideal duality seen in qubit and infinite-squeezing smface 
codes, especially those with toroidal boundary co11ditions. However. we note that the 
next-nearest ueighbour terms themselves commute with fl.ice nullifiers ou Fl lattice with 
either regular (i.e. all :m1ooth or all rough) or repeating boundary conditions. Also, 
these 11ext-nearest neighbour ij terms aJ:e in some sense redunda11t given the existeuce 
of vert.ex nullifiers centrect on t he same vert ices as the next-nearest neighbour terms. 
For both these reasons, the next-11eare1,;t neighbour terms make little difference to tlw 
eigenv-a.lue spectrum of the smfa.ce code. 

Having rigorously defined the desired final state of the adiabatic transition. the 
discrete adiabatic· approximation was calculated for systems small enough to calculate. 
We have described a continuous t uning from onf' state of matter, the clust er state, 
to another, the surfacf' code. ·v..re have investigated a protocol of measurements that 
implements this transition, assuming the measurements are turned on slowly euough to 
satisfy t he Liel1-Robinson bound of a.diabatic approximation . Iu order to successfully 
perform the adiabatic transition from t he more easily prepared init ial state to the de
sired final state while remaining in the co11t i11uously evolving ground state, the required 
tra11sition time T is inversely proportional to the gap size. From the general theory 
of phase transitions we e>-.l)ected t he plot of thf' gap during an adiabatic transition to 
feature a pinch, or in other words a global minimum tending towards zero, at the c1·it
ical point of the phase tra nsit ion [u-1]. At this poi11t, the function of the gap over tim<.> 
is said to be non-analytic. This minimum gap reflects a maximum probability for the 
system to incur excitatious during the transit ion, since the gap is the minimum energy 
cost for noise to disturb t he system. Indeed, t lw qnbit systems investigated did show 
t his featme in the gap plots. However , the continuous-variable systems investigated 
did not have a global minimum in the gap as a function of time. 

Numerical cakulatious 0 11 the gap for the adiflbatic transition of bot,h a single CV 
mode from one quadrature basis to another and t he 3 x 3 finitely-squeezed CV cluster 
state to the 2 x 2 SUl'face code were performecl. However, all these gap calculations 
showed no pind1 localised at some critical point in the transition , but rather maxima of 
varying width. lucrnased squeezing in the oscillators representing the locally measured 
local modes lead to a more defined peak or kink iI1 the maxiIHw11. The physical inter
pret.ation of these gap plots is primarily that t urning on local Hamiltonian terms for 
t he squeezing of uncoupled harmonic oscillators as featured in both t he single mode 
squeezing t ransition and the projective measurement terms in the final HamiJt.onian 
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increase the energy of the system in question . 

The fact t hat no pinch was observeJ in t he CV cases was thus a consequence of 
the squeezing. In the case of the single mode squeezing transitio11, uo pinch should 
he expected at any rat e, since t,hc interpolation from squeezing in one <]Uadratmc to 
aJ10thcr does not involve a quantum phase transition. Furt hermore, since t he cases 
of CV t,ransition from cluster state to surfa(;e code that have been calculated were all 
of lattice dimensions 3 x 3, the system is so far from the thermodynamic limit that 
the surfate c.:ode is far from being gapless, which is aJ1 Mpert of the topological order 
t hat this adiabatic transition is aimed at cre.ating. Given a large enough system and a 
~low enough adiabatic transition. we would still expect to see a pinch in t he gap as a 
function of time, representing t he topological phase t,ransit,ion. 

Implementing a topologically ordered state of matter in a11 on-chip device is a 
fascinating possibility because it would enable experimental investigations into exotic 
condensed matter physics. In addit ion , if realised thesr states could in principle br 
used for quantum computing protocols. In modelling the protocol for setting up the 
surface code. we have found some indication of the necessary parameter values for 
squeezing. t ransition t ime and system size. 1n pa1·ticulai·1 the single-plaquettc surface 
code latticf' constituted too small a lattice to demonstrate t.be gap pinch indicating a 
topological phase transition. This leads to the following question: How large must the 
system be to exhibit the gap pinch? In addit ion , t lw particulars of the circuit QED 
architect.me t hat would emulate the right interactions of mode qua,dratures do merit 
furt her consideration. 

More direct extensions to this work include to show the discrete time-step, finite 
time approximation of adiabatic evolution ill terms of the quadrature operntors in th~ 
transition Hamiltonian for t he 3 x 3 CV mode lat.tire interpolated from cluster state to 
smface code. The evolved and nominal nullifiers of the cluster state and planar surface 
code M outlined in Ch. 7 can be compared, as well as their respective expectation values 
with respect to t lw cluster state and surface code ground states. Finally, wit h increased 
<:ornputational resources the expected gap piuch corresponding to the topological phase 
transition could be demonstrated by calculating the gap over transit ion for much larger 
systems. 
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